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ABSTRACT

An investigation was undertaken into the laser butt welding of drum quality sheet steel

(BS 1449:CR2) and the feasibility of a production laser welder.

A fractional factorial experimental design is used to establish the significance of

nine identified welding parameters, including interactions, to the responses of weld

dimensions and weld strength. Based on these results a statistical model is formulated.

Optimisation studies are carried out on the laser power, weld speed and position

of focus. The orientation of the workpiece to the laser beam, shielding gas composition

and gas delivery are covered in depth. Individual parameter specification for optimised

weld quality and reliability is given.

A major study of the effect of edge preparation on weld quality is undertaken,

comparing bead on plate, milled and guillotine edges. Specific weld faults, weld

dimensions, weld appearance and tolerences are presented.

A number of in-process weld monitoring systems are identified and extensively

tested for weld fault identification, ease of use and reliability.

A high speed video camera (1000 frames per second) was used to investigate high

speed welding, in particular the humping phenomenon. The onset of humping is delayed

by a proposed modification of the welding set-up, specifically by angling the workpiece

and offsetting the beam from the weld centreline. Throughout the research the high

speed video provided useful quantative information regarding the temporal behaviour of

both the plasma and melt pool during welding.

The design, construction and testing of a semi-automated welding jig was

completed. A marked improvement was observed in weld reliability due to the consistent

fit-up achieved. Considerations for a production system are discussed and the economic

feasibility of a laser drum welder is proven.
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"You can't always get what you want, but if you try sometimes you

just might find you get what you need".

The Rolling Stones
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INTRODUCTION

The project was conceived to investigate the feasibility and the economic viability of

laser welding the longitudinal side seam of the Van Leer 1 mm thick 210 litre steel

drum.

The Van Leer organisation was founded in The Netherlands, originally

specialising in the manufacture of steel drums for the chemical and oil industries.

Over the years the world wide success attained in this area has lead to a significant

expansion, both geographically and in product diversity. Today, Van Leer is the

premier steel drum manufacturer and is rapidly developing in the field of plastic

container fabrication for both industrial and domestic markets. The importance

placed on the need for research on advancing technology was the key to the initiation

of this project.

Originally, the manufacture of drums was by hand, by skilled workman. In

later years came the introduction of electrical resistance welding. This process has

remained largely unchanged, with the original AC supplies now replaced by more

efficicent DC power supplies. Until the development of laser welding no alternative

existed to warrant changes to the established system.

The discovery of the laser by' Maiman in 1960 heralded the start of a

manufacturing revolution which was not realised until the early 1980's. The

principle manufacturing application of the laser was and still is the cutting of metal.

Industry has now focused on the laser welding process as the latest advanced

manufacturing tool. Laser welding has become, on the back of well documented

research, an accepted manufacturing process. Adopted by, in particular, large scale

automotive companies for reasons of performance and unique manufacturing

techniques

So, what is a laser ? - consider the acronym, Light Amplification through
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Stimulated Emission of Radiation. The laser is an energy converter. Electrical,

chemical or other form of energy is used to excite a medium which decays by

stimulated emission as opposed to spontaenous emission to give a near parallel,

coherent beam of radiation of high spectral purity. This radiant beam can be shaped

or focused to give an exact amount of energy which can be precisely delivered to the

target in order to achieve the required operation, be it cutting, welding or surface

treatment.

The generation of a laser beam results from the controlled excitation of a

selected lasing medium, the most common of these being CO 2 and Nd:YAG (Neodymium

in a Yttrium Aluminium Garnet crystal). The "beam" characteristics are high

monochromaticity, high power densities, temporal and spatial stability. These two

different types of laser medium exhibit different beam and processing

characteristics. The CO 2 laser is the most common industrial welding laser largely

for reasons of maximum output power capabilities (up to 24 kW). The Nd:YAG

however has two strong factors in its favour; the shorter wavelength offers more

efficient optical energy transfer to the workpiece and a flexible fibre-optic cable can

be used for beam delivery.

There are two fundamental modes of welding; conduction and penetration welds.

The dividing line between these modes is the formation of a fine hole by vaporisation

known as the "keyhole". Conduction welding conditions are such that little

vaporisation of the material occurs, producing a typically wide shallow weld pool.

Conversely, the penetration welding mode, as the name suggests, offers deep and

narrow welds. This is a direct result of the formation of the keyhole. In this mode

the typical surface power densities are in the region of 10 6 W/cm2. The general

advantages of laser welds over other conventional welds are their high integrity,

autogenous nature, relatively small thermal input, and high processing speeds.

The present technique used by Van Leer to weld the drums is Electrical
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Resistance Welding (ERW). This is a process which uses high currents to melt the

metal and then pressure to "mash" the joint together to form the weld in aprocess

known as forge welding. The result is a lap weld that is highly dependent on the

contact between the welding wheels. As a consequence of the lap geometry the

thickness at the weld is increased by approximately 1.7 times the thickness of the

drum. This increase in thickness causes problems in the formability of the weld,

which has a tendency to tear apart. This is especially a problem when sealing the top

and the base of the drum. This ERW welding method has remained largely unchanged

simply because there had been no viable alternative.

When considering laser welding in comparison with electrical resistance there

are several specific advantages -

1) Improved weld quality.

2) Low energy input of 5 kW compared to 250 kVA.

3) Butt weld configuration leading to a saving of material.

4) No weakening at start and finish of the weld.

5) The drum enclosure insertion (emptying/refilling fitting) can be made in

weld seam.

6) Butt configuration presents an improved surface condition for internal

lacquering and external paint spraying.

7) Better quality control and more flexibility.

8) Minimal level of operator education.

9) Laser generator and optical system are environmentally safe, and can be

encapsulated for minimum interference by personnel.

This listing indicates the potential advantages of laser welding technology. The prime

objective is to produce a quality drum, at high production rates. The target for the

welding speed was set at between 150-200 mm/s (9-12 m/min.).

The project objective was to achieve a foundation of laser welding research
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from which the specific applications could be assessed. Thus, the initial work was

followed by both optimisation and further in-depth research studies. Encompassed

within the project are two specific areas, worthy of specific mention due to their

importance; (i) are the fit-up and edge quality required to produce the target speed

whilst retaining consistent weld quality and (ii) the formulation of a quality weld

assessment criteria.
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CHAPTER ONE

LITERATURE SURVEY

1.1 LASER FUNDAMENTALS

The laser beam represents a powerful processing tool due to its capability of

delivering a large amount of energy concentrated in such a way as to produce surface

melting and vaporisation. As the beam has no defined physical form but merely an

energy content it is very flexible, with the main recognised forms of processing

being welding, cutting and surface treatment. Any of these mentioned processes are

dependent on several main areas defining each individual process summarised in

figure 1.1.

In all lasers the basic construction is identical; firstly some form of

excitation is required, together with an amplifying medium located between mirrors

to produce the lasing action and lastly an optical resonator which focuses the lasing

action of the medium in order to generate the high energy beam. This means the

resonator design is largely responsible for propagation characteristics of the laser

beam. There are five types of laser which produce sufficient power for material

processing - the solid state, CO 2 , CO, COIL and excimer gas lasers.

1.1.1 Solid State Lasers

This type of laser as the name suggests incorporates a solid amplifying medium

composed of active Nd3+ ions suspended in a transparent host material of yttrium

aluminium garnet (YAG), glass, YLF and many other alternatives. The excitation for

the medium had initially been provided by a helical Xenon flashlamp as in Maiman

first working laser (1 960), now this is likely to be superseded by diode laser
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pumping. Amplification is achieved through multiple reflections of the laser light

back and forth between the cavity mirrors through the medium. The useful beam

energy emerges from the partially reflective output window (95% reflective).

The maximum power achievable at this wavelength of 1.06 p.m is 400 W per

YAG rod, this power availability is limited by the cooling of the rod. Commercially

available YAG lasers incorporate multirod amplifier/oscillator systems that offer up

to 2.4 kW. The cooling of the rods may be improved with the development of slab

YAG crystals which provide improved power due to symmetrical cooling. The

pumping of the medium with a diode also reduces the heating affect and also promises

to give greater power and the control of the energy distribution within the beam. The

lasing wavelength of this type of laser allows the use of fibre optics in the delivery of

the beam to the workpiece area giving the possibility non-linear delivery paths and

the ability to link several lasers together allowing multi-kilowatt CW processing.

1.1.2 Gas Lasers

1.1.2.1 The Carbon Dioxide laser,

The gas laser has several advantages over the solid state; increased efficiency due to

the lasing mechanism with in the gas medium, greater available power resulting

from replenishment of the medium, ease of resonator design as this is no longer

constrained by a solid medium, control over the discharge stability and free

propagation of the laser beam within the cavity. The principle gas laser for

industrial application today is the carbon dioxide laser although the laser is called a

CO2 laser, Nitrogen and Helium gases are present (CO 2 :N2 :He:: 12: 18:70) increasing

the efficiency of the lasing process by collision energy transfer and enhanced cooling

respectively as seen in Figure 1.2a.

The basis of the lasing process is through the phenomenon of stimulated

emission , a mechanism whereby carbon dioxide molecules stored in the metastable

level, through D.C. or RF excitation under low pressure conditions emit photons
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when stimulated by an identical photon. Once the plasma has been formed through the

excitation, an individual molecule loses its energy by collision with the walls of the

cavity or through spontaneous emission. The photon of light produced by spontaneous

emission of 10.6 Rm wavelength is emitted in any random direction however one will

eventually travel in the direction of the optical axis. This photon may be diffracted

out of the system or may collide with an already excited molecule - in this case the

molecule returns to the lower energy level in doing so emits a photon of identical

wavelength, phase and direction. The two photons now travel back and forth through

the cavity generating more photons from other excited molecules resulting in an

extremely rapid amplification process. The lasing wavelength incorporates a range

of 9-11 microns with 10.6 micron being the most common.

There are four classes of carbon dioxide lasers-

1) Sealed - The laser contains a static gas mixture within a single sealed tube, with

cooling being provided by conduction through the tube walls. The uses of this laser

are mostly for requirements of low power and high beam stability (up to 100 W)

used mostly for medical, military and diagnostic purposes.

2) Slow Flow - The laser gas mixture pumped through cavity therefore overcoming

gas decomposition problems, the cooling being achieved by conduction through the

discharge tube walls to a water jacket. The power is a function of discharge tube

length, typically around 50 W/m with maximum powers upto 1.5 kW for normal

commercial lasers allowing cutting and welding of sheet metal plus low speed surface

treatment.

3) Fast Axial Flow - The flow of the laser gas mixture is near sonic speeds, the

increase flow rate gives higher powers and cooling of the mixture by forced

convection increases the lasing efficiency to about 15 %, compared to the theoretical

maximum of 45 % which is the quantum efficiency. The power is a function of the

discharge length and, due to the forced convective cooling the tube diameter, offering
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upto 1 kW/m. Typical industrial laser are of 5 - 10 kW providing the welding and

cutting of thick sections or the high speed processing of sheet metal.

4) Transverse-Flow - In this case the gas mixture flows perpendicular to the

optical oscillation direction and electrode discharge, cooling is therefore improved

allowing compact high power lasers. The current powers available are upto 24 kW

the applications of these very high powers being the processing of sections of around

10 cm thickness.

1.1.2.2 The Carbon Monoxide laser

One of the most recent development in the high power regime is the CO laser,

operating at around 5 microns. This gas laser having an identical generation

mechanism to the CO 2 fast axial flow laser. The lasing process has a quantum

efficiency of nearly 100% double that of the CO 2 , however the process only occurs

effectively at about 200 K. [3]. The shorter wavelength of the CO laser is hoped to

provide for a more efficient processing of material, similar to the solid state laser,

but offer power capabilities of the existing CO2.

1.1.2.3 The Chemical Oxygen-Iodine laser

The so-called COIL laser combines the power capabilities of the gas lasers with the

fibre delivery possibilities of the solid state lasers. The laser operates continuously

in the near infra-red at 1.3 microns, and is currently at the 1 kW mark [4].

1.1.2.4 The Excimer laser

This laser operates in the ultra-violet region from 1 72 nm to 354 nm depending on

the active medium, usually a combination of an inert gas and a halide. The

combination of only the two forms when in the excited state producing an excited

complex molecule, the molecule rapidly falls back to the lower ground state emitting

laser radiation and effectively in the same instance dissociating. The excimer laser
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can only operate in pulsing mode, being capable of delivering nano second discharge

times reaching peak powers of gega watt proportion. The uses of the excimer lasers

are in mainly in the ablation and marking of materials.

1.2 LASER PARAMETERS

From an observers standpoint the laser simply provides the heat source required for

the welding operation with the power of the laser the only apparent beam variable.

The true story is that it is slightly more complicated with the distribution of energy

in the beam, the mode structure, playing an important role in determining the

irradiance of the focussed beam. The importance of the mode structure is highlighted

by the existance of factor which defines the quality of the mode- the M2 concept.

Another relevant beam characteristic is its polarisation which together with the

wavelength of the laser are linked to the absorption of the beam at the workpiece.

When considering long beam paths (over 5 m) the actual propagation of the beam

becomes important, the beam will be expanding over the distance with the power

attenuation related to variable conditions along the atmospheric delivery path.

1.2.1 Power

Power represents one of the most important and fundamental parameters of laser

welding, directly controlling the energy input into the material. The effect of this

particular factor with respect to weld penetration has been investigated in many

previous studies, originally by Baarsden (1973)[5] seen in Figure 1.2a with the

high speed welding of low rimmed carbon sheet steel and later by Dawes and Watson

(1985)[16] in the processing of similar material. The results of which show the

depth to be directly proportional to the input power and that for a given thickness the

maximum welding speed increases with increasing power.
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The power is obviously related to the joining efficiency of the operation [6],

if an arbitrary process efficiency is to be maintained then there is a certain power

level below which this is not possible. Figure 1 .3b shows the logarithmic

relationship due to the fact that the speed term is included in the joining efficiency

equation.

1.2.2 Mode Structure

The mode of the laser is described as the spatial distribution of energy across

the beam, perpendicular to the propagation direction [8]. It is basically a standing

transverse electromagnetic wave which can be thought of as representing the power

distribution across the beam.

This mode is fixed by the design of the laser cavity incorporating such factors

as the alignment of the cavity mirrors, their radius of curvature and spacing and the

bore of the discharge tube. By choosing suitable values of these factors a mode can be

generated according to the requirements of the process.

These mode structures are known as Transverse Electromagnetic Modes, and

are universally shorthanded to TEM pq where p and q are the number of nodes

contained within two specified directions. These directions can be described by two

coordinate systems firstly rectangular and secondly cylindrical. In the rectangular

coordinate system p and q are the nodes in two orthogonal directions. The .cylindrical

and more widely used system describes p and q as the nodes in the radial and angular

directions respectively. A few examples are given in Figure 1.4 of the more common

structures for both coordinate systems.

The welding process prefers the lower mode structures, in particular

TEM 00 ,TEM 01 and TEMo i . (cylindrical) as these provide smaller focussed spot size

than higher modes with comparable optics see section 1.2.4. Just to note the latter

mode is made up from the oscillation between two orthogonal TEMo i modes.

Experimentation has proved that the Gaussian mode gives greatest penetration for a
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given power, speed and thickness [9] as it provides the greatest power density

available for the focussing optics used. The intensity distribution of a Gaussian mode

is desribed by a simplification of the Laguerre-Gaussian Distribution Function -

1 r = lo exp [ -2r 2 / ro 2 ]	 (1 .1 )

where 10= Intensity at the beam centre (W/m2)

r 0 = Raw beam radius.(m)

r = Distance from centre.(m)

Ir= Intensity at distance r from the centre.(W/m2)

This intensity distribution is very important in laser welding though it is

interesting to note that longitudinal electromagnetic modes also exist creating a

standing wave along the optical axis, however the affect of different longitudinal

modes on the welding process is not a consideration.

1.2.3 M 2 Factor

Recognising the important role the mode plays in the welding process the M2 factor

was introduced to act as a guide to the quality of the mode structure. The basic idea

behind this quality factor is that it relates the working beam to that of a perfect

Gaussian beam generated under the same resonator design and conditions [12]. This

comparison is achieved simply by a ratio of the ideal and working beams divergence

shown schematically in Figure 1.6. Thus -

M 2 = ow / eg	

(1.2)

where Ow _-. Working beam divergence.

og . Equivalent Gaussian divergence.
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The divergence of the working beam can be measured and the ideal is given by

equations describing the propagation of a Gaussian beam through space [10]. This

quality measurement is an important concept in laser welding and cutting processes

standardising a previously non-quantified variable which effects the process to a

high degree.

The importance of beam quality on processing is emphasised if one considers

the that minimum spot size is directly related to M 2 and even more significantly that

the maximum intensity is directly related to M4.

1.2.4 Polarisation

Laser radiation consists of a stream of electromagnetic waves, the electric and

magnetic wave components being orthogonal but are vectors in space at right angles

to the direction of propagation. When all of the main portion of the radiation has the

electric vector in the same orientation the beam is said to be polarised. The laser

cavity is an optical amplifier and hence tends to produce polarised beams, there are

three forms of polarisation governed by the distribution of the electric and magnetic

waves perpendicular to the direction of propagation.

If the cavity has similar losses for all planes of polarisation then the beam is

randomly polarised however this is an unstable system for material processing.

Usually laser cavities contain folded mirrors to stabilise one orientation of

polarisation the beam is now plain polarised. When considering cutting and welding

plain polaritation causes process variation subject to the direction of movement

therefore many industrial lasers are fitted with a circular polariser. This consists

of mirror angled at 45 degrees with a 1/4 wavelength film the reflected

electromagnetic waves form a helix in the direction of propagation.

The effect of polarisation on laser welding is related to the absorption

mechanism. At lower processing speeds the keyhole can be thought of as a cylinder

filled with plasma, the beam is absorbed by the plasma and reradiated to the
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workpiece heating of material ahead of the beam is purely by conduction only. In this

case polarisation has no effect. Increasing the processing speed moves the keyhole

towards the melt front until such time as the beam is directly incident on the melt

front. The absorption of the beam energy at the molten wall is a function of the

orientation of the electromagnetic waves. Polarisation perpendicular to the direction

of welding has an electric vector oscillating at right angles along the surface

therefore the interaction causes the free electrons to vibrate in a similar direction.

Parallel polarisation has the vector oscillating into to the workpiece causing electron

vibration to be effectively out of the surface. Looking at the two cases it is likely the

latter has the higher absorption level of the incident radiation.

This effect only becomes apparent at incident angles greater than 30 degrees,

which is particularly relevant in high speed thin gauge welding [13]. Beyer et al

(1986)[12] showed that by orientating the electromagnetic field in the direction of

welding enhanced penetration is achieved. Figure 1.7 shows that the onset of this

effect occurs around 50 mm/s for the processing conditions described, where a

change in absorption mechanisms is observed from the plasma within the keyhole to

the front cavity wall.

1.2.5 Wavelencith 

The absorptivity of a material is largely dependent on the wavelength of the

incident radiation, as shown in figure 1.8. Shorter wavelengths giving higher

energy coupling, this is most significant when processing highly reflective metals

such as copper. Where the YAG and Excimer lasers can be used in processing, the CO2

laser beam merely scratches the surface unless outrageously large power densities

are used. In the case of mild steel no such problem exists, once the keyhole is

established the area of interest is the dynamic absorption during the welding process.

In this situation there are two particular areas are of interest, firstly; the role of

the plasma and secondly; the absorption of the beam at the front wall. It has been
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shown that the absorptivity of the plasma, a, simply considering the inverse

bremstrahlung absorption relates to the radiation wavelength thus,

a= f(X 2 )	 (1.3)

Which gave lasers upto the 5 micron wavelength region (Excimer, YAG and CO

lasers) an extreme advantage with the CO2 laser having an absorption coefficient

100 times larger than an equivalent YAG laser. Matsunawa and Ohnawa (1991)[14]

investigated beam losses using YAG laser on titanium targets discovering 30% of the

incident radiation was being scattered away from the target as a result of Rayleigh

scattering due to ultra fine particles, these particles forming from condensation of

evaporated atoms. This loss associated with the shorter wavelength laser was

equivalent to the bremstrahlung loss of the CO 2 laser for the material used.

Therefore although the shorter wavelength laser shows better absorption

characteristics, the advantage in the dynamic welding situation may not be as great as

previously thought.

1.3 BEAM FOCUSSING SYSTEM

1.3.1 Focal Length

In order for the laser beam to be of use as a processing tool the raw beam is focussed

to a spot achieving the power density required for the welding operation. The focal

length of the focussing system fixes the minimum spot size and the depth of focus of

the beam at the workpiece. The raw beam is not focussed to a point but is diffraction

limited, the size of the spot for a Gaussian mode is described by -

df = 2.44 A,F M2
	

(1.4)
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where df . Beam diameter.(mm)

F . F-number (focal length/raw beam diameter) (mm)

M 2 = Quality factor (no units)

I = Laser radiation wavelength (mm)

The inclusion of the quality factor in the equation underlines the effect of the incident

beam dimensions, increasing the mode order causing an increase in the focussed spot

size. The distribution of power in the spot is known as the "Fraunhofer" diffraction

pattern, the central maximum contains about 86% of the total power and also defines

the measurement of the spot size - that diameter which contains 1/e2 of the total

power. Immediately above and below the point of focus there is only a small change

this is the depth of focus, defined as the distance over which the spot size changes by

5%. The depth of focus is simplified for a diffraction limited spot for a Gaussian

beam:

Zf = 1.48 F2 X	 (1.5)

where F = F number (Focal length/Diameter of raw beam)

The optimal selection of the focal length is related to the thickness of material to be

welded. For thin plate and sheet metal processing shorter focal lengths are preferred

[17] with around 60 mm recommended for the welding of 1 mm thick sheets. The

choice should be such that the depth of focus is around the same thickness of the

section to be welded [16].

1.3.2 Position of Focus

The position of focus dictates the location of the maximum power density with respect

to the workpiece and the intensity distribution through the material thickness, thus

controlling the penetration limit and the weld profile.

The problem to be overcome is having sufficient power density at the surface
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to generate the keyhole whilst the distribution of the power through the section gives

the required penetration. This situation was originally investigated by Engel

(1976)[18], shown in figure 1.10, and later summarised by Steen (1992)[47]

for different F numbers. Several authors have suggested the position of focus should

be about 1 mm below the surface [18, 19] with Wilgoss et al (1979) [17] showing

this to be so in the welding of 6 mm thick stainless steel. In the welding of sheet

metal the use of shorter focal length optics mean tighter tolerances on the position of

focus due to the decreased depth of focus. Akhter (1990)[48] in the welding of 1mm

thick steel preferred the focus to be at the surface. In association to simply deciding

the position of focus according to the thickness a further consideration is the joint

geometry in the welding area, Kawai eta! (1984)[19] performed butt welding of

0.75 mm thick mild steel stated the position of focus to be 2.5 mm below the surface

in order to overcome fitup tolerances and variable edge quality.

1.3.3 Material Selection for Optics

When considering a focussing system the main factors are the transmissive qualities

at the operating wavelength of the laser, in this case 10.6 microns, with regard to

beam absorption, the raw beam focusibility and the materials hydroscopic nature.

The potassium chloride crystal is most commonly used in the form of a plano-convex

shape offering average performance at low cost. Higher quality materials exist in

the from of zinc selenide and galium arsenide which naturally offer improved all

round performance but at a cost of about 8 times that of the KCI.

When using high powered lasers of 5 kW and over, lens systems are unable to

function at these higher power densities, therefore mirror systems must be used

plus the advantages of no aberration, high durability and convenient focus setup (as

lens focus may vary from one to another by upto 2 mm). In its simplest form this

could just be a single off axis parabolic or a combination of several mirrors

depending on the beam delivery constraints. The construction of the mirrors is
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dependent on the required power handling capabilities, upto 2 kW a base material of

copper or aluminium with a nickel/gold coating on the reflective surface. Over 2 kW

the base material remains to provide heat conduction away from the surface

normally to circulating water in the back of the mirror but the coating is gold only

or may be just the base material itself.

1.4 LASER - WORKPIECE INTERACTION

1.4.1 Absorptivity (or reflectivity)

In the low intensity region around 10 4 W/cm 2 , below the materials melting point,

absorptivity is largely dependent on the materials surface conditions and the incident

laser wavelength. With increasing intensities in the region of 1 0 6 W/cm2 the

absorption becomes more dependent on the level of the laser intensity itself, even to

the extent that it is independent of the processing wavelength [21] this corresponds

to the onset of plasma formation. The mechanism of the transfer of energy to the

workpiece is fairly complex therefore a summary is presented.

The mechanism involves photon/electron/lattice phonon interactions; the

electrons are promoted to the Fermi level through photon collision, these conduction

electrons move randomly within the skin depth d, where d = 1/a (mm), until losing

its energy through collision with a phonon (heating process). The relaxation time,

i.e. time taken in between electron-phonon interaction, is dependent on the electron

mean free path and impurities within the bulk material. So the phonon population

increases, as the temperature increases, leading to a continual reduction in the

relaxation time and an increase in the absorption. If one considers the time taken for

this to occur is of the order 10 -1 3 s there is an extremely rapid rate of energy

transfer to the target, and as long as there is sufficient intensity melting, boiling and

evaporation will occur. Figure 1.1 2 shows the relative speed of events associated
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with the optical energy deposition and the dynamic welding process.

Figure 1.11a and b shows this effect of increasing absorptivity with laser

intensity and the corresponding increase in penetration depth. The sudden fall of

reflectivity at around 10 6 W/cm2 is mainly due to the formation of the keyhole. This

is the region for most welding processes [21]. Further to this the absorption (or

reflection) is highly dependent on the surface condition of the metal, as shown in

figure 1.13. There are two basic theories covering absorptivity; Plasma and

Fresnel. The Fresnel absorption is modelled by the Drude theory which calculates

the photon/electron interaction in a solid. Plasma absorption is due to the photon

absorption by free electrons in the plasma.

1.4.2 Thermal effects

It was seen in Section 1.4.1 that the absorptivity depends upon the free electrons in

the material and the surface shape. The free electron density is proportional; to the

electrical conductivity of the material which by the Wiedermann Franz principle is

related to the thermal conductivity - being dependent in the energy transfer from the

same source. As this energy is absorbed so it will be conducted away according to the

principle held in Fouriers First Law of heat conduction.

Q = -k AdT/dx	 (1.8)

where Q = Rate of energy transfer (W/s)

k = Thermal conductivity

A = Cross-sectional area

di-Mx = Temperature gradient (K/m).

By assuming the energy from the laser was absorbed along a line source into the

material (a simulation of the keyhole for thin materials) Swifthook and Gick

developed Rosenthal's solution (1947)[22] and showed that for high speed welding
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there is a limiting melting efficiency of 48.3% defined by -

P = 2 vwt (pCpTm)	 (1.9)

where P = Power (kW)

v = Speed (cm/s)

w = Weld width (cm)

t = Weld thickness (cm)

p = Material density (Kg/m3)

C = Specific heat capacity (kJ/Kg/C)P

Tm = Latent heat of melting.

The melting efficiency was defined as the energy required to melt the weld

nugget/energy absorbed.

1.4 3 Workpiece traverse speed

The relationship between traverse speed and the penetration is indicated by

Swifthook and Gick's equation 1.9 quoted in the previous section. This inverse

relationship is reported by many authors [5, 6, 7, 18] shown in figure 1.14.

Provided the penetration can be achieved satisfactory weld bead shapes can only be

found in a limited range of speed and power. Mazumder (1983)[11] plotted the

extent of the optimal welding region and Albright has mapped out weld bead profiles

and pool shapes discussed further in Section 1.5.4.

1.4.4 Effect of Gas Shielding on the Weldin g Process

During the welding process it is necessary to use a gas blanket and jet to perform a

series of functions; prevent the weld from oxidising, control the extent of plasma

formation and lastly to protect the welding optics from spattered weld metal. The
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selection of the gas is only half the problem, the design and positioning of the gas

delivery must be tailored in such a way that all three of the above requirements are

optimised for the specific welding problem.

Seaman (1977)[23] carried out the first work on the effect of different

shielding gases on penetration. The results showed Helium to be the most effective in

plasma suppression and therefore increased welding depth. This relates to the higher

ionisation potential of helium (24.46 eV) in comparison with air and other gases,

thus raising the power density for plasma formation. Another gas of interest was

argon; this has a lower ionisation energy than helium (15.68 eV), making welding at

low speeds impossible due to beam blocking. However it was found to be particularly

useful at higher processing speeds where plasma blocking does not present a

problem, but actually may increase coupling and as well as preventing oxidation.

Seaman came to the conclusion that best results were achieved with a mixture of the

two; 90%Helium and 10% Argon.

Beyer eta! (1983)[24] considered a further possibility of using nitrogen

gas, which possesses better plasma suppressing characteristics than argon whilst

from a commercial standpoint is better value than helium. Beyer also carried out

work on the effect of different gas flow rates, showing the welding depth to be a

function of individual flow rates, as shown in figure 1.15. In particular, that argon

has a critical value at which plasma is readily formed and that helium plasma

suppression ability decreased over a certain flow rate which corresponded to the

critical value of the argon - around 40 I/min. for the processing conditions. From

Beyer's results it can be observed that the increase in penetration achieved by

increasing the flow rate from 0 to 80 l/min. is only a few percent. Miyamoto et a/

(1984)[25] showed the delivery pressure of the assist gas must be higher than the

pressure within the cavity in order to produce a smooth weld, any value over this

causes a humping bead. Further experimentation was carried out by Heiple et al

(1983)[38], investigating the addition of oxygen to the shielding gas. By adding a
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critical amount whilst welding certain metals enhanced penetration occurred with no

detrimental effects to the mechanical properties of the metal.

More recently Chrysler, who are introducing extensive tailored blank

facilities using laser welding have designed a welding shroud using CO 2 gas thus

reducing the cost of the shield gas by a factor of five.

Traditionally the delivery of the gas was simply through a coaxial nozzle,

Locke et al (1968)[6, 7] discovered that the use of a side jet parallel to the

workpiece angled across the direction of welding greatly increased achievable

penetration by up to 40% particularly at low speeds. A later development was the

'plasma disruption jet' which is positioned at 45 degrees following the weld. The

location of the jet in relation to the keyhole is extremely critical around 0.5 mm in

any direction [26], incorrect location causes a plasma or 'nail head' bead.

McCay eta! (1990)[26] showed that a critical delivery pressure exists in

order to achieve a sound and smooth weld, highlighting the importance of flow rate,

pipe bore and jet positioning. More recently a new design of nozzle has been

produced by Sutclifff et al (1992)[27] which incorporates an aerodynamic window

to protect the focussing optics from particles from the workpiece and vaporised

metal, a side jet is used to provide cross-flow of up to 208 l/min. into the

cylindrical nozzle with a conical tip. This arrangement also seems to show reduced

porosity (88% less by area) in the welding of 6 mm thick aluminium alloy.

1.4.5 Joint Geometry

Within the area of welding there are numerous types of weld geometry

however in the manufacture of drums only two are relevant the butt and lap welds.

The latter is largely connected with the existing production technique therefore only

the former is of interest, the factor of importance in butt welding is the quality of

the interface resulting from the method of cutting. Kawai et al (1986)[19] showed

that laser cut interfaces with near parallel sides achieved nearly double the speed
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achieved with guillotine cut edges, this is largely due to the lack of material volume

in the weld zone with the sheared edges and the problem of the beam passing through

the joint. In previous literature (Industrial laser handbook) the vertical

misalignment tolerance is quoted as 25 % of the sample thickness otherwise

penetration does not occur, also the gap thickness should be less than half the beam

diameter (Industrial Laser Handbook) - summarised in figure 1.17.

Another crucial aspect of the interfaces is the uniformity of the profile

through the thickness and along the length of the weld.

1.4.6 Laser - Plasma Interaction

When a laser is incident on a material of sufficient intensity the material will

experience melting, boiling and evaporation. This extremely rapid heating process

leads the materials absorptivity, typically for mild steel, to jump from around 10 to

90% with the formation of the keyhole in a matter of milliseconds [30].

With the onset of evaporation shock waves are generated at the material

surface due to the pressure difference caused by the high temperature gradient

between the target and the ambient surroundings. These waves radiate outwards

effectively 'dragging' the vaporised metal particles into an area above the weld. The

area immediately above the interaction point contained within the beam experiences

power densities of 10 6 W/cm 2 , in association with the added input of free electrons

from the metal vapour, avalanche ionisation together with multi-photon absorption

cause a breakdown of the ambient gases (air is normally 10 9 W/cm2 breakdown

intensity) occurs leading to the formation of a plasma. The plasma is initiated when

free charges are generated at a rate sufficient to produce a free charge density which

will absorb the incident radiation.

On ignition the plasma begins to absorb the radiation from the incoming beam

and, via inverse bremstrahlung re-radiates this absorbed radiation as a black body

spectrum - this describes the Laser Supported Absorption wave (LSA) [32]. The
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absorption wave can either be a Laser Supported Combustion wave (LSC) or a Laser

Supported Detonation wave (LSD) depending on processing conditions. The LSA wave

moves into the area shocked by the precursor pressure wave, if the wave is subsonic

and less than the gas particle velocity it is a LSC shown schematically in figure 1.18.

If the the wave is supersonic moving with the gas particles it is a LSD.

The LSC wave is typically produced with a power density of around 106

W/cm 2 , whereas the LSD occurs at higher threshold around 10 9 W/cm 2.

Considering the laser welding power regimes the LSC is more applicable and by its

nature more desirable; remaining coupled to the workpiece, being more transparent

and of larger dimensions.

The important question is the usefulness of the plasma, it does provide

'enhanced coupling' however theoretical losses of 3.65 kW/cm 2 have been reported

[32] in beam attenuation. The absorptivity of the plasma results from plasma

oscillation expressed as -

(0p2	ne e2 )/(	 me )

where CO = plasma frequency (1/s).

n e = electron number density (m-3).

me = mass of electron (Kg).

e = electronic charge (C).

E0 = dielectric constant.

(1.6)

The plasma frequency is expressed in terms of the high concentration electrons

contained with in its volume, around 1 024 m- 3 , as the like charged electrons repel

one another (long range coulomb effect) chain reactions are set up producing an

overall oscillatory system. The incident radiation will pass through the plasma if

the plasma frequency is less than the laser frequency (w), however if the plasma

frequency is greater than the laser frequency the radiation is reflected or totally

absorbed to be re-radiated [16]. More recently Ducharme et al (1992)[33]
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predicted that the defocusing of the beam in the plasma produces welding

interruptions. Furthermore, by this mechanism the welding action is terminated

before the critical electron density, therefore preventing any reflection of the beam

by the plasma.

Dixon and Lewis (1984)[34] showed that by angling the sample to be welded

the number of initiated Laser Supported Combustion waves reaching critical density

(w = w) is reduced. They reasoned that the wave moved directly along the beam

axis whereas the plasma propagated normal to the workpiece, thus reducing the role

played by the plasma in contributing energy to the wave to an extent where fewer

reached the critical density.

However it is not possible to eliminate plasma altogether [1 1 ] therefore no

matter how standardised the welding process the plasma phenomena will always be

present.

1.4.7 Optical Feedback

The welding process requires processing in and around the focus area of the beam, in

doing so and dependent on the reflection coefficient and target positioning a part of the

laser radiation is reflected back into the laser cavity [36]. This effectively enlarges

the laser cavity as the processing optics, target and laser output mirror form an

optical resonator which is linked to the actual laser resonator.

The effect of this feedback is to produce spiking of the intensity distribution

in the beam, the extent and behaviour of this intensification are related to the

relaxation times of the CO 2 molecules. The strongest spiking occurs when the target

is in focus, the effect on processing is still unclear although an obvious result must

be variable penetration and possible intermittent processing, the extent can be

minimised using higher intensities and thinner gauge material.
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1.5 DYNAMICS OF LASER WELDING

1.5.1 Keyhole/Melt pool Stability

Once the keyhole has been established and the welding process starts an equilibrium

exists between the molten pool and keyhole, the fluid flow in the melt pool tending to

obliterate the plasma filled keyhole which is maintained by the recoil pressure of

evaporating metal. The absorption mechanism with in the keyhole and transference

of heat between the laser beam/plasma/molten metal/solid is an extremely complex

problem as yet to be solved satisfactorily.

The shape and behaviour of the keyhole and melt pool has been studied by

Siekmann and Morijn (1970)[36] and Arata and Mijamoto (1978)[37]

respectively. Figure 1.19 shows that with increasing processing speed the keyhole

becomes angled backwards losing penetration depth, Arata used tracers elements to

show the increase in the melt pool length at higher speeds highlighting pool

instability. Associated with large melt pool lengths at high processing speeds was the

fact that the weld profiles showed very low aspect ratios having large surface width

but very little penetration. Later this was explained by Chan et at (1989) as very

steep surface temperature gradients were setup between the beam centre and outer

edges of the melt pool thus creating strong sideways convective forces.

This effect was investigated by Heiple and Burgardt (1985)[38] showing

that the use of Group VI elements created positive temperature effects thus

effectively reversing the thermocapillary flow inwards towards the heat source

transporting thermal energy down the central axis of the weld pool along the

interface. The problem is incorporating the required doping elements in the

material or the use of additions to the welding gases such as Sulphur dioxide.

The dynamic welding situation - the relationship between absorbed energy,

plasma generation and molten fluid flow has been investigated by Gatzweiler et al

(1989)[40] and Arata et al (1978)[39]. Gatzweiler considered two situations; full
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and partial penetration, the former is most relevant in this case. The extent of the

plasma above and below the keyhole was measured by photodiodes is shown in figure

1.20 showed a period variation in the readings from above and below are almost

perfectly out of phase exhibiting alternate high and low pressure readings, the

surface leading. The melt pool thus modulates according to the these pressure

variations, the whole process being controlled by the absorption and evaporation rate

at the leading edge.

1.5.2 Gravity

Laser welding in reduced and increased gravity was originally attempted by Duley

and Mueller (1990)[41] using polymers with a 25 W CO 2 laser and later by

Workmann and Kauler (1990)[42] using the same NASA KC - 135 microgravity

aeroplane investigating the effect on 0.127 mm thick 304 stainless steel processing

with an 18 W Nd:YAG laser. Both sets of results were not particularly significant

apart from the observed change in the wave structure on the trailing edge of the

keyhole. The welding of the steel resulted in a 50% improvement in penetration

under reduced gravity conditions the explanation offered being that a higher surface

curvature can be maintained thus reducing the width, however the total weld volume

remains constant leading to the increased depth.

Welding under hypo and hyper gravity conditions is somewhat unpractical

however the direction of the gravity component acting on the melt pool can be varied

according to the angle and orientation of the welding [41, 11]. Foley and Banas

(1984)[43] found with increasing speed welding with the sample directly overhead

of the beam offered greatest penetration all other possibilities caused melt pool

instabilities as the gravity component was not acting along the beam path. Mazumder

(1983)[11] preferred welding in the vertical plane.
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1.5.3 Weld Solidification Ripple

Any laser welded sample has a characteristic surface solidification pattern,

as shown in figure 1.21. If one examines the longitudinal section a rippling effect is

apparent, in some cases a periodic variation in the weld width occurs. The surface

topography and the mechanisms causing these variations has been investigated by

several authors attempting to explain the fluid mechanics behind the rippling.

There are three types of ripple that occur; 1. a fine ripple of 5 - 15 lAm

wavelength which is present at all speeds, 2. a coarser ripples of about 100 Rm and

3. in more critical cases an undercutting effect with central humping.

Cline and Anthony (1977)[46] thought the main driving force was surface

tension caused by the steep thermal gradients within the pool, this however did not

hold at higher speeds or explain the intermittent flow required for ripple formation.

Copley et al (1981)[44] attributed the coarser rippling to variable power coupling,

Moore et a! (1978)[44] reported that melt pool depression caused by vapour

pressure variations produced the rippling effect. lshizaki (1980)[45] modelled the

fine ripples on the assumption of a period oscillation of the liquid contract angle at

the solidification front which was confirmed by Hawkes et al (1983)[44] using high

speed photography. They showed the fine rippling to be independent of fluid flow

conditions and was most noticeable with increasing power densities. The idea of the

bow wave theory first suggested by Moore was taken a stage further by Hawkes,

suggesting that a stem wave was propagated towards the back of the melt pool when

the bow wave reached a critical size. This would cause the melt to be sloshed back

and forward under the waves own momentum, providing for oscillatory melt flow

conditions possible setting up a standing solidification wave. Traces of forward flow

were discovered by EDAX scans confirming the theory.

These suggested mechanisms have been partly proved. However, it is almost

impossible to define an exact mechanism: with respect to absorption conditions,

vapour pressure, material properties and contact angles is almost impossible.
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1.5.4 Thin Sheet discontinuities

The welding of sheet metal has certain weld defects particular to this gauge of

sample (<= 1 mm), the defects have been recently documented by Albright and

Chaing (1990)[49]; lower speeds resulting in cutting and hole formation, higher

speeds causing 'snaking' or 'ropey' beads in extreme cases a longitudinal humping

effect, the results mapped out in figure 1.23.

At lower speed and moderate power, drop out of the weld material is

experienced due to sagging of the melt pool under the gravitational force of its own

mass overcoming the opposing forces of surface tension. This effect is accentuated by

the coaxial shielding gas jet which impinges normally on the pool thus increasing the

total downward force.

As the speed exceeds the sound weld threshold for the conditions the melt pool

elongates, through penetration becomes occasional and eventually non-existent

leading to instabilities in the melt pool as modelled by Gratzke et al (1991) [48].

The effect on the solidification process is that the molten metal does not have

sufficient time to reach equilibrium position before solidifying producing narrow

weld widths and undercutting at the edges, characteristically showing a wavy

centreline. Further increases in the speed to around 500 mm/s (20 m/min.) for

1mm thick steel causes the phenomenon of "humping" to occur - this is the

longitudinal height variation of the solidified weld metal. The reasons for this

phenomenon are still unclear, in traditional welding techniques it was thought

pressure instability arising from changes in surface tension and pool curvature lead

to a "pinch" effect resulting in hump formation [46]. A more recent explanation

suggests that as the molten material is swept around the keyhole it becomes greatly

accelerated and tunnelled up and along the back of the keyhole directed down the weld

centreline [44]. The metal quickly solidifyes into the "hump" as this represents

the minimum surface energy shape.
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1.6 LASER SAFETY

Considering the nature of the laser beam, it is invisible contains many

kilowatts of power and travels at 300*10 6 m/s. Therefore any contact cannot be

avoided once the danger has arisen and results in severe burning at best.

During any form of processing protective glasses should be worn at all times,

these can be either plastic or glass. The hazard of an "escape" of the beam from the

defined path or from reflection from the workpiece must be guarded against,

particularly when taking beam prints or aligning the beam, and when angling or in

the use of highly relective samples. It is advised that the use of beam blocking be

employed when, for any reason, the protective beam path covers have to be removed

(eg fire bricks). When one is moving around the laser, a constant awareness must

be maintained of where the beam path is and the presence of other people around the

processing area. It must be remembered when working with high power lasers, the

noise is sometimes deafening, therefore communication becomes impossible. A

further danger exists from the close proximity of high voltage elements, extreme

care must be taken when close to the laser head. Lastly, when and during firing of

the laser all the above should be taken into account.

The implementation of a laser safety standard in the United Kingdom is

currently under BS 7192:1989.
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Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of the important areas of laser processing covered

in the first chapter.
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Figure 1.3a Minimum power for efficient welding (Locke et al l972)[6]. 1.3 b

Weld bead penetration as a function of laser power at various speeds on mild steel

sheet (Baarsden et al 1 973)[5].
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Figure 1.4 Common processing modes represented in Rectangular and Cylindrical

Coordinate systems.

Figure 1.5 The optimal welding mode TEM 00 showing the three dimensional intensity

distribution.
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Figure 1.7 The effect of polarisation becomes apparent with increasing speed, as

plasma absorption threshold is reached with Fresnel absorption becoming dominant

(Beyer 1986)0 2].
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Figure 1.8 The reflectivity of various metals as a function of wavelength. .
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Figure 1.9 Processing window for full penetration of 2mm thick mild steel for

different focal lengths (Dawes and Watson 1983)[16].
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Figure 1 .1 0 Effect of the position of focus on weld dimensions on mild steel at

22mm/s and 1.5 kW power (Engel 1977)[18].
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Figure 1.1 lb	 Reflectivity as a function of intensity at different powers.(Beyer

1986) [12].

Figure 1.12 Summary of interaction relaxation times involved in the optical

energy deposition into the workpiece (Kreutz 1988)[29].
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Figure 1.13 The effect of surface finish on the absorption of 10.6 micron laser

radiation (Kreutz 1987)[29]
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Figure 1.14 Weld bead penetration as a function of welding speed at various power

levels (Baarsden eta! 1973)[5].
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Figure 1.1 5 Relationship between gas flow and welding depth, showing the critical

flow rates for Argon and Helium (Beyer et al 1 983)[24].
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Figure 1 .1 6 Achievable Welding depths of various gas types as a function of power

(Beyer et al 1 983) [24].
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Figure 1.17 Standard fit-up and alignment tolerances for laser butt welding.

Laser beam

Figure 1.18 Schematic diagram of the generation of a Laser Supported Combustion

wave (Pirri et al 1977).
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Figure 1.16 Keyhole shape during the welding of a seam, increasing velocity from

left to right. Extreme left v = 0 (Siekmann and Morijn 1968).

Time (ms)

Figure 1.20 Trace showing the variation with time of surface and underside plasma

densities, note the period oscillation of both traces almost perfectly out of phase

(Gatzweiler at al 1989).
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Figure 1.21 Periodical surface roughness also highlighting low frequency width

ripple of a welding seam (Beyer et al 1987)[34]

Figure 1.22 Map of weld bead profiles as functions of welding speed and power for

0.25 thick carbon steel. (Albright and Chaing 1990)[45].
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Figure 1.23 Shape of the melt pool as a function of increasing velocity (Albright

and Chaing 1990)[45]
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CHAPTER Two

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN, METHOD AND ANALYSIS

2.1 EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGY

Project objectives -

a) Overall identification of Welding parameters - Previous work carried

out by Van Leer dealing with laser welding was limited therefore initial

experimentation aimed to gain a fundamental understanding of the laser welding

process of Van Leer 20 gauge drum grade steel, incorporating all relevant

parameters to obtain a full and unique process window.

b) Basic study of weld pool dynamics related to welding performance -

Gaining an understanding of the dynamic welding situation with respect to keyhole

and melt pool stability through high speed video equipment and high gating camera

particularly in the butt welding of sheared edged interfaces.

c) Mapping of optimal process region - Optimisation of the significant

welding variables in particular relating to the weld quality - a specific aim of this

was to achieve reliable high integrity welds using guillotine sheared interfaces.

d) Analysis of in-process weld monitoring - Feasibility study into an in-

process weld monitoring system incorporating specific weld fault diagnosis.

e) Design and develop a pre - production welding jig - Produce a semi-

automated laboratory scaled welding setup.
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2.2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A literature survey revealed nine welding parameters for the processing of 1 mm

thick mild steel, listed in detail below and shown in figure 2.1.

The nine variables

MODE : Power distribution within the beam.

SIDE ANGLE: Angle of incidence perpendicular to the weld direction.

FOCUS: Position of the minimum spot size relative to the workpiece surface.

SPEED: Velocity of workpiece relative to beam.

POWER: Beam power.

LENS: Focal length of focussing optic.

POLARISATION: Orientation of electromagnetic fields of the radiation

relative to the welding direction

NORMAL ANGLE: Angle of incidence parallel to the welding direction

maintaining the position of focus.

WELD GEOMETRY: Profile of the edges to be welded.

If one considers the experimental implications with regard to the number of

welds that must be performed in order to gain the desired knowledge it represents a

problem. A simple change one level of one variable at a time system would require a

phenomenal amount of time and money !, so, after consulting with Van Leer R & D

Division a statistical programme was believed to be the answer. Stat-EaseTo

(Appendix A) was the package utilised in the selection of the statistical method, the

specific experimental matrix to be used and analysis of the results.

The initial selection procedure involved a second package, Expert Design114

(Appendix A), which asked a series of 50 questions ranging from what experimental

facilities were available to the possibility of interactions occurring between the
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phase contained a major investigation into the quality of welds produced from

different edge preparations.

During the course of the main programmes a few small satellite experiments

were performed namely on method of gas delivery, effect of different gases and gas

combinations. The specific procedures are detailed in the results section.

The results required for the in-process weld monitoring system and high

speed camera work were accomplished in conjunction with the other programmes.

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

2.3.1 Processing Lasers

The lasers specifically use were the Laser Ecosse AF5, Electrox M1500 and BOC

Control laser. The main experimention being carried out on the AF5, as this offered

5 kW total power required for high speed welding. A further advantage of this laser

is the dual mode capability providing both TEM 00 and TEM 0 1 ,, by deformation of the

cavity mirrors. The characteristics of the individual lasers are given in Table 4.

2.3.2 Beam Delivery System

The raw beam exiting the laser needs to be delivered to the processing area,

this was achieved using 75 mm plane gold plated copper mirrors suitably angled -

the beam path being encased within aluminium tubes. The integrity of the mirrors

reflective surface must be maintained through regular cleaning along with rear

water cooling in order to transport away any absorbed heat that may cause thermal

distortion. Thus the beam quality and delivery direction remains constant over the

length of the total beam path.

The focusing system incorporated a piano convex KCI lens designed to allow

fine adjustments to be made in the vertical plane providing precise control of the
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position of focus. The focusing beam then passed through a welding nozzle, together

with a coaxial shielding gas to the workpiece. In later experimental trials a metal

optics system was designed, consisting of a plane 45 degree mirror in conjunction

with a 45 degree off axis parabolic, seen in figure 2.3.

2.3.3 Sample Clampina and Movement relative to the Beam

The pieces to be welded must be secured firmly during the welding process as

vibrations caused through the movement or thermal distortion of the samples may

result in mis-tracking of the beam from the welding line. The clamping

arrangement is shown in figure 2.4, the two clamps were positioned as close as

possible to prevent any vertical misalignment of the sheets - the clamps are mounted

on springs to allow convenient replacement of samples. To allow the welding nozzle

and peripherally mounted equipment to move freely along the weld length the clamps

are angled towards the welding area. The square groove underneath the welding area

served two purposes; to be of large enough dimensions such that an underside

shielding shroud could be fitted and to vevent the focussed kseam kcom budaml tkke.

jig. The jig itself was secured to a CNC table by clamps screwed into T pieces. The

pre-production jig was utilised in the final trials and is discussed later in Chapter

5.

--"' The traversing of the beam across the workpiece was achieved using a CNC

workstation, the X-Y table being driven by DC servo motors linked to screw threads

giving smooth movement of the workpiece upto 300 mm/s.

2.3.4 Shieldinq Gas Delivery

Gas delivery relates to the method and type of gas used. During the experimentation

the gas was delivered to the welding area on the workpiece both coaxially, by 45

degree jet and by a combination of these. In addition an underside shielding shroud of
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7 I/min was provided. The standardised factors of importance are the gas flow rate,

gas outlet diameter and the distance of the gas outlet from the weld pool. The values

of these were 15 I/min., 3 mm and 2 mm (vertical and horizontal) respectively.

Helium, argon, carbon dioxide, nitrogen and combinations of these were

investigated as shielding gases, with one experiment involving the effect of adding

oxygen to the main processing gas.

2.3.5 Establishing the focal position

This is vital to the welding operation and there are several methods employed,

earlier experimentation used the "blue flash" test - in which argon gas is flooded

into the welding area, when the focus is reached a characteristic blue plasma is

produced, as the flash technique occured over the depth of focus, the method later

adopted was the use of angled perspex sweeps across the welding nozzle clearly

showing the point of minimum spot size. Once the distance from the top of the

perspex to the focus is measured and related to a datum, the position of focus is

accurately known whilst information regarding depth of focus is also given.
.,

2.3.6 Alignment of the processing beam

The alignment of the invisible CO 2 laser beam through the delivery and focusing

optics is possible with the use of a visible HeNe beam mounted on the laser close to

the output window. In order for the HeNe beam to accurately represent the position

of the processing beam it must be aligned such that it is central and coaxial with the

main beam. The main beam must propagate centrally along the delivery and

focussing optics, welding nozzle and then to the weld area. This is straight forward

task once the processing laser is aligned with the visible HeNe laser, any

adjustments to the set up were made relative to the position of the visible beam. The

HeNe was removed from the main beam path on firing as the mirror reflecting it
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0 = 2X. / nWo9 (2.2)

down the beam path was located on the rear of the shutter.

2.3.7 Mode selection, tunina and quality

The requirements of the experimental programme necessitated using two different

processing modes, TEM00 and TEMo i , interchanging between these and maintaining a

quality beam structure was achieved through adjustments in the mirrors located

within the laser cavity. The Laser Ecosse AF5 was altered from one mode to another

by deformation of the cavity mirrors changing the radius of curvature from 50 m to

60 m, Gaussian being the former. Once the type of mode had been selected fine tuning

of the mirrors was needed to optimise cavity alignment for that particular

arrangement, this involved micrometer adjustments of the output window and

occasionally the rear mirror to produce the highest quality mode shape. Monitoring

of the mode shape is achieved with a Laser Beam Analyser which provides a direct

measure of the mode shape in both x and y planes, adjustments being made according

to these orthogonal mode profiles.

The quality is measured as defined by the M 2 factor (Section 1.2.3), the

working beams divergence is assessed by measuring the beam size at two points along

the path -

Ow = D2 2 - D 1 2 / Z2 2 - Z12
	

(2.1)

where D = beam diameter, 1/e2 (m).

Z = distance from centre of resonator (m).

A more accurate value is gained if the distance between the two points is a

maximum. The Gaussian divergence is given as -
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where 2s. = wavelength of laser radiation (m).

w.. minimum beam waist in the resonator (m).

2.3.8 High speed video set-up

The The Kodak Ektapro 1000 high speed video was utilised through out

experimentation, the general set-up is shown in figure 2.5. The Ektapro system is

capable of 1000 frames per second, providing analysis of the pictures using frame

stepping function, cross hair graticules (resolution to a pixel) and control of the

contrast and brightness of the recorded images. Hard copies of frames can be

obtained and the high speed video can be transfered to normal VHS format video. The

specific set-ups are described when they arise.

2.3.9 Weld monitorinq set-up

The arrangement of the weld monitors was integrated into the exisiting clamping jig,

as shown in figure 2.6. In the dual wavelength optical sensor set-up the Ultra-

violet and Infra-red sensors recieve the weld spectral emission through a fibre-

optic, the signal is amplfiied and relayed to a Philips PM322 digital oscilloscope.

The acoustic nozzle comprises of a piezoelectric transducer attached to a metal sheet

using vacuum grease to ensure a good acoustic contact. The metal sheet has plastic

sheet covering the metal from heating effects due to the welding, which would

interfere with the signal. The signal is relayed, via a pre-amplifyer, to the digital

ocsilloscope and a Marconi spectrum analyser. The plasma charge monitor consists

of an electrically isolated welding nozzle. The potential difference between the nozzle

and the workpiece (earth) is recorded on the digital oscilloscope, for ease of analysis

a smoothing circuit is used.
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2.4 EVALUATION and TESTING

2.4.1 Metallurgy

The metallurgical aspect of the analysis was confined to an inspection of the cross-

sectional and longitudinal weld profiles, with the majority of butt welds and selected

bead on plate welds being sectioned. The specimens were cut using a special metal

cut-off machine as opposed to a guillotine which distorts the crystal solidification

structure. The samples were mounted in conductive bakerlite by a mounting press

machine, therefore allowing any of the samples to be inspected by the Scanning

Electron Microscope. Each of the specimens were ground on emery paper graded

from 120 to 1200 in four graduated stages then systematically polished on the 6 and

1 micron diamond polishing wheels. To begin with this whole operation was

completed manually however later a Struers Prepmatic automatic polisher was used

which could produce high quality polished samples from the untouched mounted

sample.

The polished specimens were etched in 2% Nital solution in order to examine

the fusion zone, heat affected zone and the base metal

2.4.2 Optical Microscopy

The Canon projection microscope was used to observe the detail of the parent metal,

HAZ and fusion zone crystal structures. The cross-section, longitudinal section and

surface topology of the welds were studied. Photographs of these various sections

were taken, all weld dimensions were taken from the projection microscope using a

graticule.

2.4.3 Joining Efficiency

The joining efficiency is a simple form of beam/workpiece coupling efficiency which
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VN.= d / P1 (2.3)

shows how much of the laser energy has been solely used in the joining process. This

quantity is directly related to the penetration of the weld, giving a better measure of

true welding efficiency than the melting efficiency. Defined as

Where V = welding speed (m/s).

d = penetration depth (m).

P = laser power at the workpiece (kW).

The joining efficiency was calculated for each specimen.

2.4.4 Melting Efficiency

The Melting efficiency is defined as the ratio of melted material to the energy input

into the workpiece -

pVA ( C T + Lm)C, m m 
11-	 .100

P
( 2.4 )

Where P = laser power delivered to the workpiece (kW)

i = melting efficiency

p= material density (kg/m3)

Cp = specific heat capacity (kJ/kg 'C)

Tm= material melting temperature (`K)

Lm= latent heat of melting (kJ/kg)

A = cross-section of fusion zone (m2)

The value was calculated for each weld. This provides a more overall picture of the

laser-material interaction efficiency.
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( 2.6 )

2.4.5 Specific Energy

This is a commonly used term in welding for data correlation, it is related to the

energy deposited per unit area of the workpiece.

Specific Energy = P / EN	 (2.5)

Where D = diameter of beam on the workpiece (m).

Relating equation 2.5 with 2.4 assuming the fusion zone to be cylindrical and of

similar dimensions as the beam diameter -

Specific Energy —
p	 pd ( Cp Tm + Lm )

DV	 71

When P and D are also constant then -

1 / V a d	 (2.7)

where d = the penetration depth (m).

2.4.6 Measurement of the Fusion Zone Area

This was measured from developed photographs of the welds taken using the

projection microscope, the area being divided into appropriate shapes to enable an

accurate measurement. The dimensions of these shapes were established using a rule

and scaled to graticule photographed and developed under the same conditions as the

profile.

2.4.7 Tensile Testing

Some specimens were selected to compare the tensile strength of the parent metal to
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the weld metal. The testing was carried out in Van Leers Research and Development

centre in The Netherlands.

An lnstron Tr machine was used which provided information on the yield

strength, percentage elongation and the ultimate tensile strength of failed pieces.

2.4.8 Erichsen Test

The Erichsen test or cup test is a relatively unknown weld evaluation

technique which involves the sample being rigidly clamped while a ball is forced onto

the weld eventually resulting in failure. The position of the failure together with the

displacement of the ball required to enduce failure indicate the integrity of the weld.

This test again was performed at Van Leer's R & D centre in The Netherlands.

2.4.9 Weld Quality

Defining the quality of a specific weld is a difficult and subjective process, there are

several associated standards which provide criteria to assess the weld quality or

alternatively a measure of acceptability eg; BS, ASME, ISO and proposed CEN

standards. More removed from this is defining the quality of the welding operation

which, to a large degree, would control the actual weld quality. The standard

currently used for the electrical resistance welds for Van Leer are the DIN 50120

Part 1 for tensile tests and DIN 50101 for the Erichsen tests. Also, in this instance

the BS4515: 1 984 standard applying to the fusion welding process is used for the

porosity and inclusion levels.

2.4.1 0 Microhardness Measurement

The Lietz microhardness tester was used to investigate the hardness of the fusion

zone, heat affected zone and the base metal. All butt welds were tested with the
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variation of the hardness across and longitudinal to the direction of welding also

measured. In order to produce an adequate sized impression of the diamond tip a load

of 200 g was required.

2.4.1 1 Corrosion Testing

The testing of the corrosive properties of the weld metal against the base metal

involved the long term exposure of the samples to atmospheric conditions. The

samples were simply placed in an undisturbed position in the laboratory; the test

ran for two years.
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82

Desirability (%)
Experimental design

Exp. 1 Exp. 2

86Taguchi

78

Randomised	 Block 84

Completely Randomised 82

Paired Comparisons 77

Simple Mixture 75

Comparison of Means 71

Variable-Size Simplex 55

Plackett-Burman 54

Saturated Fractional Factorial 53

Fixed-Size Simplex 53

Calibration 53

Central Composite 42

Box-Behnken 41

"Latin Square" 1

Hierarchical 0

71

83

38

80

56

73

22

24

73

31

45

40

45

0

93

Table 1 Derisability list for the possible experimental designs, the designs in bold

indicate those considered and the designs shaded indicate those selected.
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Treatments Assign Values

Incident Beam Power
(kW) E 1.5,	 (2.5), 3.5

Focal Length (mm) F 100, (125), 150

Traverse Speed
(mm/s) D 40, (100), 140

Focal Position C +1.0,	 (0),	 -1.0

Weld Geometry - Bead on plate, Milled

Mode Structure A TEMOO, TEM01

Side Angle (Degrees) B 0, (5),	 10

Normal Angle
(Degrees) H 0, (5),	 10

Polarisation G Circular,	 Linear

Table 2The identified parameters with experimental values, and assigned design

matrix position.
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Parameter Levels

Parameters Milled edges Guillotine edges

Normal Angle
(degrees) 0, 10, 15, 20, 25 0

Side Angle (degrees) 0 0,10, 1 5, 20, 25,
30

Interface Side Angle
(degrees) 0, 10, 20 0

Focal position At the workpiece, lmm above
,-

Speed (mm/s) 140, 170, 200, 230, 260

Beam Offset (mm) 0 0, 0.2

Total Experiments 150 120

Table 3 Parameter levels for the second part of experimentation
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Parameter Laser Ecosse
AF5 Electrox M1500 BOC Control

laser

Mode TEMOO, TEMO 1 TEMOO TEMO 1 *

Polarisation Linear Circular Unpolarised

Maximum Power
(kW) 3.5 and 5 1.5 2

Beam
Divergence

(mrads)
3 2 2

Raw Beam Size
(mm)

z

20 18 25

Table 4 Summary of beam characteristics for the three laser used in processing
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Milled
Guillotine
Bead on plate
Fit up tolerances

Shielding gas

Gas type
Flow rate
Direction

Normal angle

Side angle ( a

d

Laser
Power
Mode
Polarisation
	 Interfaces

Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of the independent welding variables

W2

Figure 2.2 The weld dimensions chosen as a main response to the experimentation.
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Item Description

1 Incident laser beam

2 45' Plane mirror

3 45' Parabolic mirror

4 Gas inlet/outlet

5 Nozzle assemble

6 Workpiece

Figure 2.3 Schematic arrangement of the metal optics system.
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LASER
FOCUS

Plate to be
welded \

AMIE
famehmom mhzemows...ungemoloswg. mososzem.n

— Shielding
gas

Clamping unit

Welding
nozzle

Picture storage
and analysis

Plane
mirror

Camera —/ Plasma

Keyhole

Melt pool

Off axis parabolic	 Raw laser beam

Welded metal

1111111111111E1M  II
Underside shielding

CNC X-Y table

Figure 2.4 Experimental set up used in the initial and secondary programmes.

Figure 2.5 Experimental setup for the high speed camera trials.
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CHAPTER THREE

PROCESSING - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The Stat_EaseTM statistical package which aided the choice and design of the

experimental programmes also has the facility to analyse the results, assessing the

effect of a particular parameter to a measured or calculated response and providing

information on any interactions between the variables. In weighting each parameter

with significance for a particular response a ranking system is provided, however

one must be careful in placing any emphasis on this list as the ranges of the

individual variables will not be equivalent. This list comprises of "main effects" [1]

which show the effect of a single variable on a response, and, interactions which as

the name suggests shows the effect of a number of grouped variables.

Basically all the computations within the package revolve around the use of

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) [2] and multiple regression, details of which are given

in Appendix B. The interpretation of the graphical information in the first part of

the results section is simply related to the gradient of fitted line; increasing gradient

means an increasing level of significance, shown in figure 3.1. It should be pointed

out that numerical relationships between variable and response cannot be made from

the graphical data, as the line only indicates a level of significance not absolute

values. The criteria underlying the decision if this level of significance is decided

from the use the ANOVA calculation technique. The presence of interactions is

assessed by plotting the data on a single graph, again shown in figure 3.1, a

significant interaction is represented by a crossing of the lines.

Subsequent experimental results associated with the optimisation of

parameters were examined under the criteria used in conventional laser welding.
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3.2 RESULTS and DISCUSSION - PART 1 

3.2.1 Identification of Statistically Significant Welding Variables

All graphical information regarding the significance of each individual parameter to

the various responses are found from figures 3.2 to 3.4. To expand somewhat on the

method employed through the ANOVA analysis [1], the level of significance, or, more

precisely the significant probabilities [2] represent the probability of an F

distribution exceeding the value of the calculated statistic, when the null hypothesis

of a non-significant effect is true. Which basically means if the parameter is

important when considering a certain response the significant probability (SP) of

such an event occurring is low (< 0.05) indicating it is unlikely to have occurred by

chance and hence is most probably a definite effect. The magnitude of a specified

response at the high/low levels of a parameter is averaged over the whole

experimental matrix and is independent of any other parameter level. Furthermore

the values on the graphs, say between power and lens, cannot be said to have been

achieved at, for example 40 or 140 mm/s, as the values would have been used from

both speeds. If speed was a factor between the power and lens the set up of the

experimental matrix and associated statistical analysis would have highlighted it.

This is the same for main effects and interactions alike, which are described

below, for a more precise evaluation all relevant significant probabilities are

detailed in Table 1.

3.2.1.1 Speed and Power

These two parameters describe the energy input per unit length of the weld and hence

are grouped together in this section. The statistical analysis shows them to be

significant in affecting the weld dimensions (S.P = 0.001) and to a lesser extent the

weld mechanical properties.

This is as expected, from the work of others such as Baarsden (1978)[4],
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Locke and HeIla (1977)[5] and Watson and Dawes (1983)[6]. Their findings show

that the weld dimensions were inversely proportional to the speed but proportional

to the power. This is predicted from the theoretical model of Swifthook and Gick

(1973)[7] for a moving line source. The relatively fast speeds used in the welding

of the sheets would be expected to conform to the high speed solution (v > 1 cm/s) -

Y = 0.483X, more fully described as

Pi = 0.483vwt (pC pTm)	 (3.1)

where P . power at the workpiece (kW)

i = coupling efficiency (absorptivity)

V . welding speed (cm/s)

w . average weld width (cm)

t--,.. thickness/depth of penetration (cm)

p-...- density (kg/cm3)

C =specific heat capacity (KJ/kg °C)a

Tm.melting point (°C)

and for the application of this model to the welding of mild steel is simplified to -

P/d= 14.9 vw	 (3.2)

From this model, which accommodates latent heat affects in the yl term, the

observed effects of speed and power are available. In fact a theoretical plot using this

relationship is shown on figure 3.5. In this case it is most relevant to plot weld

width against speed, and the averaged experimental results although slightly smaller

follow the shape of the calculated values. If the constant in equation (3.2) is adjusted

to 30 rather than 14.9 there is an almost perfect match, this corresponds to an

averade experimental coupling efficiency of 50 %. A value recently confirmed by

Mannik and Brown (1990)[8] and Kim et a! (1990)[9]. This coupling efficiency

figure is to be used as a baseline to compare significant parameters.
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A simple relationship describing the maximum achievable penetration depth

for a given speed and power is forwarded by Westinghouse (1985 & 1988)[10], and

confirmed by the results presented here is d max = 0.75P/v. This can be used a guide,

or a general "rule of thumb" for experimental comparisons for sheet welding under

3 mm thick.

The interaction between power and focal length (power/lens) with the

penetration response figure 3.2 shows the 150 mm focal length lens is nearly twice

as sensitive to variations in the power as the 100 mm focal length. This is described

in section 3.2.1.2.

3.2.1.2 Focal Length

The principal effect of the focal length variations will be in the focussed spot size and

depth of focus. The minimum spot size and focal length being given by the equations -

dini, = 2.44fX(M 2) / D	 (3.3)

(3.4)Z mi 1.48FX

where dmin = minimum spot size (mm) ,,

f = focal length of optics (mm)

D = unfocussed beam diameter (1/e 2 ) (mm)

F = F-number (focal length/raw beam size)

k = radiation wavelength (mm)

M 2 = beam quality factor.

From these equations the following can be calculated -

Quantity 100mm FL 150mm FL

Spot size f (mm) 0.32 0.47

Depth of Focus (mm) 1.5 2.25

Power Density (W/cm2 ) 4.3 * 106 2 * 106
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As can be seen from these values altering the focal length from 150 to 100

mm changes the spot size by the ratio (100/150) which is 0.68 for the same laser

welding conditions; D, X and M 2 (19, 10.6*10 3 and 5). These calculated results are

mirrored in the experimental results for weld dimensions, as shown in figures 3.2

and 3.3. The observed penetration is greatest for the shorter focal length, with

correspondingly the narrower width weld. This is in line with Herziger

(1984)[11] describing the penetration depth to be a function of power density, as

shown in Chapter 1, figure 1.11a. The effectively more localised surface heating

source explains the narrow fusion width, though is not as accentuated as the

penetration differences due to width-beam radius relationship as opposed to the

penetration-(beam radius)2.

The coupling of the power/focal length interaction from figure 3.2, implies

that the penetration depends on the power density at depth. From equation (3.3) we

can see that the depth of focus is 2.25 times longer for the 150 mm lens than the

100 mm lens. The power density at the penetration depth is difficult to calculate

since it is part direct radiation, part waveguided and part reflected by the weld

plasma and keyhole walls. However it must be proportional to the power, with the

direct radiation component being related to the depth of focus. This would account for

the greater sensitivity of penetration to the power variation for longer focal lengths.

Experimentally this is confirmed, as there is no significant differences observed

over the test matrix between the underside weld widths of the two focal lengths,

suggesting this is the approximate depth at which the equilibrium point of the higher

beam intensity against greater depth of focus conundrum.

The coupling efficiency of this parameter, using the 100 mm focal length lens

is 60 %.

3.2.1.3 Position of Focus

The size of the focussed beam on the workpiece surface and the intensity distribution

through the material thickness is dependent on the location of the focus. Its effect is
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in direct relation to equation (3.2), with a slight modification -

= dmin + (hD/f)

where cL = spot size at the surface (mm)

dmin = minimum spot size (mm)

h = distance of surface from d min (mm)

D = unfocussed beam diameter (1/e 2 ) (mm)

f = focal length (mm)

(3.4)

In the case of the programme h = 0, 1 (above and below the surface),

therefore dw ki 0.32 + 0.2 (.0.52 mm) for the 100 mm focal length, and, d w ks 0.47

+ 0.13 (.0. 6 mm) for the 150 mm focal length. This result would seem to

diminish the effect of equation (3.2). The experimental responses indicate the above

workpiece and below workpiece focus position act similarly as responses to the 100

mm and 150 mm focal length lens' respectively. We have so far only considered the

surface spot size, the explanation must lie within the affect of the depth of focus.

This is subject to two factors; the angle of the beam on incidence at the surface and

the interaction of the beam in the plasma region.

The beam/workpiece interaction angle is itself a function of the propagation

of the beam through the plasma. This can be examined in terms of the absorptivity

and the beam diffraction characteristics of the plasma. The absorption of the plasma

is strongly related to the electron density and therefore the intensity as described -

a = 2.21 *1 0 - 29 Ne2 1-3/2	 (3.5)

where a = absorption coefficient of plasma (1/cm)

Ne = electron density as a function of intensity (cm3)

T = temperature of plasma (K)

Previous explanations of the role of the plasma in the welding mechanism
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h
Wioss / W = 1-exP I 1 a (z) dz

o
. (3.6)

suggested the plasma to be advantageous in terms of beam coupling, recently

Miyamoto et al (1992)[12] experimentally showed the absorption, for similar

conditions as those here, to be 0.35 and 1.4 cm- 1 (distance of 1/e 2 beam power to be

absorbed) for negative and positive focusing respectively (related to beam intensity

above the workpiece). Applying this to the two different focusing conditions under

discussion, from [1 2]

where W 10loss = absorbed laser power (W)

W	 = incident laser power (W)

h	 = height of the plasma - from high speed video (cm)

Kb (z)= the absorption coefficient at height z (cm-1)

this represents a loss difference of around 300 W in favour of the negative focusing,

and therefore does not represent a significant value. Thus the question remains of

the beam diffraction in the plasma and the resulting angle of incidence and spot size

of the beam at the surface.

The refractive index of the plasma is related to local electron density

gradients. With the focus above the surface more severe gradients are resultant due

to the higher power density. These gradients are controlled by beam intensity with

convective effects tending to obliterate such gradients. The gradients are induced

radially and vertically, though from previous experiments the vertical are dominant

[12], and therefore will only be considered. The proposed mechanism involves

collimation of the beam through the workpiece under the action refractive index

changes indicated in figure 3.6, described by [13]-

ne-1 = -4.46*1 0-14 k2Ne	 (3.7)
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where ne = electronic refractive index

Thus the benefits of a short focal length spot size and long focal length depth of

focus are combined. The natural divergence/convergence of the beam working with

and against the refractive tendancies induced in the plasma. The optimal position of

the focus in the plasma maybe slightly closer to the workpiece than 1 mm. Miyamoto

et al (1992)[12] has recorded refraction angles of 0.5 degree with a 2 kW laser.

The 3.5 kW laser used here and faster welding speeds will accentuate this affect, but

it is difficult to say to what degree and the extent of the dynamic equilibrium

required to maintain this effect during the welding process.

The angle of beam incidence obvious relates to the above discussion. However,

from figure 3.6, the difference becomes more apparent when the keyhole is

considered. The -1 mm focus converges into the keyhole and the +1 mm is collimated

into the keyhole - so what ?. Well, firstly the beam absorption at the cavity wall is

enhanced with the collimated beam and secondly the reflected part of the beam is

more likely to interact with the base of the keyhole. This fact is seen clearly in

many welds as a hour glass shaped profile.

The coupling efficiency with positive focusing is 57 %.

3.2.1.4 Mode Structure

The mode structure from equation (3.2) is directly related to the power density for a

given focal length and position of focus. The results in figure 3.2 show the

comparison of two different modes, the TEM 00 and TEM 01 ., clearly identifying the

lower order mode (TEM 00) in providing greater penetration depth becoming more

apparent with increasing processing speeds. This is no great surprise, as from

optical theory [15] the Gaussian mode offers the minimum focussed spot size

diameter and therefore the greatest power density, thus confirming previous work

carried out by Beyer (1986)[15]. Another factor here is also the divergence of the

beam around the focussing area, the Gaussian mode retaining higher power density
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through the workpiece.

This would be the end of the discussion if modes were "black and white",

however a mode is not exact (in fact, made up of mixtures of modes), due to its

qualitative description, the labelling of a beam becomes misleading when that beam

falls into the grey area that lies in between two modes, or in fact anywhere from the

perfect TEM that the labelling implies. This was found to be the case, as when

working with a "good quality" lower order mode, which was always ensured during

the experimentation, as opposed to a mode of questionable quality, the former always

out performed the higher mode however with the latter no advantage was observed.

When processing is at the focal point the difference between modes is at a minimum..

At this point we must cast our minds back to Chapter.1, section 1.2.3 in which a

more exact classification of the mode structure was defined - the M2 factor.

Measurement of this factor is outlined in Chapter 2, section 2.3.7 and specifically

equation (2.1). The following calculations were completed for the Laser Ecosse AF5L

and the Electrox M1500 lasers, the results being in Table 2. From the table the

importance of a quality factor, in this instance the M 2 factor, becomes clear. Looking

at the first three columns describing a "good" and "bad" TEM 00 mode and a TEM op,

there exists a limit where the lower order mode is preferable over the higher modes.

From the measurements taken this is around an M 2 factor of 7 for the lower mode,

confirmed through processing data comparing the two levels of mode quality. With

the higher mode quality welds giving joining efficiencies averaging 77, M 2 = 5,

compared to 37 for the samples welded at an M 2 value of 7. Or more to the' point can

weld the same thickness of material at twice the speed. The power density is a

function of M 4, therefore maximum penetration is largely dictated by the quality of

the mode.

Also included in Table 2 is the Electrox laser, which generates a mode of

higher quality than the AF5 (2.7 as opposed to 5), which when viewing the figures

for the maximum achievable power densities shows that a lower power laser can
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compete at the higher processing regimes, at a third the cost ! Although the

measured power density is not as flattering to the Electrox as the calculated, it still

highlights the fact that a laser of a third the power can achieve densities of nearly

twice that when compared to a higher power beam of lower quality.

Until there comes a time when all lasers generate near perfect standardised

mode structures, the inclusion of this quality factor is a vital part of processing

information.

The coupling efficiency with a quality TEM 00 is 65 %.

3.2.1.5 Polarisation

The orientation of the electric and magnetic wave components within the propagating

laser beam is not a "primary" welding parameter. As a significant variable it is

dependent on the value of other parameters, exhibiting several interactions. Most

noticeable with speed especially when related to the joining efficiency. The advantage

of the parallel polarisation only occurs at increasing speeds, confirming Beyer et al

(1986)[15]. His finding showed that the absorption of the incident radiation

transfers from the keyhole to the front cavity wall where the absorption mechanism

favours linear parallel polarisation relative to the welding direction - the results

showed a transition point where the shift in absorption mechanism occurs at a speed

of 5 m/min. (83 mm/s). Although the transition speed was not established, the

difference in welding depth was - a sample was welded at 250 mm/s (15 m/min.) in

the parallel direction and then rotated through 90 degrees to be welded in the

perpendicular direction. The parallel polarisation sample achieved about 75 %

penetration, in comparison with the perpendicular polarisation which achieved just

under 50 % thickness. On inspection of the weld surface occasional pitting and

excess splattering towards the edges of the weld were observed due to the non-

symmetrical absorption around the keyhole, with the majority occurring at the

keyhole front and substantially less at the sides. The extent of the theoretical

absorption advantage is described by the Fresnel equations [16]
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where R s = reflection coefficient for s-polarised light

R = reflection coefficient for p-polarised lightP

0 = angle of reflection light makes with normal to the surface

e = material-dependent quality given by -

C 2 = 2E 2 / [E i + ( 61 2 + E2 )-1/2 ]	 where I= ast / (060 (3.9)

given that CO denotes the angular frequency of the light (4.504*10 12 s- 1 for 10.6 i.r.m

radiation), C o is the permitivity of free space (8.85*10- 12 Fm'), e 1 and C 2 are the

real parts of the dielectric constants of the metal (both = 1) and ast is an electrical

conductance per unit length (4*10 4 0 -1m-1)

Which when calculated gives the absorption for a weld with keyhole angling of

80 degrees of Rs=0.98 (A=0.02) and Rp=0.95 (A=0.05) for mild steel. The

question is, does the extra 3 % absorption provide the 25 % increase in the

penetration depth ? These figures highlight the theoretical absorption at the front

cavity wall, subsequent keyhole multi reflection/absorption will accentuate this by

two or three fold.

The coupling efficiency for parallel polarisation was 59 %. In comparison

the coupling for the perpoendicular polarisation was 40 %.

3.2.1.6 Side angle weld orientation

The angling of the sample perpendicular to the direction of welding showed an

improvement in the weld dimensions, shown in figures 3.2 - 3.4. The theory behind

these results has been previously investigated by Dixon and Lewis (1984)[17] -

who discussed the generation of the plasma and the Laser Supported Combustion

(LSC) wave in separate terms. By monitoring the transmitted and reflected portions

(3.8)
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of the laser beam along with high speed video of the plasma, the Laser Supported

Combustion waves were shown to propagate along the optical beam path while the

plasma is generated perpendicular to the surface. Therefore, a larger percentage of

the beam is unaffected by the plasma allowing higher surface power densities and

deeper welds. Dixon and Lewis' results were achieved using a pulsed YAG laser on

aluminium targets achieving power densities of 10 9 W/cm 2 which is readily

applicable to the processing of steel with a high power CO 2 laser as the welding

mechanism is identical apart from reduced power densities. Although this is an

observed effect the absorptivity of the plasma as discussed in section 3.2.1.3 is such

that the decrease in path length through the plasma is not of sufficient magnitude as

to explain the results.

An alternative reason why angling the sample offers preferential processing

became apparent when the samples were sectioned, all the weld profiles were

perpendicular to the surface along the weld interface as opposed to being in line with

the beam incident angle. The explanation for this is that some form of wave guiding

along the weld interfaces is occurring. The angling of the joint was such that the

keyhole is formed along the interface and not directly through the workpiece. An

optimal side angle can be calculated using the data required to initiate the keyhole

which has been estimated by Duley (1987)[18] at 9*10 5 W/cm 2 , the conditions of

processing here give a maximum intensity l o = 4*10 6 W/cm2 . In addition what must

be considered is the effect of welding speed. We are attempting to establish the angle

at which melting/vaporisation occurs at the initial beam interaction point to a

specified depth, thus the remaining portion is reflected along the interface as shown

in figure 3.7, thus optimising use of the beam energy. Considering the central part

of the beam and assuming an average intensity l o , after penetrating a small

thickness, the beam is incident on the interface. Thus the angle selection to optimise

processing is as follows. Firstly, from Chande and Mazumder (1983)[20], the

intensity loss penetrating the initial small thickness is determined from the Beer
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Lambert Law _

'depth	 1 0 exp(-8z)
	

(3.10)

where 1 0	 = intensity at surface of workpiece (W/cm2).

depth — intensity at depth z (W/cm2).

13	 = beam attenuation through material (m-1)

Z	 = depth (m).

In this case 13, is evaluated through experimentation, and was found to be equal to

2000 rn-1.

Thus, the beam initially penetrates through a nominal material thickness,

say 0.1 mm, therefore from equation (3.10) and using 13 =2000, 'depth 0.81.. The

maximum energy that can be absorbed at the angled interface is 9*10 5 W/cm2 , the

keyhole threshold intensity (1 k). Therefore by rearranging Fresnel absorption

equation (3.8) for p-polarisation and incorporating the l k -/ 'depth ratio as the

required reflected beam energy, the optimal angle can be calculated for, in this case,

mild steel -

0.09acos2 0 -0.16acos 0 + 0.002a = 0	 where a = 9*10s / 'depth

This can be solved for 0 using the quadratic root formula, here, 0 = 85 or 76 degrees.

8 is the angle to the normal, which corresponds as (90 - 0) for the side angle

(4))(see figure 3.7). As 10 degrees as already been attempted 14 is the applicable

answer which is confirmed through experimentation (see section 3.3.3).

This simple operation optimises the angle of inlcination for a particular set

of welding parameters.

The coupling efficiency for the side angle orientation of 10 degrees is 63 %

compared with the coupling effeicieny of 70 % for the 14 degree case.
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3.2.1.7 Normal angle weld orientation

Inclining the workpiece in the direction of welding improved the penetration depth

and, can be explained in terms of the keyhole shape relative to the tilt angle. In

welding, and more specifically at high process speeds the absorption front becomes

swept back, shown from experimental work by upto 45 degrees, as shown in figure

3.8. The geometry of the absorption front can be assumed to be an arc of suitable

radius, from figure 3.8 length of this arc can be described by a chord with only a 2

% difference in length. By angling the workpiece or beam this keyhole/chord length

tends to become normal to the workpiece surface. Using simple geometry optimising

the incident angle of the beam gives an increase in depth by 30 %. The fact that only

a tilt angle of 5 degrees was investigated, this being relatively small compared to the

keyhole angle only a similarly small advantage was realised. Deciding upon the

optimal angle is obviously related to the swept back angle and shape of the keyhole

which in turn is dependent on the speed and to a lesser extent the input power at

which processing is occurring.

This particular mechanism is directional dependent and samples must be

welded "uphill" or with the beam tilted in a similar manner. To investigate the

extent of the direction, several samples were welded "uphill" and "downhill" at 3,

5 and 11 degree inclination under similar welding conditions. The results were as

expected with the uphill samples exhibiting enlarged through thickness fusion zones

of around 10 %. The downhill, in contrast, at the 11 degree inclination reached the

limit of penetration, plus a slight tendancy to produce a humping bead. The profile of

the two welds were fundamentally different, the uphill samples exhibitng a nail head

shape, with the downhill welds showing a uniformily tapered bead. This, along with

high speed video taken of the welding, indicated an insufficient plasma control

asssociated with the uphill samples when using a coaxial gas delivery. This is

explained by the observation that the plasma is positioned normal to the surface; in

the uphill the plasma tends to radiate in to the beam path, while the downhill the
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opposite is true. The consequence of this is that the advantage of the normal angling

is only realised above a certain speed in the case of coaxial shielding (around 100

mm/s-7 m/min.), or, a plasma disruption jet must be used to counteract the effect.

3.2.2 Weld Profiles

It can be seen from figure 3.9 that five types of weld profile were produced, these

characteristically represent the effect of different heat input conditions and more

subtly the effect of the other experimental variables. When observing the grain

boundaries and structural orientation, the crystal growth follows a direction

appropriate between a preferred growth direction <100>, governed by the metals

crystallography, and that of the steepest local temperature gradient. The individual

crystal size and shape are also largely governed by the thermal cycling and cooling

rate experienced by the weld metal and surrounding region. The discussion is

centred around the specific energy (P/vd) input associated with individual profiles

and any other outstanding parameter effects.

Profilel : Exhibits a large U shaped fusion zone and heat affected zone (HAZ), the

modification of the the micro-structure is minimal with, in some cases, the fusion

zone being indefinable from the base metal structure. The formation of large

horizontal columnar crystal structure due to the relatively slow cooling rate within

a large solidifying molten pool, typically producing a slight drop-out of material in

association with concave edges of the top surface and slightly humped middle section.

All the above observations are a result of excessive heat input provided by a

combination of low speed and high power, typically a specific energy of around 400

kJ/m m2.

Profile 2 : Shows a slightly reduced fusion zone and HAZ with an aspect ratio

around unity, the fusion zone being a more exact "wine glass" profile. The bead has
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a relatively large surface width compared to the fusion zone beneath, this shape is

referred to as a "nailhead" profile. The "nailhead" which results from a radiating

plasma in or near the surface creating a larger melt width at the surface. Again, the

microstructure shows large crystal growth slightly angled upwards and towards the

weld centre line, though with increasing depth as the fusion zone contracts the

growth becomes finer and largely equiaxial. A slight hump is evident at the top with

in most cases a slight protrusion of the fusion zone at the underside of the weld. The

common factor here is again excessive heat input in association with large plasma

generation from processing at low speeds withput adequate side jet- typically a

specific energy of 250 kJ/mm2.

Profile 3 : This profile is a much neater and more compact, with a small fusion

zone being slightly tapered or with parallel sides, in association with a small HAZ.

This suggests a more efficient use of the incident radiation, with the microstructure

being of finer growth maintaining the basic crystal orientation shown in the first

two profiles. The nucleation direction is slightly more inclined towards the

centreline showing an increase in this angle with depth upto about half of the full

penetration depth, thereafter the angle remains constant. There is an occasional

tendency of undercut which is a result of a rapid freezing of the outer weld metal

under the fliud dynamic forces associated the humping. The heat input is lower than

the two previous profiles, with a specific energy of 130 kJ/mm 2. The common

factors are high power/high speed or low power/low speed combinations, together

with in the majority of cases a 100 mm lens.

Profile 4: The profile in this instance is of an hour glass shape, with the HAZ being

parallel through the material thickness. It is interesting to note that the this

particular profile shape is not only confined to the low thermal input regime, as

shown in figure 3.9 but also occurs at conditions similar to those common to profiles

1 and 2, thus indicating the shape governing parameter(s) are independent of the
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heat input. In the large fusion zone samples the crystal growth is similar to those

seen in profile 1, with large horizontal columnar structures, with the slight

difference of having occasional large equi-axial crystal located towards the centre of

the fusion zone. The surface and underside of the bead are flat.

The samples exhibiting smaller fusion zones have a finer structure. Also

present is a slight pretrusion of the fusion zone at the surface and underside in

association with occasional undercutting. There seems to be no common factor for the

larger welds apart from low speed/high power with a specific energy of 200

kJ/mm2 . However the other welds all have a specific energy input of 90 kJ/mm2

plus positive focussing (above the workpiece) and were orientated in some way;

either in the normal or side angle. The flaring of the fusion zone near the root of the

weld can be directly linked with the position of focus and the workpiece angling, as

detailed in sections 3.2.1.3, 3.2.1.6 and 3.2.1.7. These two parameters induce a

diverging incident beam, and, keyhole multi-reflections.

Consider positive focusing, the beam is incident to the workpiece at 70

(ignoring plasma diffraction effects). By assuming a suitable keyhole dimensions

established from one of the samples, it can be verified that an increased percentage of

the reflected beam from the first beam/cavity interaction will be absorbed in the

root of the weld. The effect of workpiece orientation is to accentuate this fact.

Profile 5 : All these samples were non-penetrating welds, the maximum depth

achieved being around 50 % thickness, however the surface weld width was about

0.5 to 0.75 mm, and therefore, on average about twice the depth of the fusion zone.

The structure of the fusion zone was comprised of long fine columnar crystals angled

towards the top centre of the weld, with very little heat affected zone being visible.

Some of the profiles show slight undercut, with the common factors being high

speed/low power in association with using a 150 mm lens - giving a very low

specific energy input of around 50 kJ/mm2.

The dominant mechanism in the generation of profile 5 is the highly
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convective outward flow associated with severe thermal gradients within the melt

pool. This leads to characteristic large surface widths welds with little penetration,

this reflects the findings of Chan et al (1987)[20] and Paul and DebRoy

(1988) [21 ].

3.2.3 Weld Surface Characterisation

Having described the five weld profiles in the previous section is there some

correlation between the surface appearance of these welds and the profile itself ?

The solidification lines that characteristically appear on the surface of a

weld, be it laser or otherwise, give an indication of the energy input conditions in

terms of speed and power, and the nature of the shielding arrangement. A visible

regular surface solidification pattern with a well defined centreline is a good

indication of a sound weld. At lower speeds this pattern is periodically and mostly

randomly interrupted due to over energised plasma, at high speeds an incomplete

pattern is formed due to excessively long melt pool lengths and increasing heat flow

restrictions. The colouration of the surface is also important, a sound weld for mild

steel appears as a dull grey. A weld of lower integrity appears a blue, silver or gold

colour related to interference colours arising from the thin surface oxide covering

suggesting a shrouding problem. These factors indicate the quality of weld produced

but cannot really give information regarding the profile achieved, another factor is

the heat affected zone, used in conjunction can define the profile with the possible

exception of assessing the level of penetration. A description of the underside of the

weld in is also provided for completeness. Surface and underside weld patterns are

shown in figure 3.10.

Profilel surface : This has a characteristically regular surface pattern, the

angled solidification lines appear visible and are clearly separated by the weld

centreline. Occasional irregularities in the surface pattern are apparent, in terms
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of a termination in the pattern for 2-3 mm and a slight loss of weld width though the

underside weld pattern remains continuous. This may occur two or three times along

the length of the weld otherwise the fusion width remains constant over the length of

the weld. The underside is typically half the surface width with solidification lines

ridged towards the centre, these being particularly wide and somewhat irregularly

positioned with outer lines curving back towards the centre. The heat affected zone is

approximately twice the width of the fusion zone, with the outer edges defined by the

blue colouration.

Profile 2 surface : The regular surface pattern is still visible with a less defined

centre line such that the solidification lines which are angled at approximately 45

degrees to welding direction. The weld shows a slight longitudinal width variation of

a random nature which is also apparent on the underside, however the underside

variation is more regular with a modulation of around 12 Hz.

Profile 3 surface : This pattern shows the solidification lines becoming

increasingly swept back though still regular, the increasing processing speed having

reduced the density of the lines which can be individually identified. Towards the

outer edges of the fusion zone dark regions are encountered, these indicate the

undercutting where the surface of the weld metal has solidified below the surface of

the base metal. The underside has a well defined pattern with a clear centreline and a

width that is only marginally smaller than the top surface. The edges of the HAZ are

very close to the fused metal.

Profile 4 surface : The surface is regular similar to that of the pattern present in

profile one, the key is the . This underside centreline is well defined though of a

ropey nature, with the edges showing a ragged solidification and spattering of weld

metal. If the profile is of high integrity the surface and underside are difficult to

distinguish between.
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Profilesurface: What is immediately apparent, though not from the small

section shown, is the periodic nature of the solidification pattern associated with

modulation of the fusion width of around 18 Hz which is unusually large and

comparable with profiles 2 & 4. In some instances there is a complete failure of the

welding action resulting in short thin sections that have only been remelted. A

further aspect of the weld is the colouration of the bead surface, which will vary

from the acceptable dull grey to blue, silver and gold. It can be stated without

inspection of the underside that no through penetration has occurred with occasional

signs of the HAZ being visible on the underside. The extent of the HAZ on the top

surface is undetectable without the use of microscopy.

If the solidification patterns are sectioned both across and along the length of

the weld a distinct saw tooth profile is observed, when viewed under a magnification

of around x100. The surface solidification is a result of the periodic oscillation of

the solidification front, the mechanism is detailed Chapter 1 by lshizaki (1980).

The ability to identify the weld profile from the surface for profiles 1' and 2 is

straight forward due to the size of the fusion and heat affected zones foremost, and the

tight grouping of the solidification lines. The subsequent profiles; 3, 4 and 5 can

also be matched to the corresponding profile which in turn have common processing

conditions as outlined in the results section 3.2.3.

3.2.4 Weld fault Categorisation

3.2.4.1 Porosity

Porosity was found in 8 welds (out of 65) which is 12 % of welds studied. Common

factors associated with this fault were the use of the longer 150 mm focal length lens

and operating at maximum power/low speeds. The observed porosity was largely

present at the bottom of the fusion zone in the region of the minmum fusion width
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and, usually confined to single large pores as shown in figure 3.11b where it is

located to one side of the fusion zone. Occasionally, porosity was found near the

surface of the fusion zone.

The source of weld pores has six possibilities; a) frozen vapour bubbles, b)

frozen bubbles of gas ejected from the melt, c) a reaction with shielding gases giving

a gaseous product, d) gases trapped in the gap between the interfaces, e) gas

inclusions as a result of the gas delivery system and finally f) from periodic

oscillations in the liquid on the trailing edge of the keyhole. The first mechanism of

trapped vapour bubbles may result from excess localised vapor pressure near the

root of the keyhole blowing vapour into the weld pool at the rear. These bubbles are

frozen near the bead root as originally observed by Arata et al (1983)[22].

The absorption of gases or any reactions with reactive gases in the shrouding

system would involve the formation of carbon dioxide, as a reaction between carbon

in the melt and oxygen contamination of the shroud gas, or water formed between

absorbed carbon dioxide and hydrogen in the shroud gas. The gaseous product forms

may have a reduced solubility when the melt cools and hence be rejected as a bubble.
,

The entrapment of gas (d) in between the butt interfaces is a geometic effect.

With guillotined edges the orientation of the sample (burr facing upward or

downward) may, in the case of the upward position cause localised gas pockets, with

the geometry acting as a natural collecting vessel. These gas pockets would be

transported around the keyhole and appear as porosity in the solidified weld metal.

Gas inclusions may be caused by the gas delivery system (e), and specifically

the use of a plasma disruption jet. Miyamoto et al (1984)[24], outlined such a

porosity mechanism as shown in figure 3.12. Incorrect positioning or flow rate of

the jet may push the melt back into the keyhole, this back flow causes a blockage in

the keyhole, thus trapping vapour. The effect is largely concentrated along the line

of the keyhole.

Arata (1987)[25] and Tong and Giedt (1970)[26] have observed wavelike
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structures in penetration welding, mechanism (f). Duley et al (1992) [27]

modelled these waves, the model describes the appearance of voids and bubbles under

certain flow conditions.

The porosity within the samples only occurred in the butt geometry and not

the bead on plate, therefore this eliminates all mechanisms except (d). The porosity

was observed in both guillotine and milled samples predominately along the joint

line, with more frequency in the former though no individual guillotine

configuration being suseptable. Thus, it appears that the porosity may be a

combination of several factors; the instability of the keyhole due to the non-uniform

guillotined edge, the inclusion of gas pockets again associated with the guillotine edges

3.2.4.2 Cracking/Incomplete Fusion

Cracking appeared in 9 % of all welds and tended to occur at the higher thermal

inputs with angled samples. In all cases the crack propagated along the boundary

between the fusion zone and the orginal joint edge, located at the bottom or middle of

the weld.

The causes of cracking are many; a) centreline cracking b) hydrogen

cracking c) stress cracking d) misalignment. The only cracking observed in this

work were similar to those shown in figure 3.11a. Thus the only observed cause of

.cracking was misalignment and failure to fully melt one interface.

3.2.4.3 Carbide Formation

The presence of small dark spherical deposits were found in 15 % of welds, the

nucleation sites being confined to grain boundaries, shown in figure 3.11g. On closer

examination with an electron microscope, the "dark spot" phase was identified as

Iron Carbide.

The formation of the carbides may cause localised hardening and

embrittlement, however in low carbon steels this is not usually a problem, since

only a small amount is present. The results from the tensile and Erichsen tests show
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that this is the case.

3.2.4.4 Surface Defects

Surface faults are associated with the morphology of the weld bead surface, figure

3.11 shows the four identified defects. The defects encountered are

a) Upwelling on the top surface under surface tension forces produced by an off

centred beam (fig 3.11c). b) Too large a gap between the interfaces for the welding

conditions (fig 3.11d). c) Similar to b) however not under so severe welding

conditions and subject to excess gas assist pressure (fig 3.11e). d) Vertical

misalignment of the sheets resulting in a stepped weld (fig 3.11f).

3.2.5 Comparison between Bead on Plate and Butt Welds

The experimental programmes involved the use of these two different welding

geometries. There is little difference in the shape and nature of the profiles, only

that the butt welded geometry has a larger fusion zone and in particular shows

greater penetration depth by around 10 %. It is worth noting that the bead on plate

welds exhibited no cracks or porosity which were sometimes found with the butt

welds (sections 3.2.4.1 & 3.2.4.2).

Since the beginning of research into laser welding the bead on plate weld has

provided the experimenter with a convenient short cut that simulates butt welding,

but how comparable are they ? This study ran two parallel programmes identical

apart from the welding geometries; one bead on plate (bop) the other square milled

edges (butt).

In general the bop welds are 25 % smaller in width and and 10 % less in

penetration than the equivelent butt welds. This may be due to the gap in the butt

weld providing a direct route to the base of the material and the gap aiding

absorption. Thus a scaling constant could provide a close enough simulation between

the Bop and butt results. It is interesting to note that the weld metallurgy is the
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same for both but the bop welds never displayed either cracking or porosity. Thus,

both cracking and porosity are effects resulting from a prior gap.

3.2.6 Mechanical Testing

Appendix C shows some of the tensile and Erichsen data made at Van Leer's Research

Laboratories in The Netherlands, on the strengths of welds reported here.

3.2.6.1 Tensile Test

The tensile tests were performed under DIN 50120 on a selection of the welds

ranging from those of a high quality to welds of lesser integrity. The results are

compared to the values for the base metal acting as a control. The tensile test data is

summarised in Table 3, the values from all the welds tested having been averaged and

categorised into the five previously identified weld profiles (section 3.2.2 - 120

samples, around 10 per profile category). Failure usually occured in the parent

material. Thus, the values for yield strength and ultimate tensile test (not

tabulated), were around 160 and 310 MPa respectively, similar to that of the base

metal. Faulty welds showed similar values, although failure had occured in the weld

metal.

3.2.6.2 Erichsen Test

This formability test differs from the tensile in that the cleaving force is applied

directly to the weld joint itself, and provides data regarding energy required to fail

the sample along with a fault characterisation by the mode of failure, see Appendix C.

The values obtained for the base metal control averaged out at 10.95±0.5 mm

displacement, again from Table 3, with the failure occurring around the

circumference of the ball indentor and therefore indicating a "sound" mode of

failure. The majority of the welds tested over profiles 1-4 showed the mode of

failure representing that of a sound weld with the displacement values slightly under

that of the base metal (10.5 mm), though well with in the 80 % required for the DIN
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50101 standard. However, the welds in the profile 5 category failed along the seam

of the weld, with displacement values around the 3 to 6 mm mark, directly

proportional to the depth of penetration.

3.2.6.3 Microhardness Test

This test assesses the thermal cycle that the weld metal, and surrounding heat

affected zone, have experienced, providing information on surface cooling rates and

likely grain structure. The value for the base metal was measured at 120 HV. As can

be seen from Table 3, the hardness measurements neatly fall into the profile

categories, starting at 250 HV rising to 380 HV. From these values there is a clear

cut off between three energy input regimes, the transition between profiles 2 & 3

and 4 & 5 shows an increase of 100, unlike the 40/50 changes with in each band.

The variation of microhardness values with the specific energy input is a result of

the different cooling rates experienced by the weld metal.

Three other hardness measurements were taken; a cross-section from the

base metal through the fusion zone and again to the base metal, the variation through

the depth of the fusion zone and the longitudinal variation along the direction of

welding.

The cross-sectional variation in figure 3.13 clearly shows the gradual

increase through the heat affected zone until the fusion zone is reached, the hardness

value then sharply increases to nearly twice that of the base metal. Across the fusion

zone there is some modulation then, as the HAZ is reached a dramatic fall off is once

again seen. The longitudinal microhardness variation, which covered about 20 mm of

weld length, showed an average value of 270 HV with a modulation of 20 - 30 HV.

The physical testing undertaken in the analysis of the welded samples

basically showed that only in faulty welds of profile 5, were the mechanical

properties of the weld values affected by the processing conditions, apart from the

microhardness. The hardness is determined mainly by the material chemical
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composition, in this case a carbon content of 0.06 % plus other trace elements.

Comparing the laser butt welding to the Electrical Resistance Welding (ERW)

is not possible since the ERW system increases the joint thickness from 1 mm to 1.7

mm. The strength of the laser welds have been shown to match the base metal

therefore the comparison is unnecessary. An interesting difference in the two

joining methods arises from the fact that the ERW can weaken the weld through

'burning' due to excessive current, such a weakening does not occur in laser welding.

It should also be noted htst the laser can butt weld whereas resistance welding needs a

lap and therefore more material. If the weld has penetrated and passes on surface

inspection the weld will usually be mechanically sound. A further advantage of the

laser process is the zero increase in thickness, the thickness increase in ERW makes

not only testing difficult but presents post welding manufacturing problems outlined

in the introduction.

Laser welding standards have yet to be issued. Currrent standards for laser

welding has centred around the DIN 50120/50101 for mash seams and the BS 4515

for fusion welding. In the intervening time new standards specifically for laser

welding need to be devised based on experimental studies such as this one.

3.2.6.4 Corrosion resistance

The long term results indicated no positive or detrimental effect of laser welding on

the corrosion resistance.

3.2.7 Weld quality assessment

The required weld qualities on a drum are strength and formabilbity. From the

mechanical testing it is evident that these are guaranteed over a wide range of

processing conditions. The categorised weld faults are therefore the key to

establishing weld quality assessment. This assessment can be achieved by visual

inspection alone (sections 3.2.3). One looks for weld width, surface discontinuities
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(excess splatter, weld interruptions, solidification pattern, weld colouration, bead

morphology) and misalignments. Therefore, with mininal instruction the quality of

a laser weld in drum steel can be established.

3.2.8 Statistical Modelling

From the data entered into the statistical package a model can be formulated based on

the responses, for the penetration depth and weld widths. These are listed below -

Penetration depth

1Depthi = 0.11 Power + 0.043Speed.Power - 0.15Speed - 0.05Lens -

0.039Side Angle.Focus.Lens + 0.85 	 (3.11)

Weld width at the surface

11N 11 = 0.11 Power - 0.26Speed - 0.046Mode.Lens

-0.043Side Angle.Focus.Lens +0.92
	

(3.12)

Weld width at base

1W21 = 0.15Power +0.03Focus - 0.22Speed -0.03Side Angle -

0.042Power.Normal Angle -0.042Power.Normal Angle + 0.42 (3.13)

where Power is in kilowatts.

Speed is in millimetres/second.

Lens focal length is in millimetres for plano-convex lens.

Side and Normal Angle are in degrees form the normal.

Mode is the M2 factor.

Focus is either +1 or -1 mm.

The accuracy of these equations as a predictive tool for the welding depth or

width is open to debate since it is essentially a best fit to the experimental data.
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Thus, the application of these simple equations to any general welding situation is of

course not possible unless the conditions under which the welds have been performed

match that from which the data originally came, for example no variation in the

plane of polarisation was made and so the equations only apply to parallel

polarisation (in the direction of welding). However let us see how the set compare to

other thin section welding data, using data compiled from Laser Ecosse and the

Industrial Laser Handbook for full penetrating butt welds. From the penetration

equation (3.11), and including only the first four terms the comparison is as follows

Speed

(mm/s)

Power

(kW)

Lens

(mm)

DEPTH (mm)

L E.	 I. L H	 Model

140 5.0 150 1.0 2 3.0

70 1.1 100 0.5 0.7 0.7

85 1.5 100 1.0 1.2 1.5

33 1.5 75 2.5 4.5 5.0

30 4 150 6.5 5.5

20 6 200 10 6.2

10 8 300 14 11

From the comparison it is evidient the model has limits, these being the low to

moderate power ranges (1.5 - 5 kW) in combination with moderate to high speed

(40 - 140+ mm/s), as shown in figure 1.14. The difference in the Laser Ecosse

and Industrial Laser handbook data may be that the former was limited by full

penetration, whereas the latter and that of the model is the maximum penetration.

The accuracy of the model is around 30 %, thus, the set of statistical equations can be

used as a guide to weld dimensions.
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3.3 RESULTS -part two

The statistical survey of the effects of the principal operating variables on the main

weld quality parameters shown in Table 4 illustrate the optimal conditions when

welding thin mild steel sheet, as well as highlighting those areas requiring further

investigation.

Secondary and further optimisation studies are concentrated on the following:

a) Weld assist gas - composition, direction and velocity.

b) Angle of incidence of the beam on the workpiece.

i) angle from the normal to the weld in the welding direction "Normal".

ii) angle from the normal at right angles to the weld direction "Side".

c) Position of focus.

d) Effect of edge preparation and fit-up.

3.3.1 Weld Assist Gas

,-
The gas jet was positioned behind the welding front and pointing in the direction of

welding. Two experiments were made, the first was to assess the effect of the

addition of a gas jet and its position relative to the keyhole in terms of the angle,

stand-off distance and interaction with the existing coaxial jet. The second

experiment involved investigating the effects of using different gases; nitrogen,

carbon dioxide, helium, argon, oxygen additions and various combinations of these

gases. The experimentation was accomplished at high speed with moderate power

allowing the penetration depth and weld width to be assessed for the different gases

and flow rates. The weld quality was also assessed.

Varying the jet angle showed no improvement in penetration, however figure

3.15 shows an observed increase in weld width, reaching a maximum at 45 degrees.

However, it was noted that the welds at zero jet angle were of higher quality in
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relation to smoothness of the bead profile. The stand-off trials are shown in figure

3.16, as a function of flow rate at various distances (3, 7, 10 mm). The findings

show the 3 mm standoff produced the maximum welding depth at 20 I/min. At

greater stand-off distances the penetration decreased, however the flow rate at which

maximum penetration was achieved for each standoff distance remains constant. At

10 mm there is a 50 % loss of penetration, as the welding depth tends to the value at

zero flow rate.

The quality of the weld deteriorated in terms of excess weld spatter at

distances closer than 3 mm and more generally at flow rates above 25 l/min. The

combination of the coaxial and 45 degree jet involved extensive investigation into the

effect of different flow rates. The welds indicated that coaxial only and jet only gave

similar results, and the optimal combination of the two was at 2 mm stand-off/ 10

l/min. and 3 mm stand-off/ 10 l/min. respectively.

The effect of the different gas species on depth and width are given in figure

3.17, in terms of the gases individual volume flow rate and that of a normalised mass

flow rate (to air - individual gas flow rate/relative density to air). The lack of

performance of helium at the high speeds is noticeable, showing about 30 % less

penetration with He compared to all the other gases. It is interesting to note the

maximum penetration for the individual gases does not occur at the same flow rate,

the following listed in order of effectiveness; 0.6 mm penetration at 15 l/min. for

argon, 0.55 at 20 l/min. for nitrogen, 0.5 at 7 l/min. for carbon dioxide, 0.4 at 3

l/min. for helium. The absolute values of the measured weld width show an

intermingled range of values for the various gases and a common trend, an initial

minimum followed by rising width with increasing flow rate. This is most clearly

seen on the normalised plot.

As mentioned above combinations of gases were tried e.g. Ar/He, N2/Ar,

CO2/He etc. None of these showed any significant improvement in welding depth, and

in most cases reduced the overall penetration - most notable the addition of small
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amounts of oxygen to the main gas.

The appearance of the welds from a visual inspection showed that only in the

case of helium had any weld oxidation occurred suggesting insufficient shrouding.

The bead profiles showed very subtle variation, the nitrogen welds had a well defined

chevron pattern with a flat surface. The carbon dioxide, argon and helium welds had

a more semicircular pattern with slightly convex surfaces.

3.32 Normal Angle Orientation

The difficult aspect in fixing of this particular parameter was maintaining a constant

position of focus on the workpiece surface. The solution to make bead on plate welds

on rotating disc samples, as shown in figure 3.19. As outlined in Chapter 2 the angle

of the workpiece was increased in 5 degree increments up to 35 degrees.

Variations in beam incidence in the plane of welding are shown in figure

3.18, the response shows a general decrease in fusion area with increasing

inclination. On closer inspection the graph describes a reverse S shape with the rate

of decrease following an initial positive then negative exponential fall off, the change

occurring at the 20 degree mark - with the welding action completely terminated at

35 degrees.

3.3.3 Side angle orientation

The side angle inclination of the workpiece was investigated for guillotine edge

samples at 0, 10, 15 and 20 degrees, with the burr facing downward. The control

was established by using samples with edges milled to 0, 10 and 20 degrees.

The governing response was the weld quality in the form of surface

inspection and assessment of the weld profile. The results are is shown in figure

3.20, with around 14 degrees being the optimal angle of inclination. However, in

these results the problem of porosity was evident, figure 3.21 shows several typical
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high speed welds for both the guillotine and milled edged samples. Statistical

analysis of the results for the porosity response proved inconclusive, with the angle,

position of focus, speed, guillotine edge, vertical misalignment and gap width being

tested.

A comparison of the repeatibility figures for guillotined and milled samples

are given in the form of bar graphs shown in figure 3.22. The milled edges show a

near 100 % reliability across the band, whereas the guillotine edges typically

average around 50 %- with the occasional variances notable the +1 and 10 degree

weld showing an 80 % value.

From this, the following inference is made, that the welding of uncontrolled

guillotine edges is only reliable with normal or 10 degree incidence at speeds upto

140 mm/s (8.5 m/min.).

3.3.4 Position of focus

The variation of fusion area with the position of focus is shown in figure 3.23. A

maximum area is seen to occur when the focus is between 0.5 -1.0 mm above the

surface. This is reflected in the profile shape; initially showing a parallel bead then

a larger distinctive hourglass shape. The recommended distance for the focal position

is 0.75 mm above the workpiece. If for any reason the vertical position of the

workpiece cannot be kept within ± 0.25 mm then due to the rapid falloff in

penetration above lmm, a more cautious +0.5 mm is advised.

3.3.5 Edge preparation and fit-up

The sheared edge has three possible welding configurations as shown in figure 3.24,

along with the charactersitic weld profiles (burr downwards). At welding speeds up

to 140 mm/s, there is no particular difference at the welding conditions used. Above

this speed the (1) and (2) configurations are preferred, with (3) failing on lack of
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penetration. However, a further increase in speed to 200 mm/s causes reduced

penetration in all three, although configurations (2) and (3) show the "humping"

defect. This is illustrated in figure 3.28, and is discussed in detail in section 3.4.5

Vertical, horizontal (gap width) and beam misalignment were investigated

for the configuration 1 arrangement and milled edged samples, as shown in figure

3.25. All welds were completed at 3.5 kW, 200 mm/s and a 100 mm focal length

lens focused at +0.75 above the workpiece surface. From figure 3.25a the guillotine

configuration is particularly sensitive to vertical and horizontal, only ±0.15 mm

and ±0.1 mm respectively. The milled samples nearly doubled these values but

showed a reduction in the tolerated beam misalignment (±0.15), when in

comparison with the guillotine samples (±0.2)

3.4 DISCUSSION - part two

3.4.1 Weld assist gas

There appears to be no significant difference between the coaxial nozzle and the

"plasma disruption" jet delivery. On the one hand the jet offers a slightly enlarged

fusion width (20 %), which may prove important when considering joint fit-up

tolerances but at the expense of a slight reduction in the weld quality and continuity.

The coaxial nozzle arrangement is simplicity itself, with little positional problems

and less critical tolerances. The increase in the fusion width is due to the more

direct interaction of the angled disruption jet with the molten metal and the plasma

plume, as previously detailed by Miyamoto et al (1984)[24]. He observed the gas

jet to push the melt outwards, perpendicular to the direction of welding, thus

increasing the width of the bead. Miyamoto indicated the angle of the jet showed no

further advantage past the 30° mark when welding 4 mm thick steel, however

Norris (1989)[28] clearly identified the 45 0 to be optimal for welding 12 mm

thick steel. This difference is possibly due to there being more dependence on plasma
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effects with the thicker sections

The stand-off of the jet gave no great surprises, increasing distance (3, 7 and

10 mm) leading to decreasing depth to a limit similar to that of an ambient

atmosphere of the shielding gas used, in this case nitrogen. The 3 mm jet position

providing maximum suppression of the plasma in the path of the laser beam, which

will be discussed in detail shortly.

The variation of penetration with gas composition using a side jet showed

greater penetration with argon. The results for Ar, N 2 , and CO2 are largely contained

within the error band of the optical microscope measurements (± 0.05 mm). Also

included in the graphical data are the normalised plots providing a true comparison

of the efficiency of each gas. The striking result is that of the low penetration

achieved using helium. This can be reasoned from three observations; a) momentum,

b) plasma coupling and c) plasma radiation.

The normalised plots are in figure 3.17 highlight this theory, showing Ar,

N2 , and CO 2 gases to have effectively  larger volumetric flow rates, which in turn

leads to higher force "pushing" against the plasma (F=gas pressure * exit area).

Hence, removing the plasma more efficiently, thus reducing beam absorption in the

plasma. However, as described in section 3.2.1.3 the plasma absorption is only of
..----,

the order of 300 W, also the normalised flow rate of helium does at some points equal

that of the other gases but neverless still shows reduced penetration.

Alexander (1980)[29] observed a change in the maximum penetration for

helium at low speeds to argon at high speeds. She reasoned that the absorption front

in the plasma added extra coupling to the Fresnel absorption, if the plasma becomes

detached the beam focus and power density are affected leading to a reduction in the

penetration depth. In this instance the ionisation potential of the argon must be

matched to the temporal behaviour of the plasma absorption front (laser supported

combustion wave), keeping it closely coupled to the surface. However there is no

reason why this should be different with helium, a plasma cannot be "over
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suppressed". Consider the dynamics of the plasma, a recoil force is exerted on the

melt pool, the magnitude of the force proportional to the plasma. In the case of

argon, this force is the greatest, the resulting depression of the melt pool increases

penetration by directing beam absorption toward the keyhole.

Radiation emerging from plasma particles is a result of excitation,

recombination and bremmstrahlung. Again, consider the temporal plasma dynamics

- collisions occur between photons and electron particles and colliding with other

particles resulting from this interaction. The extent of this radiation is a function of

the collision cross section and the momentum of the particles. At low speeds the

plasma is highly energised and the ionisation potential of the shielding gas is the

primary control mechanism to minimise the effect of the plasma on the beam. The

ionisation potential for the He is higher than the other gases and hence the plasma

with He is cooler and less intense. Ar, N 2 , and CO z gases by comparison would simply

lead to an over energised plasma and massive beam attenuation or distortion.

Conversely, at high speeds the plasma is thinner and closer to the interaction

surface. It thus aids the Fresnel absorption process. The more intense plasma with

Ar, N 2 , and COzgases helps in this case.

The greater pentration depth observed with Ar, N z, and CO 2 gases are thus

explained in terms of improved coupling due to the surface plasma.

As mentioned earlier some small additions of oxygen (0.1% - 10%) were

made to nitrogen and argon in line with Heiple and Burgardt (1985)[30] - that the

inclusion of a Group VI elements, usually sulphur or oxygen, may lead to the

reversal of normal convective flow in the melt pool from outward to inward. The

results showed no such advantage, within the majority of cases a reduction in weld

dimensions resulted. The concentration of the SO 2 gas as used by Heiple and Burgardt

was only 0.001% in argon, and although these levels could not be duplicated here,

the larger concentrations should have indicated some improvement in penetration
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even if the resulting weld was mechanically unsound. The conclusion drawn is that

although this reversal of melt flow has been observed by Slinde et a! (1992)[31] it

has only been realised at welding speeds of around 25 mm/s (1.5 m/min.). The

reversal of the melt flow appear to be overcome by the larger temperature

gradients and reduced melt pool surface area occurring at increasing welding speeds

that "drive" the "normal" melt flow conditions.

3.4.2 Normal angle orientation

There was a reduction of the fusion width with increasing angle as shown in figure

3.18. There was no variation in penetration up to 35 degrees which showed a 10 %

reduction. Above 35 degrees the penetration fell sharply with the loss of the

keyhole. Up to this point the reduction in processing efficiency is attributed to the

reduced surface power density due to the angling. If the keyhole could be maintained

using shorter distance optics or higher power an upturn in the response may be seen

after 35 degrees. The calculation performed in a previous section (3.2.1.6), cannot

be transposed to this situation as the beam coupling is not assumed (as beam may be

reflected, as is the case over 40°) and the geometry of the keyhole front wall cannot

be accurately estimated. The lack of improved penetration results from angling may

have been overshadowed by an unknown effect emerging from the circular welding

mechanism.

The shape of the fusion zone was of interest as all the profiles showed a initial

vertically directed bead, however about half way through the thickness it becomes

angled outwards - this angling affect is obviously a result of the centrepetal action

during the circular welding. A further result of the modified melt pool flow is an

increase in welding depth. In normal 1G flat orientation the limit of penetration is

about 230 mm/s (12 m/min.) at 3.5 kW, in this configuration 315 mm/s (19

m/min.) is possible at similar power input conditions - and this wasn't the limit of

penetration but the limit of the motor speed ! The centrepetal action gave a sideways
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force of mr(0 2 in addition to gravity this appears to help stabilise the keyhole and

improve penetration. The estimation of this force, for a unit mass, is 1.1 G and 0.6

G for 315 and 230 mm/s respectively. This effect is observed from the profile of

the beads, with the fusion zone tapering outwards (around 5 degrees) about a third

way through the thickness as shown in figure 3.19. The effect of the centrepetal

action in the lower part of the weld relates to a decrease in magnitude of the flow

forces with melt pool depth. The outward force becomes significant at around a third

of the depth corresponding to a reduction in the melt flow velocity. Arata (1987)

observed the presence of a vortex around the rear of the keyhole at half depth, also

Schauer and Geidt (1978)[34] identified a similar region. The coincidence of this

point with the point at which the effect of the centrpetal force is seen highlights two

parts of the melt pool, as shown in figure 3.26. This centrepetal force component

which acts along the keyhole tends to push the melt downward, thus enhancing the

melt pool flow dynamics, resulting in stabilisation and greater penetration.

These spinning results are for bead on plate runs as opposed to butt welds,

therefore this finding cannot be applied to the problem of linear butt welding.

However considering the problem of an all welded drum the joining of the lid and

bottom to the main body could be done by this circular method. The welding of the

lid/bottom to the main body would involve a blind lap weld of around 1.5 mm

thickness plus the added advantage of doing away with the need of a sealing material -

which at present must be injected into the precurled interface area and cured at a

raised temperature for 10 minutes. The additional drum strength and no sealant

leads to a more reliable seam offering greater protection against leakage of the drum

contents and increased longevity of the seal; which firstly ensures very little chance

of an environmental disaster and secondly allows the drum to transport "hotter"

materials.
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3.4.3 Side Angle orientation

The results confirm the calculations from section 3.2.1.6, with the optimal angle of

inclination being around 14 degrees. Assessing the quality of the welds showed up

two distinct groups, the milled samples and the guillotine samples. The milled

samples were of high integrity whilst the guillotine welds exhibited gross porosity,

as shown in figures 3.20. The presence of the porosity was tested by statistical

means to determine any significant factors, no conclusions could be made from this

investigation. However, the overriding consideration is the difference between bop

welds (no porosity) and milled samples (little porosity) and the guillotine samples.

The answer is a combination of the joint geometry related to edge quality, vertical

misalignment and the gap width. No one factor is dominent, but all three contribute

to the formation of pores. The conclusion is that the lack of material in the weld

during the keyhole/melt pool phase is transformed by solidification to porosity.

Specific mechanisms, as outlined in section 3.2.4.1, which can be applied must

relate to this instability of the welding mechanism. The keyhole effectively

oscillates at random, according to conditions in the weld gap (edge mismatch, surface

roughess etc). Smaller porosites are resultant from the entrapment of gas and the

vigorous action of the melt flow behind the keyhole. The larger pores arise from the

keyhole passing through parts of the joint, the surrounding molten metal rapidly

freezes, and the void is formed. It is observed that the large pores are often along the

weld centreline, extending sideways to the edges of the joint.

3.4.4 Position of focus

The results of the focusing trials confirmed earlier data, that a slightly positive

position of focus is optimal - showing a marked improvement in processing over the

conventional "negative" position. This result is discussed in section 3.2.1.3.
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3.4.5 Edge preparation and fit-up

The type of guillotine edge produced is related to the set-up of the machine, the

results indicating that the edge profile of (1) from figure 3.24 is the best choice.

The dependence of these tolerences to the specific welding conditions cannot be over

emphasised, here, the effect of the various joint configurations and the actual

tolerence values are stated though one must remember they will only be valid for

similar conditions. The allowable misalignments are related to the speed and power,

all else being equal. At relatively low speed and high power (<100 mm/s and >3 kW)

large fitup tolerences are permissable - in the region of 0.2 mm for vertical and

gap, as identified in figure 3.25 (beam misalignment is somewhat independent of

energy input conditions). Although not shown in figure 3.25, increasing welding

speed shows a transition point between guillotine and milled interfaces, at around

140 mm/s, with the the milled samples showing less sensitivity to the fitup.

Further speed increases up to 200 mm/s (as shown in figure 3.24) start to show

differences between the types of guillotine edges themselves. From figure 3.24 edges

1 and 2 can be grouped together in terms of tolerences and weldibility, the third,

however, due to the geometry of the edge and thickness reduction is very sensitive to

fitup. In the latter case a sound weld is only achieved from low speed and high power

conditions, with fitup tolerences around half that of the other edges. With speeds

over 200 mm/s the first configuration is optimal as the "humping" mechanism

becomes dominant (see section 3.4.6). The increased weld volume of the milled

samples offer more generous tolerances, however are less tolerant to beam

misalignment (±0.1 mm). The guillotine edges due to the V-shaped fit-up can

withstand ±0.15 mm, which, from the high speed filming can be seen to be due to the

waveguiding. This was assumed from the observation of a V (guillotine edge) bounded

area of liquid metal/plasma in the joint centreline when the beam was completely

offset from the centre.

It is suprising fact that laser welding, being an autogenous process, (with no
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addition of filler material) can tolerate any mis-fit, but actually shows an apparent

increase in metal volume of the weld area. An explanation for this has been provided

by Akhter (1990)[35], that due to thermal stresses in the solidifying weld pool the

liquidus metal is squeezed together, described by the following - for the gap to be

filled by shrinkage -

Awt1 13AT gtp form which	 g = AwPAT	 (3.15)

where (3	 coefficient of thermal expansion (m/°C).

AT= temperature change (0C).

tp	sheet thickness (m).

g = gap thickness (m).

A = constant

w = fusion width (m)

The fusion width is a function of power and speed. It can be predicted from the

Swifthook and Gick model (3.1) -

P = 0.483vwtp (pCpTm)

where P is absorbed power (kW), v is welding speed (cm/s) with other symbols as

described in section 3.2.1.1. Thus, substituting for w in equation (3.15)-

g = APpAT / 0.483vtp(pCpTm )	 (3.16)

now AT ks Tm so	 g = 2A P13/ vtppCp

Simplified further to g = BP/vtp , where B is the new constant. The constant B is

calculated by considering a bead on plate weld, determining the maximum possible

increase in the weld volume from a weld profile at high power and low speed

combination (3.5 kW and 3.5 cm/s). Substituting this value for gt, the calculation

gives B = 0.12 * 1 0 ..6 m3 /J, and therefore
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g = 0.12 * 10-6 P/ vtp	(3.17)

where P is in kW, v is in cm/s, tp is in metres and g is in metres.

Thus the gap tolerances as a function of welding speed and power is shown in

figure 3.27., along with measured fusion expansion widths (from bop welds -

increase in fusion area/material thickness) and a measured tolerance. The fusion

expansion widths represent the maximum gap that could be filled based on bop welds

where the fusion metal covers a greater area than the original base metal (surface

and underside protrusions). The predicted values are similar to the bop fusion width

expansion values, however both are considerably lower than the measured tolerance.

It appears that the presence of the gap in itself plays a part in the "filling"

mechanism. The equation (3.17) is around a 60 % underestimate, however it does

not take account of the spot size at the workpiece or joint geometry, other than the

gap width.

The surface roughness and straightness of the cut edge are also of great

importance. Surface roughness is the most critical and tests showed 60 % passed the

specified Ra value of ±0.05 mm. These surface roughness values were determined

using a Taylor-Hobson Surtronic 3 profiler accurate to 2 % of reading, with over 2

m of edges being evaluated. The straightness of an edge can usually be accomodated in

the fitup.

Therefore the cut edge must first be standardised before the welding operation

can be commercially implemented.

3.4.6 Investigation of the humping effect

Another problem encountered at these high speeds is the appearance of a weld fault

commonly known as the "humping effect". This weld defect, first noted by

Braadstreet (1968)[36] imposes a physical limit on the maximum welding speed

for a given material. This effect causes the formation of a series of humps along the
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weld centreline thus producing a longitudinal height modulation as shown in figure

3.28. The generation of these upswellings is a result of the keyhole and melt pool

instabilities. In an attempt to understand the formation of this defect a high speed

video film was made of weld bead formation during humping..

3.4.6.1 Experimental procedure to observe weld bead formation

The experimental procedure is described here as opposed to Chapter 2, due to its

specific nature involving the high speed camera. The laser used throughout the

experimentation was the Laser Ecosse AF5L operating in the TEM 00 mode, the

samples were mild steel welded in the butt configuration, the edges were guillotined

(type (1) from figure 3.24) and square milled which acted as a control. The beam

was focused using a parabolic mirror, described in Chapter 2 section 2.3.2, with a

focal length of 100 mm. The plasma suppression was provided by nitrogen gas

supplied at 15 l/min. and delivered by a jet of 2 mm diameter angled at 45 degrees

following the weld, thus providing a clear view of the welding. The experimental

arrangement is shown in figure 2.5 (chapter 2), with the clamping jig secured to a

X-Y CNC servo driven table capable of translational speeds up to 260 mm/s. The

welds were completed in the 3.5 kW power range and between speeds of 140 -260

mm/s, the focus was at the workpiece with the angling of the samples being achieved

by appropriate wedges under one side of the jig.

Initial investigation was also carried out into the variation of edge fit-up for

the guillotine cut samples - as discussed in section 3.4.5. The three possible

guillotine joint configurations, as shown in figure 3.29, and milled edged samples

were used for the side angle welding. The side angle, being perpendicular to the

direction of welding, was increased from 0 to 30 degrees in increments of 5 degrees.

There was no further edge preparation after shearing or milling of the edges. The

offset of the laser was adjusted from the weld centreline until the weld failed.

The welds were filmed with a Kodak Ektapro high speed video camera. The

set-up and specification are described in Chapter 2, section 2.3.8. The camera lens
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was a long distance microscope lens which gave a standoff distance of about 60 cm

protecting the lens from weld spatter, giving a viewing area an approximately 3 by 7

mm. A ruler was filmed in the vertical position and in the horizontal welding

directions to give scaling factors. The lighting of the weld region was totally self-

illuminated by the plasma/metal vapour within and above the keyhole, the Ektapro

system incorporated picture contrast/brightness manipulation to standardise any

lighting variations. For the angled samples the Ektapro was tilted by an identical

angle so that a similar shot of the weld is produced for comparison with the flat

welds. The pictures were initially recorded onto high speed video on which all the

film analysis was performed and then systematically transferred onto VHS video, any

hard copies were produced by a screen printer.

3.4.6.2 Results of the Filming

Shown in figure 3.30 are the characteristic weld profiles and stills of the welding

action for the various joint configurations, and the best angle conditions.

Immediately apparent is the porosity inclusions and the humping defect in the milled

and guillotine 1 and 2 fit-ups. Guillotine 1 sample exhibited regular hump

formation across the weld length of approximate 4 mm spacing at 230 mm/s travel

speed giving a frequency of roughly 60 Hz. The hump evolved from behind the

plasma cloud and therefore close to the keyhole, swelling to size in a matter of

milliseconds and solidifying at the point of generation, not being carried along in the

wake of the melt pool. The sequence of pictures shown in figure 3.31 highlight the

temporal formation of the hump at 2 ms time intervals. The milled and guillotine 2

showed irregular humping, with an observed 33 Hz modulation in the melt pool

The "best" result was obtained with both burrs angled downwards, the melt

behind the keyhole is of smaller width with slight hump formations along the weld

length. In this case the detection of these defects was only possible by checking the

smoothness of the bead surface by touch.
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The formation of the hump occured when there was an upwelling behind the

keyhole at the same time that the weld pool was of a critical length. An extreme case

of this welding phenomenon was the creation of slotted holes along the bead. The

hump forms behind the keyhole in the normal manner then, due to the reduced

pressure in the larger radius hump and stream of liquid with a smaller radius will

flow into it, this may ocassionally cause the remaining liquid metal to break apart to

the two separate sides of the weld leaving the gap which solidified into the slot.

The maximum side angle of 30 degree was found to give the greatest weld

integrity for the speed of 260 mm/s (15.5 m/min.) at 3.5 kW at the workpiece.. No

traces of humping were detected on any of the angled welds over the 10 degree mark.

As the maximum speed of the x-y table was 260 mm/s the limit of this angling effect

could not be established. The offset of the laser beam with respect to the welding line

was investigated and the optimal position found required a 0.15 mm sideways offset

of the beam at the 30 degree side angle. Below this value the fusion volume was

reduced resulting in occasional porosity problems and over this value humping and

incomplete joining occurred.

The "plasma" was seen to be formed perpendicular to the workpiece in the

case of the angled samples even though the beam was incident at 30 degrees, with the

melt pool largely confined by the joint geometry.

3.4.6.3 Discussion of the high speed videos

The formation of the humps in laser welding has been previously described by Beck

eta! (1991)[37b] and Gratzke eta! (1992)[381 The former identified a high

pressure stagnation point at the end of the melt pool with the occurrence of the

hump, whilst the latter modelled the melt pool on the instability of a semi bounded

cylinder under the action of kinematic forces (surface tension). Beck et al have

mapped out flow lines in the melt pool, thus identifying the cause. The high speed

filming done here agrees with this, the hump being more likely to form under

extreme melt pool flow conditions resulting from increasing welding speed. The
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Gratzke model is concerned with assessing the limiting conditions under which the

hump will occur, having assumed its formation. An instability criterion is

forwarded, which simplifies to the ratio of melt pool width/length (j). The melt

pool is stable (no humping) when j > 0.11. The j ratio is included in figure 3.30.

The tendancy of the different joint fitups to show the humping defect, and the

improvement of the angling/offset method can be explained in terms of weld

geometry and the stabilisation critieria.

The humping was alleviated with the "burrs down" guillotine configuration,

the filming showed the upwellings were attenuated in the V slot reducing the tendency

of hump formation. This was confirmed when a gap of 0.1 mm was introduced

between two milled edges - the humping tendency under identical processing

conditions were eliminated in the gap sample, and a sound weld was produced. The

figures of the estimated j factors for individual weld geometries confirm the above.

The humping phenomenon appears to be accentuated by restrictive melt flow

conditions when the joint configuration and/or heat flow restriction induces fluid

flow confinement.

The angled sample/offset laser combination increases the critical speed for

the onset of humping by stabilising the melt pool. This combination causes the beam

to cover a larger surface area tending to create a wider melt pool, reflected in the

increased j factor. The formulation of the model means greater accuracy is achieved

when the weld is non-penetrating. A more speculative reason may relate to Beck's

observation of the stagnation point. An asymmetric flow system could be produced as

a direct result of an inbalance in distribution of material either side of the weld

centreline (figure 3.32). This modification of flow conditions may

prevent/attenuate the stagnation point and the formation of any "would be" hump.

Observation of humping suggest the two theories, Beck and Gratzke, are both

correct. The sequence in figure 3.31, although not well defined, depicts the hump

formation as a mass of balloning melt just behind the keyhole in line with Beck. The
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instability theory is also supported (not shown in figure 3.31), particularly in

non-penetrating welds, where the hump occurs at the rear of the melt pool.

A further point shown by Hiramoto et al (1987)[39] was that only a

maximum reduction in welding depth of 20 % was exhibited with the occurrence of

the hump. This is confirmed with the lack of penetration being a definite common

factor between welds exhibiting humping.

The tolerances of the described angling technique, with regard to optimal

angle and offset distance, are very much related to the focal length of the optics, the

mode structure, position of focus and to a lesser extent the raw beam diameter -

basically those factors which are fundamental in characterising the spot size at the

workpiece. Related to the conventional flat welding position the fit-up is more

forgiving for any discontinuities of the sheared edges, although no figures are

available. It also must be mentioned that the PRC Corporation have already patented

a form of weld fit-up for the manufacture of tin cans [40], involving the angling of

both edges upwards, this method although it is in a slightly similar vane does not in

any way contravene this patent.

3.4.7 The Application of a mathematical model

It is useful in any process to have the predictive means to assess an outcome without

having to actually perform the experimentation. This section looks at the

implementation, as opposed to the development of a mathematical model of laser

welding. In assessing the model most suited to the laser welding of sheet steel the

first question is, what is required from the model 7 - the penetration, weld and HAZ

width, cooling rates, weld profile or dynamic plasma and melt pool behaviour. There

are two sides to this question, from the point of view of the manufacturers and the

researchers

It has to be said that the modelling of thin gauge material has traditionally

been the poor relation of deep penetration welding. Recently though, a shifting of
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emphasis has occurred with the realisation that high speed sheet welding is a definite

winner for the future. There are three basic forms of modelling; analytical,

numerical and statistical, of which the latter two rely on existing experimental data

and are more specific in application versatility. The analytical is a fundamental

descriptive tool.

The analytical modelling of sheet material is described best by the use of a 2

dimensional line source, which assumes a negligible through thickness temperature

gradient as I believe is evident from the profiles already shown. Another major

difference between deep penetration model considerations and thin gauge is the

"plasma factor", which at high speed becomes increasingly unimportant. Therefore,

the inclusion of a plasma absorption/beam diffusion coefficient is not as critical,

what is however is consideration of the absorbed laser energy. The assumption that

100 % beam absorption occurs in the black body keyhole does not apply, a loss term

must be included for the laser radiation which is lost by simply passing through the

keyhole as a function of the welding speed.

The foundation of heat flow modelling today are the papers of Rosenthal

(1941,1946)[41], Carslaw and Jaeger (1959)[42] and later Swifthook and Gick

(1973)[7]. Assessing the fluid dynamics of the melt pool offers an alternative

modelling basis, initially developed by Andrews and Atthey (1976)[43] and Klemens

(1978)[431, and in recent years Dowden and Kapadia (1981,1992)[45]. The use

of these models may present a more accurate picture by the inclusion of the flow

conditions driven by convective, surface tension and viscosity forces subject to the

initial beam absorption. At the higher processing speeds and powers the melt pool

fluid dynamics become increasingly important in controlling the welding mechanism.

The decision then, is the Swifthook and Gick model, although an older model it

is still a fundamental paper.

As the model stands, the predicted weld dimensions for a particular set of
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energy input conditions are somewhat high, as would be expected as heat losses are

ignored. However, the inclusion of a scaling factor, found simply through minimal

experimentation allows the universal pratical application of the model. In this case

the scaling factor was 0.6 to give the adjusted model as -

Pli = 0.3vwt (pCpTm)	 (3.18)

All symbols as from section 3.2.1.1

All through this chapter the results have been referenced to the Swifthook and

Gick model. It has proved to be valid across the processing ranges from laser power

of 1 - 3.5kW and welding speeds of 40 - 260 mm/s.
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Depth
Top

width
(W1)

Underside
width
(W2)

Hardness Melting
Efficiency

,
Joining

Efficiency
,

MODE 0.03 0.038 0.06 0.53 0.08 0.028

SIDE
ANGLE 0.04 0.025 0.044 0.52 0.1 0.09

POSITION
OF FOCUS 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.31 0.07 0.055

SPEED 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

POWER 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.08 0.0001 0.0001

LENS
FOCAL
LENGTH

0.0188 0.04 0.055 0.36 0.025 0.025

POLARITY 0.09 0.4 0.023 0.05 0.2 0.2

NORMAL
ANGLE 0.035 0.1 0.12 1	 0.91 I	 0.15

INTERACTIONS

POWER/
NORMAL 0.03 . 0.029 - - -

POWER/
LENS 0.02 0.03 _ - . _

SPEED/
LENS - - - - 0.01 0.03

Table 1 Summary of the significant probabilities for the welding variables and

selected responses, showing both main effects and first order interactions
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Parameter
Laser Ecosse AF5 Electrox 

M1 500
TEM01*"Good"

TEMOO
"Bad"
TEMOO TEM01*

Raw beam size
(D, mm) 19 22 28 18

Focal length
(f, mm) 100 100 100 100

F-Number 5 4.5 3.8 5.6

M2 Factor 5 6 7.5 2.7

Calculated
minimumspot

size (mm)
0.31 0.34 0.36 0.2

Power at
Workpiece (kW) 3.5 3.5 4.5 1.5

Calculated
Maximum power
density (W/cm2

10*6)

4 .6 3.8 3.9 4.7

Measured Spot
size (mm) 0.38 0.5 0.6 0.32

Measured power
density

(W/cm2 10*6)
3 1.7 1.59 1.8

Table 2 Comparison between the beam characteristics of the Laser Ecosse AF5 and

Electrox lasers plus the effect of the mode quality.
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Weld Type
Specific
energy

(kJ/mm2)

Weld
Thickness

Tensile
(Yield
Strength

MPa)

Micro -
Hardness

(HV)

Erichsen
(mm)

Base Metal NA 0.98 ±0.02 182±35 120±10 10.9 ±0.8

Profile 1 400±100 0.96 ±0.02 167 ±30 240 ±30 10.5 ±0.5

Profile 2 250±75 0.98 ±0.01 166 ±20 290 ±20 10.5 ±0.3

Profile 3 130±50 0.98 ±0.01 165 ±20 370±20 10.5 ±0.5

Profile 4 140±60 0.99±0.02 177 ±35 310 ±40 10.3 ±0.6

Profile 5 50±15 0.98±0.01 157±10 380±50 6.93±3

Faulty
Weld NA 0.98±0.01 157±10 400±50 6.69±0.5

Table 3 Summary of post weld mechanical properties averaged over a series of

testing programmes (10 samples/profile group) with the inclusion of smaple

variation bands.(see section 3.2.2 for profile definition)
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VARIABLE

Mode
Structure

Focal
Length
(mm)

Power (kW

Speed
(mm/s)

Laser
Polarisatior

WELD DIMENSIONS
Bead
profile

Weld
Strength

Weld
faultsDEPTH W1 W2

TEMoo TEMo1 TEMoo TEMoo No effect No effect

No
effect 10° 1 0° 1 0° No effect No effect

+1.0 -1.0 +1.0 +1.0
+1.0
Lower

hardness
No effect

100 150 No effect
100

Narrow &
deeper

100
Higher

hardness

150
Higher
Porosity

5. 5° 5.5° 0° 5.5° No effect No effect

3.5 3.5 3,5 3.5
1.5

Higher
hardness

3.5
Higher
porosity

40 40 40 40
140

Higher
hardness

40
Higher
porosity

Parallel Parallel Parallel Parallel
Deeper No effect No effect

KEY REQUIRES FURTHER INVESTIGATION

Table 4 The results from the intial programme for the optimal conditions for

welding thin sheet mild steel are presented, highlighting are those requiring further

experimentation
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LOW
	

HIGH

MAIN	 IS1'
EFFECT

Increasi g
"Ilk significak-ice

Si
S1/S1'

i

I

INIFERACTIONS

si	 No interactions

Si

S2

Interactions
present

S2

S2

Si

PARAMETER LEVEL

Figure 3.1 Shows the interpretation of the graphical data for one variable on a

response and a combination of two variables on a response.
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Figure 3.5 A comparison of the Swfthook and Gick model to the experimental

results, for 3.5 kW, the experimental values being averaged over all other

parameter levels.

Laser beam/plasma interaction

Figure 3.6 Exaggerated beam diffraction in the plasma by localised plasma
refraction indices for the two focusing conditions, at 3.5 kW and 140 mm/s,
Nitrogen at 20 l/min. coaxial.
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Side angle

Enlarged view

A
Welding direction

AM

Angle key

0	 4'
f

Initial beam /interface
absorption area

Interface edges

Side angle orientation welding

Laser beam

Central beam intensity distribution

Figure 3.7 Schematic of side angle orientation depicting the beam/joint

interaction, regarding the redistribution of beam density on the interface. With the

keyhole and weld following the joint interface line.
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Normal angle

Conventional laser welding set-up Normal angle laser welding set-up

Laser beam

d

Normal angle orientation welding

Laser beam

Welding direction

Laser beam

Figure 3.8 Using simple geomtry the normal angle welding arrangement indicates

the increased penetration by optimisation of the keyhole angle with repect to the

workpiece.
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Figure 3.9 The five weld profiles characteristic of the welding programme, along

with processing conditions and common factors.
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Figure 3.10 The surface and underside weld solidification patterns associated

with the five charateristic weld profiles.



(a)

Cracking - 3.5 kW & 40 mm/s

(b)
Porosity - 1.5 kW &
40 mm/s

(c)
	

(d)
	

(e)

Uneven weld surface
	

Depression of weld cap Weld underfill
3.5 kW & 40 mm/s
	

1.5 kW & 40 mm/s	 1.5 & 140

(f)
	

(9)
Vertical misalignment
	

Carbide deposics

Figure 3.11 The seven characteristic weld faults identified.
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Case 1 Case 2

time
	›-

Plasma disruption jet

Plasma

Porosity

Melt pool

(b)

laser beam	 laser beam

Arrows indicate direction and magnitude
of vapour pressure

(a)

Laser beam

Figure 3.12 Two of the proposed porosity mechnisms a. An inbalance of the internal

vapor pressure and b. The inclusion of gases or inclusions through the compressive

forces ahead of the welding action.
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Figure 3.1 3 The variation of Microhardness across the weld showing the transition

between fusion zone/HAZ/Base metal.
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Figure 1 .1 4	 The comparison of experimental data and the statistical model, as a

function of the energy input.
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Figure 3.15 The effect a of nitrogen disruption jet angle, following the weld, on the

fusion zone width. Laser power at 3.5 kW and traverse speed of 140 mm/s, constant

gas flow rate of 15 l/min.

Nitrogen gas flow rate (I/min.)

Figure 3.16 The effect of the direct distance between a 45 degree jet and the point of

beam/workpiece interaction, as measured by the penetration normalised to the

sample thickness.
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Figure 3.1 7 Shows the the effects of the four different gases (coaxial delivery) on

the weld penetration and width, with comparitive flow rates normalised to air. The

conditions for the welds were 2 kW at 200 mm/s (12m/min.).
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Figure 3.18 The relationship of focal position against fusion area at 3.5 kW and

200 mm/s, below the affect of the normal angle for similar response and processing

conditions.

Laser beam

Figure 3.19 A schematic of circular welding jig and weld profiles obtained using

the high speed circular samples at laser power of 3.5 kW welding speed a) 200

mm/s and b) 315 mm/s.
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Figure 3.20 The effect of the side angle of the workpiece on fusion area at

different positions of focus for guillotine welded samples. Power is 3.5 kW, and

speed was varied over 140, 170 and 200 mm/s.

Figure 3.21	 highlighting the problem of porosity with guollotine and milled edges

at 3.5 kW at 200 mm/s (12.5 m/min.), also shown is a longitudinal section
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Figure 3.22 Shows the reliability of the welding for (a) guillotine edges and (b)

milled edges at different speeds and inclinations coresponding to the centred key.
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Figure 3.23 The relationship of the focal position on bead area and profile at 3.5
kW and 200 mm/s.

Figure 3.24	 The three typed of guillotine edge possible along with the

characteristic weld profile.
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Figure 3.25The effect of fit-up tolences on a) guillotine welding configuration and

b) milled edged configuration, for 3.5 kW and 200 mm/s. Included is the level of

acceptability.
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Figure 3.26A representation of the effect of the centrepetal force on the keyhole and
melt pool. Fm denotes the force of the melt (F=ma) and F c is the force exerted by the

spinning motion. The vapour force in the keyhole is also present though not shown.
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Figure 3.27 The predicted permissable gap widths for welding 1 nirri mild sheet
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Figure 3.28\ schematic representation of the appearance of a humping weld bead.

(1)	 (2)

Si=

(3)

Figure 3.29	 The three possible combinations of guillotine edges assessed for

weldibility.
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Figure 3.30 The welding stills from each configuration along with profile At 3.5
kW and 230 mm/s (14 m/min.) except the angled sample, performed at 260 mm/s.
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;
•	 Beam interaction

Figure 3.31 Shows the formation of the hump from a sequnce of high speed video

camera, with 2 ms between each still.
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Figure 3.32 Schematic explanation of the advantages using the angled mechanism for

enhanced absorption of the incident radiation and increasing available weld material.

The resulting melt areas are highlghted.
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CHAPTER 4

IN-PROCESS WELD MONITORING

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Once the welding process has been fully investigated and on the way to becoming

optimised for a specific application, an important consideration particularly in a

manufacturing process is the need for quality assurance. This can be enforced in

several ways ranging from manual inspection to a fully automated system. Over the

last five years the increasing implementation of laser welding production facilities

and, an emphasis on product quality a fully automated system has been sought after.

In line with this demand the development of such monitoring devices has been on

going. There are two options in the implementation of a monitoring system;

information is provided to the operator during the welding process indicating

dynamic weld quality, any sub standard weld is identified and suitable action is taken

by the operator - the in-process signals are used to control the process. Secondly,

the closed loop system and this is where most current research is targeted, is the

idea of closed loop feedback systems. The weld fault is identified and categorised

leading to an automatic adjustment of the controlling processing parameters for that

specific defect.

A further progression from this, is not only to react to the occurrence of a

weld defect but to anticipate the behaviour of the welding mechanism and affect the

appropriate changes before it has had a chance to occur. Now we are talking about a

predictive system, and big money ! There are several methods through which a weld

may be "monitored", to clarify this point the following gives a brief outline of the

current sensors available, and those to be used in the experimentation.
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4.2 WELDING SENSOR SURVEY

In the welding action there are several components that can be identified; the laser

beam, the melt pool, the keyhole and "plasma", all of which are evident on both sides

of the workpiece assuming full penetration conditions. Correspondingly, any

monitoring device must assess either or all of the following; some quantitative beam

measurement sensitive to the welding action, the temporal behaviour of the melt pool

in terms of fluid dynamics or temperature, the temporal and spatial behaviour of the

keyhole and similarly for the "plasma". At the present it is possible to produce

measurable quantitative results for all except the behaviour of the keyhole.

4.2.1 Laser beam monitoring

During the welding action, or in fact any laser processing technique, some of the

laser radiation incident on the workpiece is reflected back down the optical axis.

This reflected radiation enters the laser cavity, causing instability in the quality of

the laser, as described by the M 2 factor, and fluctuations in the output power.

Finding a link between the back reflected radiation and process monitoring forms the

basis a system outlined by Olsen et al (1992)[1 ]. The beam is sampled enroute to

the welding area, and the back reflections are also measured, by comparison these

would indicate any arising faults. Unfortunately, this method is a quite complex

arrangement and the actual effectiveness is open to question, given that increasing

powers tend to damp out any signal [2]. Also any back reflection is dependent on the

surface conditions and plasma behaviour - which are certainly not constant and very

difficult to predict. This method works best with metals of high reflectivity

(aluminium and copper - 98 %), however the reflectivity of the drum quality mild

steel is 90 % [2] even for a well polished surface. If perfected, this system gives

information at the speed of light and that is fast feedback.
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A slight variation on a similar theme is described by Steen and Weerasinghe

(1986)[3]. Discovering that a pressure wave is generated in a solid when the beam

is deflected by the surface of that solid, the system comprises a piezoelectric sensor

mounted at the rear of one of the guidance mirrors - the idea being that the back

reflected radiation as a function of the weld quality will be sampled providing the

information for weld assessment. The system monitors changes in the signals thus

relying on the stability of the original laser source, this being modified by sampling

the original beam. The experimental results have been promising though not

conclusive.

A system which measures the extent of the beam emerging from the

underside of the weld is suggested by Maischner et al (1992)[4], the results did not

define any specific faults merely when full penetration had occurred.

4.2.2 Melt pool monitoring

As mentioned above the fluid dynamics or temperature are the relevant melt pool

quantities that can be visualised or measured. Observation of melt pool dynamics has
,-

been achieved by Arata (1987)[5] and Voelkel and Mazumder (1990)[6]. The

latter only observing conduction limited welds. Williams and Steen (1992)[7]

recorded keyhole welding and the ripple patterns on the surface of the melt pool but

primarily viewed spot welds. Beyer et al (1987)[8] investigated the solidified weld

pattern by observation of the ripples on the melt pool surface with involving an

argon laser diagnostic system. These visualisation arrangements, however, are

largely qualitative with the emphasis on understanding as opposed to diagnostic

treatments. In reality, the melt pool temperature/spectral emission can be

measured relatively simply (provided it is not obscured by plasma emissions) using

a fully calibrated device or more simply a photodiode of suitable spectral response.

The advantage of this system is that the relative signal (to a good weld) not absolute

is required and therefore, can be applied to any material or welding configuration.
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4.2.3 Plasma monitoring

The presence of plasma above the workpiece is suppressed using shielding gas,

however, the shielding gas only suppresses the plasma and does not eliminate it. The

behaviour of the plasma directly relates to the absorption mechanism inside the

keyhole and therefore reflects what is happening during welding. Plasma generation

may even preempt the melt solidification outcome, good or bad, due to different

conditions in the keyhole/melt pool.

Observation and monitoring of the temporal behaviour of the plasMa can be

achieved by four methods; from ultra-violet light emissions [10], acoustic

emissions [11, 12], plasma charge separation [13] and sensing the nature of the

plasma with regard to the size, density etc [14].

Chen et al (1991)[9] and Maischner et al (1990)[4] used of a photodiode

to monitor the emission of the ultra violet spectra. The results of which,

particularly in the latter case suggests clear identification of specific welding faults.

The acoustic emission from the plasma can be measured using an external

microphone [11] and later by an acoustic nozzle, which simply comprises of a

piezoelectric pressure sensor placed near the interaction point [12]. The theory

behind the use of the sonic microphones is encompassed in Chapter 1, section 1.4.6 -

due to the extreme surface heating of the workpiece shock waves are generated which

radiate from the workpiece. The added advantage of the acoustic sensor is that it can

be used as a monitoring device even when plasma is not generated.

The plasma charge sensor, first applied by Li et al (1990)[12], monitors

the difference in charge between the plasma and the workpiece, the reported results

are promising with similar fault differentiation characteristics as the above

mentioned photodiode. It has the advantages of being very simple to implement,

inexpensive and robust, and is omnidirectional.

Sensing the nature of the plasma is achieved with the use of a diagnostic
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laser, usually a HeNe or CO 2 . The HeNe/CO 2 laser is projected through the plasma

using interferometry analysis techniques to provide data on the plasma. The CO2

laser gives information regarding plasma absorption and beam diffraction. Both of

the described methods have been previously implemented with success [14]. The

latest diagnostic equipment in this area is using laser micro analysis techniques,

whereby the composition of the plasma is examined.

4.3 SELECTION OF IN-PROCESS WELD MONITORS

The sensory techniques shortlisted are the photodiode for infrared and ultra violet

sensoring, the acoustic nozzle and the plasma charge monitor. One of the main

reasons for these choices, apart from their suitability, is that some work has

already been performed in all these areas in the same research laboratory.

Therefore, the work of developing these sensors is for the benefit of the project, of

course !, and that of increasing the data and usage of the sensor arrangement itself.

The arrangement of the selected sensors was such that all four could be set

up and used simultaneously, figure 2.6 ,(Chapter 2) shows how they fitted together

within the welding set-up

4.3.1 Dual wavelength optical sensors (DWOS)

The photodiode arrangement of the infrared (IR) and ultra-violet (u/v) sensor

comes in this system as a single package, the two diodes are connected to fibre optic

cable, which is positioned near the welding process. The output from the sensors is

relayed to an oscilloscope through an amplifying circuit.

The underlying theory that explains why these particular sensors can be

used is related to PLanck's Law, which describes the radiant power from a

black/grey body over all wavelengths by -
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Wbh	
Ci

CIA' — dA
c2/XT

X.5 [ e	 - 1 ]

where Wbh dl = an emission of unpolarised radiation/unit area in the wavelength

range dl. (W/m3)

c 1 , c2 = constants (3.74 *10-16 wm2 and 1.439 mK)

I	 = wavelength (m)

T	 = absolute temperature ('K)

Thus, for a given temperature there exists a distribution curve of the energy

emission spectrum. Within this spectrum a maximum in emission occurs, inversely

proportional to the temperature. This maximum occurs at a wavelength determined

from Wein's Law, such that

I max = 2891/T (microns) 	 (4.2)

From this an approximation of the plasma and melt pool temperature can be

estimated and therefore the required spectral response of the sensors. For the melt

pool (IR) this value is around 1 micron, for the plasma (u/v) it is around 400

nanometres. The signal strength recorded by each sensor is described by -

11

Sx
 =I

W 0 - L) ad cla.	 (4.3)

i

where	 Si = signal strength (V)

W = total emission of light for a wavelength (W).

L = Total losses in optical delivery system (absorptivity, coupling,

reflection) (%).

sd = sensitivity of detector (A/W)

(4.1)

This seems fine, but why does the value and variation of the signal in terms of UV and
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IR tell us about the welding process ? Any fluctuations in plasma temperature gives

a large change in the u/v signal compared to the IR. This is discussed further in

section 4.4.1

The magnitude of the signal and the modulation of the UV signal are both

needed to define the weld quality. The magnitude indicates the extent of the plasma -

low, medium and high. The modulation of the signal falls into the low and high

categories. The interpretation and explanation of these different signals are

discussed later, in section 4.4.

4.3.2 Acoustic emission nozzle (AEN)

The acoustic emission nozzle relies on the theory outlined in Chapter 1, section

1.4.2.3, that the rapid rise in surface temperature and resulting explosive

expansion of vaporised material creates airborne pressure waves, and due to the

recoil forces exerted by the vaporising metal, in the workpiece as well. In this case

of weld monitoring it is the airborne waves that are of most interest, as those

propagating within the solid will be subject to interference and damping by the

driving x-y table and clamping arrangement.

The dependence of the acoustic signal on the welding process is given in

terms of the vapour generation [12] -

[	
4-27-1E Tv K/ii

nii, (t) = const. Al	 (4.4 )
NA/TraCttan- 1 -

rf

where	 nm(t)= vapour density (1/m3).

A	 . absorptivity (1/m)

I	 . laser intensity (w/cm2)

Tv	 . vaporisation temperature (K)

lc	 ..-. thermal diffusivity (m2/s)
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K	 = thermal conductivity (W/mK)

t	 = beam/material interaction time (s)

rf	= focus beam radius (m)

The form of the equation highlights the fact that the generation of the

pressure waves does not require the formation of a plasma, but is simply a heating

effect. This means that this type of device could be applied to conventional welding

techniques and other forms of processing where a plasma is not formed. The set-up

of this sensor is mounted on a metal plate attached to the welding nozzle, the

underside of the plate is protected by a plastic cover to prevent heating of the metal

plate, and a possible interference in the signal. The signal can be analysed by

temporal variation of signal amplitude and also by fast Fourier transformations

providing the acoustic spectrum.

4.3.3 Plasma charge sensor (PCS)

This device detects an electric field which is present during the welding operation

between the plasma and workpiece. This field is a result of a charge separation

occurring in the plasma due to the relative difference in velocities of electrons and

positive ions. The field behaviour is dependent on the production of free electrons

and the nature of the charge separation. The sources of free electrons in the welding

area result from the heating process (thermionic) and the absorption of laser

radiation by the plasma (inverse bremstrahlung).

Thermionic electrons are liberated from the workpiece, their numbers are

related to the temperature rise experienced by the solid workpiece. The rate of

generation is described by Richarsons equation [1 2] -

j = BT2 exp( -f / kTs )	 (4.5a)

where	 j = current density (A/cm2)
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B = constant equal to 60.2 A/cm2deg-2.

T = maximum temperature (C)

f = a work function of the workpiece (eV).

k = stefan-boltzmann constant (1.3804 * 10 23 J/deg)

Ts = temperature of the workpiece surface (C)

The stripping of electrons from the plasma by laser radiation is by inverse

Bremstrahlung, where the bound electrons absorb energy through collision with

laser photons. The factors governing the production of electrons in this manner is

more complex than the thermionic process and has been derived by Lampiur and Saha

[12 -

Isl, / No = exp [ (f - lp ) / kT]	 (4.5b)

where	 N+= number of positive ions.

No = number if atoms.

e = electron charge (1.6021 * 10- 19 C)

f = a work function of the surface.

l P = ionisation potential of the material (eV).

k = stefan-boltzmann constant (1.3804 * 10 23 J/deg)

T = vapour temperature (°K)

For this process to occur the plasma must be of high temperature (10000K), which

is achieved through absorption of the incident radiation by inverse bremstrahlung at

a rate given by -

dE e	 E
2

_
dt m vc (1+ 0) 2 / v2 )c

(4.6)

where de/dt = electron gain rate.(eV/s)
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e . electron energy (eV)

m _.= electron mass (kg)

E...- root mean square of electric field (eV)

w . plasma frequency (Hz)

v . electron-atom collision frequency (Hz)c

4.4 RESULTS and DISCUSSION

The responses of the selected monitors to 5 different categorised weld energy input

conditions and the more common weld faults are presented. The experimental

arrangement is described in Chapter 2, section 2.3.9. The grouping of the sensors

into pairs in line with Chen et al (1990)[9] and Li et al (1992)[11]. A

characteristic trace of each of the sensors for a sound weld is shown in figure 4.1.

4.4.1 Dual wavelength optical sensors

The ultra-violet and the infrared sensor results are shown in figure 4.2, in terms of

absolute signal level and signal modulation. The increasing signal response of both

sensors with higher energy input, shown in figure 4.2a, fits into the five weld

energy regions (Ply). This predicted is by equation (4.3) until the welding action

tends towards hole formation and cutting. The onset of cutting causes the processing

zone to become more exothermic, whilst the plasma is blown through the cut by the

assist gas. This is reflected in the with very low u/v and high IR value. The

percentage modulation of the signal, in figure 4.2b, shows a reversal in signal

stability with the IR being larger in the good and partial penetration regions, and

smaller in all others. This indicates the dynamic equilibrium of the plasma in

regions (a) and (b). From equation (4.6) this stabilisation occurs when the

recombination rate (electron-ion) is equivalent to the free electron generation rate.
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The fault recognition/differentiation is shown in figure 4.4, it is evident

that the magnitude and modulation for the UV and IR values are specific to a certain

weld fault. Which, more importantly, conforms with the theory.

4.4.2 Plasma charge monitor and Acoustic emission nozzle

The responses of these sensors to energy input in figure 4.3, can be categorised into

the distinct energy input regions. For this specific welding arrangement the sound

weld corresponds to similar signal levels of the sensors. Again a fall off in the signal

level of the PCM and AEN is observed in the hole formation/cutting region, however

the signal modulation is almost 100 %. The detection of a signal with the presence of

little or no plasma, agrees with equation (4.4) for the AEN. The plasma charge

monitor signal is explained by presence of thermionic electrons, providing a low and

highly variable signal. This fact means that these sensors may also be utilised in cut

monitoring. Generally the signal modulation, from figure 4.3b, shows a reversing

effect. The PCM is lower with a controlled plasma, then on increasing energy input

becomes the larger as the plasma is over energised. The AEN modulation decreases,

as the acoustic emission becomes saturated.

The fault assessment, shown in figure 4.4b, clearly shows failure to

distinguish between defects or in fact register the defect has occurred at all. The

PCM can only indicate a fault by a collapse of the plasma, as is the case for the gap

and hole, there is no gradation in the signal. The AEN, considering the modulation,

did not detect any of the faults. As the AEN only responds to a reaction of the

workpiece to the heating effect, this effect will always be present regardless of the

fault.

In the region of sound (c) and over power (d) the PCM signal was not

consistent. The signal occasionally reversed polarity and in some cases no signal was

detected. This changeable signal is a result of the charge separation, as shown in

figure 4.5a - with the through penetration case there are three possible charge

distributions shown in figure 4.5b. Cases (1) and (2) exhibiting polarity change
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whereas the third shows little or no signal, due to an equal distribution of charge.

During the course of a weld all three probably occur corresponding to the absorption

conditions in the keyhole, however one is normally dominant. Ensuring that one type

of charge distribution is always dominant is not possible, therefore the signal will be

subject to an intrinsic unreliability.

4.4.3 Reliability and Ease of implementation

Throughout the trials Dual Wavelength Optical Sensors results showed universal

agreement. This being subject to a consistent set-up, with regard to distance and

inclination of the fibre relative to the welding action. Ensuring a small inclination to

the normal of the workpiece gives the arrangement an omnidirectional ability. This

only becomes a problem when the welding nozzle is close to the workpiece and

obscures the plasma/melt pool, other set-ups overcome this [9] alternatively an

assist jet can be used. The interference of ambient lighting conditions only becomes a

factor when the signals are very small, in this instance no effect was observed with a

stand-off distance of up to 20 cm. The important requirement is that the lighting

conditions are consistent.

The Plasma Charge Monitor and Acoustic Emission Nozzle were not as

reliable or user friendly as the DWOS arrangement. The PCM has the advantage of

being omnidirectional and robust, unfortunately care has to be taken in isolating the

nozzle and earthing the workpiece. This on several occasions proved difficult, also

the correct load resistor and smoothing capacitor must be selected for the specific

welding operation. There was a tendency for the PCM reading to change polarity, to

overcome this an applied dc voltage is recommended [12]. This does not eliminate

the problem as the measured signal increases with the applied voltage, and therefore

large modulation and signal failure are still present.

The acoustic nozzle was easy to set-up ensuring a sound contact of the

piezoelectric sensor. The sensitivity of the piezoelectric device caused vibrations
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and ambient radio waves to interfere with the signal. This was accentuated when

using the Laser Ecosse AF5 fast flow laser due to the vicinity of the mechanical

blowers. To differentiate these various interferences an attempt was made to analyse

the frequency components of the signal. The laser welding signal was around 100

kHz which could be picked out, but no diagnostic information could be interpreted

regarding a shift in the frequency or amplitude changes. Though a sensitive

diagnostic device the acoustic nozzle readings were subject to the multi-pressure

wave generation and interference environment of the plasma, which could not be

consistent or reliable for different weld faults.

4.4.4 Weld sensor recommendation

Although Keren eta! (1992)14] have based a real time laser weld diagnostic

system on the plasma charge and acoustic emission sensors, they are not suitable in

this instance and, are out performed by the optical sensors for reliable weld fault

identification. The plasma charge monitor is a useful detector in its own right

particularly as a plasma diagnostic instrument, the acoustic sensor appears unsuited
,

for the welding process and may prove more applicable to the cutting and surface

treatment operations. Thus the DWOS arrangement is the choice.

4.5 FURTHER CHARACTERISATION OF OPTICAL SENSORS

The sensors have proven fault detection, the next step is to establish the "real time"

and possible the predictive nature of the DWOS arrangement.

4.5.1 Real time weld diagnostic system

This was established using high speed video equipment, the set-up with the Kodak

Ektapro similar to that in Chapter 3, section 3.5.5. The sensor traces were

triggering by initiation of the welding action , the video was simply kept running.
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The high speed video could be rewound to the start, the millisecond frame stepping

enabling the welding initiation point to be found. A graphical representation of a

trace and video were compared, as shown in figure 4.6, noting the u/v trace is shown

- the IR being identical . The maximum and minimum plasma size from the video

compares almost perfectly with a trace of the same weld, it is worth noting the

plasma ignition time is 10ms. Also that after the transient period (0-40ms), the

modulation of the UV signal is around 80 Hz.

4.5.2 Predictive nature of the sensors

Chen et al (1991)[9] reasoned that the u/v sensor should present the possibility of

a predictive weld monitoring mechanism as the plasma effectively "leads" the melt

pool and therefore is a precusor to its behaviour. The evidence presented is the

extinction times of the u/v (plasma) and IR (melt pool) signals measured on

termination of the beam. The results show the u/v signal to fall to zero in 10ms as

opposed to 35ms for th IR, therefore the change in u/v signal can be acted upon

before the change occurs in the IR, hence any immanate weld defects are avoided.
,-

The question of whether the plasma "leads" the melt pool or vice versa is

shown in figure 4.7. The signals exhibit identical temporal variation. The signal

from both sensors are in phase after the initial heating up and keyhole formation. To

confirm that the response of the individual sensors are also similar the rise and

decay of both sensors to a periodic step input are shown in figure 4.8. The rise time

(10-90%) of both sensors are around lms, while the IR has the greater decay time

of 5ms. As the normal welding signal is constantly modulating this 5ms delay is

never realised, and so can be ignored. Although the plasma and melt pool appear to be

simultaneous (at the ms timescale), Kapadia et al (1992)[15] have predicted that

both the IR and u/v signal are predominately emitted by the plasma. Therefore, the

near perfect fit of the graph in figure 4.7 may be so because the signals are from the

same source. Thus the melt pool signal is effectively blocked out. The possibility of
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some form of predictive nature may arise from the rate of change of the signal

gradients.

The signal from a good weld has a degree of modulation, if a fault occurs the

signal rises or falls out of the normal range of modulation. The rate of change of the

signal may vary for that of the "normal" as opposed to fault signal. This being true

the signal could be sampled, say every millisecond (in the case of high speed

welding), any sign of a fault can then be acted on.
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Figure 4.1 Typical signals obtained a)PCM b)AEN and c) IR and u/v
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of "faulty" signals against a good weld for ( a ) Ultra-violet

and Infra-red and (b) Plasma charge monitor and Acoustic emission nozzle.
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Figure 4.5a Schematically shows the charge distribution for the categorised energy

inputs and b The three different signal that the PCM measures from the through

thickness penetration welding. Welds at 3.5kW and speeds 40-230mm/s.
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Figure 4.6 The comparison of signal response to the maxima and minima of

plasma observed from the high speed video, welding at 3.5KW and 200mm/s with

100mm focal length.
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Figure 4.7 Shows the temporal response of the u/v and IR signal to an instanteous

weld signal.
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Figure 4.8 Compares the response times of the u/v and IR detectors to a step

input.
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CHAPTER FIVE

LASER WELDING SYSTEM

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The laser welding of drum quality mild steel has been thoroughly investigated in the

previous chapters. Consideration is now made for the transposing of the basic

laboratory set-up into a semi-automated prototype manufacturing jig and a fully

automated production system. The handling and welding procedures of the current

Electrical Resistance Welding system would have to be largely replaced, with shift in

emphasis to edge fit-up and laser beam/joint alignment. The general requirement of

any laser system is that there is no substantial loss in production rates, line

integration is made easy and suitably educated operators are available. The

advantages intrinsic to a laser system is its flexibility; drums of varying shapes,

sizes and thicknesses must be accommodated, laser "on" time can be maximised by

time sharing the beam between several workstations, operators require minimal

technical ability and a high degree of quality assurance is possible.

The specification from the welding research in the previous chapters are

given in Table 1.

5.2 SEMI-AUTOMATED LABORATORY WELDING SYSTEM

The design and manufacture of the prototype pre-production welding jig was carried

out between the University of Liverpool, Van Leer UK and Van Leer R & D

laboratories in the Netherlands. The goals of the jig design were that it should be a

realistic step toward the final production model, weld greater length test pieces and

i,
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incorporate some form of weld quality assurance device. The design underwent

several evolutionary stages of development, the final design is shown in figure 5.1.

The wedling system followed the sequence shown in figure 5.2 and summarised

below-

(1) Datum bar up.

(2) Insert test pieces.

(3) Clamp test piece against the datum edge.

(4) Remove datum bar.

(5) Test pieces snap together under spring loaded lateral clamp.

(6) Clamp second test piece.

(7) Initiate welding action.

A picture of the welding jig in action is shown in figure 5.3, showing the integration

of the focusing optics and the clamping sequence controller. A number of the critical

areas of the design and sequencing are now discussed.

5.2.1 Fit-up and joint positionin'a

From the specification of the system the laser spot size at the workpiece surface is

0.45 mm, which from previous testing allows the following tolerances; beam

misalignment of ±0.2 mm, gap width of <0.15 mm and vertical misalignment of

<0.15 mm. In this instance the target was ±0.1 mm thus incorpating any non-

uniformity of edge straightness. To achieve this, a repeatable datum position was

provided by a machined edge running the length of the weld. One of the pieces was

held against this datum edge then clamped, the datum edge dropped away allowing the

other piece to be clamped against the first. Correct positioning of the joint line was

obviously pre-empted by aligning the beam with the datum edge using the visible He

Ne guidance laser.

The gap width between the two test pieces was effectively eliminated by the
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"snap" force created by the lateral spring loaded clamp. The action of the initial

impact force reduced the extent of any minor surface pertrusions, the constant

clamping force allowed this force to be maintained through the welding procedure.

The vertical misalignment of the sheets was overcome by the proximity and

force of the clamps to flatten out any sheet discontinuities. This was enhanced by

minimising the width (to 6 mm) directly below the weld area between the underside

surfaces that the samples are clamped agianst.

5.2.2 Focusing optics

A set of metal optics were chosen in preference to a lens system for reasons of

durability and performance. The mirrors are obviously more robust and can be

cleaned. The 100 mm focal length specification, required that the optics would stand

clear of the clamps yet be as near as possible, as highlighted in figure 5.3. The

focusing system shown comprises of two 50 mm diameter 45 degree mirrors; the

first a plane and the second an off axis parabolic, the design was shown in Chapter 2,

figure 2.5. Although the off axis parabolic mirror is recommended it should be

appreciated that the alignment tolerances of such a system are around ±0.002 mm.

The mirror construction must include water cooling of the copper base with

the reflective coating being a nickel/gold combination. A low flow rate of gas must

also be maintained through the optics preventing airbourne dust particles from

settling on the optics. Protection of the mirrors from weld spatter is vital and was

achieved using a high pressure coaxial shielding gas of around 20 l/min. through a 3

mm diameter nozzle (gas velocity of 50 m/s). This was still at a sufficiently low

enough level whereby the weld was not "blown away". The use of a cross flow "air

knife" in front of the mirror was unable to adequately protect the mirror from

spatter, and tended to contaminate the coaxial assist gas. The option of a sacrificial

KCI window ahead of the optics did not overcome the problem but merely caused

others (inspection requirements and window changing etc).
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5.2.3 Gas delivery system

From the specification option of coaxial or side jet gas delivery, the coaxial welding

nozzle was selected. The reason for the choice was a combination of convenience and

practicality, the nozzle does not suffer the positional tolerances of a side jet system

and as described in the above section 5.2.2 protects the optics. The design of the

copper welding nozzle is a long conical section fitting into the V shape of the clamping

units. The gas nozzle primarily supresses the plasma and protects the optics,

however the weld must also be protected from oxidation. Normally some form of

welding "shoe" is used with diffused gas delivery over the cooling weld, here, due to

the proximity and depth of the side clamps and the focusing optics a the gas shroud

naturally flows over the weld preventing weld oxidation, even in the cooling zone.

5.2.4 Clamping units and datum bar

The whole welding jig system is operated by compressed air, in total there are five

Festo air cylinders (AV-50-10-C) as part of the clamping and datum bar

mechanism. Each sample is clamped by two of these air cylinders acting on a single

clamping bar, the design is such that maximum clamping force is provided from the

leverage on the bar. If required the applied clamping force can be altered by an air

inlet valve which regulates the air pressure to the cylinders. The clearance of the

"at rest" clamps from the sheets is around 0.4 mm, so when the test pieces snap

together they do not overide. Also this allows 1.4 mm sheets to be welded which is the

maximum thickness currently used by Van Leer in drum manufacture.

The datum bar was the entire length of the weld and is positioned using a cam

leverage system. Its movement describes a circle which at the weld area is moving

directly up or down. It is noted that the other side of the datum edge is tapered. Thus,

on removing the bar, the unclamped sample it is gradually brought toward the

already clamped sample, avoiding an excessive knock. The datum bar is pulled back
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from the weld underside so that it is completely out of the beam path which otherwise

might cause thermal distorsion of the datum edge.

5.2.5 Welding system control unit

After insertion of both test pieces clamp pair A was manually activated at the control

cabinet shown in figure 5.3. Similarly for the datum bar removal and clamp pair B

activation. Throughout this sequence an array of lights confirmed the level of the

sequence, the welding go-ahead given only when all three were lit. The control and

timing of the shutter, gas and movement was pre-programmed into the Trio table

controller via the PC - initiating the table movement, assist gas and laser "on and

off".

5.2.6 Edge preparation and fit-up

As described in previous chapters the edge preparation and fit-up is the key to

reliable welding. A survey of the Van Leer and in-house guillotine sheared edges

were not of high enough quality or repeatability for use in laser butt welding. In

tests on multiple guillotine cuts over 2 m, only 60 % passed the surface roughness

tolerances (±0.1 mm variance), with the required edge profile. However the set up

of these guillotines were not optimised. The straighness of the edge is important but

not as critical. A brief investigation into the limits of a guillotine setup and

discussions with Pullman and Edwards Pearson showed that a consistent edge quality

could be produced with ±0.15 mm straightness tolerance over 1 m length. This is on

the borderline for acceptability and requires further investigation with regard to

other suppliers and improved shearing techniques. Alternatively, as laser technology

would already be available laser cutting, which has a high quality, should be

considered as an integral part of the welder or as a separate machine.

The laser cutting mechanism uses an oxygen assist gas which provides around
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50% of the cutting energy, therefore only 1 kW of laser power would be needed to

maintain the line speed [1]. This could be provided by a seperate laser, or, a portion

of the main welding laser could be diverted to the cutting workstation.

52.7 Weld quality assurance

As discussed in Chapter 4, the Dual Wavelength Optical Sensor arrangement is

recommended as a weld monitoring system. Before the development of this sensor

arrangement was proven [2] a more simplistic method was suggested. Two quadrant

diode sensors were positioned in line with the datum bar just below the focus point,

at opposite ends of the welding area, corresponding to the beginning and completion of

welding as shown in figure 5.4a. The diodes are sensitive to the misalignment of the

HeNe laser beam which was arranged to be coaxial with the main processing beam.

Misalignment of the HeNe beam would signal misalignment of the main beam with the

butt joint. The four sections of the diode were paired, effectively into halves (a 2

section diode was unobtainable). The two signals are compared - therefore, if both

signals were null (beam centred) the beam will follow the joint correctly. This

rudementary method assumes that a central position automatically indicates a good

weld. In production the weld interfaces should be of a specified standard thus

ensuring the assumption is correct. The signal analysis gives a simple "good" or

"bad" result. The results of the diode response to a focussed HeNe shown in figure

5.4b, show misalignment can be signalled. The sensitivity of the diode response can

be tailored to the specific welding operation. The circuit which was constructed and

the diode specifications are given in Appendix E.

5.2.8 Experimental trials

The performance of the welding system was tested for ease of operation and weld

quality. The test pieces were 300 mm by 100 mm with a guillotine edge positioned

with the burr downwards configuration. The experimentation involved simple speed
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and power combinations ranging from 140-230 mm/s and 2-3.5 kW. The analysis

was based on a visually sound, full peneration weld along the length of the weld.

The results are presented in the form of reliability histograms, indicating

the percentage of the welds which were sound along the entire length of the weld. The

comparison of the weld reliability with the old and new jig are shown in figure 5.5

The advantage of the improved clamping arrangement can be seen, extending the range

of 100 % reliability to higher speeds. The cut off speed for a 100 % reliable weld is

170 mm/s, as opposed to the existing jig of 140 mm/s.

5.3 PRODUCTION SYSTEM RECOMENDATIONS

From the results of this thesis it has been shown that welding of the required quality

and reliability can be done at the required production speeds of 800 drums/hr. Thus

the design and economic feasibility of this process in production was considered with

particular interest in the possibility of adapting welding equipment. These

considerations are discussed here.

5.3.1 Discussion of the production system

A production system would have to be able to match the current line speed of 800

drums/hr. The length of a drum is 905 mm, and the required production rate is 800

drums/hr which translates to a continuous welding speed of 200 mm/s. The welding

speed in this work and using good clamping and edge preparation techniques could

achieve these speeds. However as discussed in the previous section 5.2.7, 170 mm/s

would be expected to be more reliable when using a 3.5 kW laser.

To fullfil the line production speeds the welding cycle must be completed in

4.5 seconds. Assuming a loading and unloading time of 1 second, the weld must be
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achieved in 3.5 seconds. This requires a welding speed of 260 mm/s which is near

the limit for 3.5 kW of laser power as seen in figure 5.5.

It has been shown in equation 3.14 that P = 0.3vwt( pC pTm) fitted the results

well. Thus the extra speed could be obtained using a 5.2 kW laser (6 kW). This

would require a larger and more expensive laser and the TEM " mode would not be

available.

Alternatively, a twin workstation system could be used, as illustrated in

figure 5.6 with the 3.5 kW beam switched between them. This allows a more

realistic 9 second load/unload cycle time with a weld time of 4.5 seconds.

If a cutting module is added cutting speeds of 250 mm/s could be achieved

using a 1 kW laser on lmm mild steel with an oxygen assist gas at 2 bar [3]. For

this cutting process to supply both workstations a total cycle time of 4 seconds is

required.

The method of ensuring the fit-up and weld area clamping can be based on the

semi-automatic welding jig. The manipulation and supporting of the drum body

during welding must be devised, and can be achieved by a variety of methods.
,-

Consideration must also be made regarding the loading and unloading mechanism of the

body. In the development of such a design care must be noted not to infringe the PRC

Corporation patent on tin can welding system [3] or to pay the appropriate licence

fee.

Once the drum body is positioned, traversing the beam along the joint favours

flying optics, particularly as only a relatively short linear movement is required.

The weight and inertia of traversing the drum clamping system at the necessary

welding speed would be considerable, requiring substantial and bulky equipment.

The tolerance requirements regarding joint alignment (±0.1 mm) would be

comfortably met by a single axis flying optics system capable of both cutting and

welding. The value of seam tracking devices with an efficient clamping arrangment

and a weld distance of lm becomes irrelevant.
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5.3.2 Economic feasibility

The "selling" feature of a laser welding system would include the impoved cosmetic

appearance, quality assurance on line and improvements in the factory environment.

When considering Van Leer has a substantial commitment to the ISO 9000 standards

programme, the value of this quality assurance element cannot be over stated.

The first consideration is the capital cost of buying the laser. This, although

steadily declining, represents a significant sum and in the present market a 5 kW

Laser Ecosse AF5L is around £110,000, which still compares favorable to an

electrical resistance welding (ERW) equipment (L100,000). It would be hoped that

an amount of the existing workpiece manipulation equipment could be modified

(retrofitting), with the need for a new clamping arrangement and flying optics

system as described in section 5.3.1.

A comparison of the two systems is given in Table 2, the figures are based on

8000 hrs/year operation. The capital depreciation has been taken over five years

and subject to 10 % compound interest. All other information was supplied by Van

Leer B.V. Note the material saving of 0.3 % when the butt welding configuration is

used.

From Table 2 a 25 % saving in welding costs per drum might be expected at

800 drums/hr, giving a total saving of (4 p/drum) L262400/year. This is

sufficient to warrant a serious analysis by Van Leer since the equipment is paid for

in 1 year.
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Welding Parameter Specification

Power 3.5 kW

Mode TEMoo

M2 factor <2.5

Focusing optics Off-axis parabolic mirror

Focal length 100mm

Position of focus + 0.75mm

Gas delivery coaxial

Gas type Argon

Flow rate 101/min.

Welding nozzle diameter 3mm

Nozzle stand-off 2mm

Welding speed

Uncontrolled guillotine 1 40mm/s (8.4m/min.)

Controlled guillotine 1 70mm/s (1 Om/min.)

Angled controlled
guillotine 200mm/s (1 2m/min.)

Table 1 Summarises the specification for the welding system
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Cost / drum (f)

ITEM LASER ERW

Capital depreciation
for lm weld 0.0117 0.009

Labour same same

Electricity (@
6p/unit) 0.01 0.052

Water same same

Gas (@ f4/hour) 0.005 N/A	 •

Maintenance 0.005 0.01

Raw materials (@
f 200/ton) 0.097 0.1

TOTAL 0.129 0.17

Table 2 Shows the relative costing of the laser welding system as compared with the

present ERW system per drum.
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Figure 5.2 Graphical depiction of the weld clamp sequence and weld initiation.

Figure 5.3 Shows the welding jig in action, integrated with the metal optics. To

the right is the clamping control unit.
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Figure 5.4 a) Indicates the diode alignment method and b) Results of traversing a

focussed HeNe beam across the sensor, note the null position at the centre.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

A unique and extensive research project has been carried out in the area of thin sheet

laser welding. Through the three years of this study a sound and effective working

relationship has built up between the University of Liverpool and Van Leer B.V.,

which has benefited both the project and those involved. From all the work presented

there are several aspects which are signficant -

The implementation of the statistically designed experimentation vastly

increased the initial coverage of the research work, leading to the formation of a

comprehensive base of welding knowledge and a statistical model which proved valid

within the defined operating region. From this, a further investigation into the

critical areas was possible resulting in the specification for an optimised welding

set-up.

The main achievements were:-

1. The design, manufacture and testing of a pre-production welding system.

2. The development of improved laser welding methods:

a) Angling of the workpiece perpendicular the direction of welding and

offsetting the beam. This achieved more reliable welds at increased speeds

and alleviated the problem of humping.

b) The circumferential welding using spinning samples increased the

welding speed for a certain depth by over 30 %.

c) Angling the workpiece parallel to the direction of welding. Preliminary

results point towards increased penetration.

d) The adoption of positive focusing.
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3. An in depth investigation into the welding of guillotine sheared edges. Assessing

the types and weldability of edges, associated welding tolerances and the particular

implications for a production system.

4. The assessment of several in-process weld monitoring systems, with the

recommendation of the Dual Wavelength Optical Sensors arrangement.

5. The use of a high speed video camera in providing valuable general qualitative

information of the temporal behaviour of the melt pool and plasma, and specifically

in the investigation of the humping phenomena.

6. The results show that the process is a feasible production alternative. The

financial discussion suggests it was a profitable alternative
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FUTURE WORK

The direction of any further work can take two forms; development of the overall

welding system or the generic research of the laser welding process. The following

suggestions are a combination of the two -

a) Development of the pre-production jig to a full size test jig

b) Investigation into the welding of painted and coated drums.

c) Development of the laser welding of guillotine edges, incorporating

i) Further work into the suggested angling mechanisms.

ii) Use of wire feed systems.

iii) In depth study into edge cutting methods.

d) Development of the Dual Wavelength Optical Sensor arrangement to an

automatic fault diagnosis in-process system.

e) Assessing the feasibilty of an all laser welded drum.
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APPENDIX A

Stat-Ease Statistical software and Design matrix report
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DESIGN-EASE SOFTWARE

Once you select the design, enter
the names and levels of the
variables to be studied and the
responses to be measured.
DESIGN-EASE will produce data
sheets with the actual
experiments that need to be run.
The program will randomize the
run order for you.

Data analysis is presented in an
easy-to-understand format.
Results are reviewed in a scroll
back buffer and an appropriate
model is chosen. Data analysis
reports can be printed easily.

Normal and half normal
probability plots are used to
determine the important variables
in your design. DESIGN-EASE
makes it practical for non-
statisticians to design and
analyze their own experiments.

Residual analysis is done using a
normal probability plot of the
residuals and plots of the
residuals versus predicted values,
run order and the independent
variables. If a transformation of
the response is required, DESIGN-
EASE has many available.

Interaction plots are used to
interpret significant two-factor
interactions. The response data is
plotted against the two levels of
one factor for both levels of the
second factor. Lines that are not
parallel show the nature of the
interaction between the two
factors. A cube plot can be used
to illustrate the relationship
between three factors. The
response is averaged over the
three factors chosen and those
averages are plotted in the
corners of a cube.

STAT-EASE, INC.
Hennepin Square Suite 191
2021 East Hennepin Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55413

For More Information:
Write or Call 612/378-9449ETAT.vsE
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DESIGN-EXPERT: Main Menu

Configuration
Design selection
Design editing
Response editing
Data analysis 4
Optimization
Utilities
Leave DESIGN-EXPERT

SAMPLE MENU - EASY TO FOLLOW

DEsIGNADTERT
3 500

Quadratic	 3.187

Response:

Conversion	 2.833

Vallablex

X- time
	 a 2.600

Y- catalyst

Constants:
	 2.187

lenessaalure - 85.00

1633

1.500
35 00 3:1:33	 41.17 45.00 48.33	 51.87 65.00

X1, Wee

RESPONSE SURFACE PLOT

THREE-COMPONENT MIXTURE

DESIGN-EXPERT VERSION 2
Software for Response Surface and Mixture

Experiments from STAT-EASE

OPTIMIZE YOUR PRODUCT OR PROCESS

POWERFUL YET EASY TO USE
DESIGN-EXPERT " software helps you
Set up and analyze powerful experiments
designed to optimize your product or pro-
cess. Version 2 offers many useful
designs for response surface and mixture
experiments. Study up to 6 variables using
the design that you select. Once you settle
on the design, the program will generate
worksheets with all experiments laid out
and the runs randomized. Easy-to-use
menus guide you through the set-up, ana-
lysis and report stages of your project.
DESIGN-EXPERT provides high-
resolution graphs and statistical summar-
ies for your technical reports.

MANY DESIGNS OFFERED
DESIGN-EXPERT provides great flexi-
bility for the sophisticated experimen-
ter. For response surface designs you can
choose from factorial, central composite,
pentagon, hexagon or Box-Behnken
designs. If you work with mixtures, select
from a menu that includes simplex lattice
and simplex centroid designs (augmented
or not), as well as distance based and
d-optimal designs. You can modify any of
these designs with the new design editor
offered by DESIGN-EXPERT version 2.

OPTIMIZE SEVERAL RESPONSES
DESIGN-EXPERT provides complete
least squares regression analysis to model
your data. Choose linear, quadratic or
cubic models for response surface analy-
sis; and linear, quadratic or special cubic
Scheffe polynomials for mixture compo-
nent analysts. Display high resolution
contour plots on your screen and/or your
printer. The optimization module in
DESIGN-EXPERT will even provide
overlay plots of two (or more) responses,
showing at a glance which conditions best
meet your overall performance needs.
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MENU - MIXTURE DESIGNS

DENGN-EXPERT Analysts

DESIGN-EXPERT Analysis	 A (5.00)

RESPONSE PLOTS OVERLAID

Variables,
A - Wets,
El - A/cohol
C - Urea

DESIGN-EXPERT VERSION 2
Point Selection Method

USEFUL STATIST/CAL DATA
DESIGN-EXPERT places the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) data in a scrolling
buffer. View and print the sections you
wish to report. The analysis includes:
• mode/ ANOVA
• predicted residual sum of squares
• sequential sum of squares table
• lack of fit tests.
These statistics aid in choosing the appro-
priate order polynomial for each
response. To check residuals, you can
now select from a variety of useful plots.
DESIGN-EXPERT offers the features
and flexibility you need to optimize your
product, process or formulated mixture.

TUTORIALS MAKE IT EASY
The DESIGN-EXPERT manual includes
two complete tutorials that lead you
through all the stages of a response sur-
face and a mixture problem. In little
more than an hour you can be up and run-
ning. You will find the menus to be laid
out in a very logical sequence, so you can
focus on designing your experiment,
rather than looking up computer com-
mands. The tutorials provide many help-
ful design tips. You also get a handy
reference on the statistics used to analyze
response surface and mixture designs.

MANY NEW FEATURES
• Increase in variables from 4 to 6
• Easy-to-follow menuing system
• Many new designs to choose from
• Editing of design points allowed
• Scroll-back buffer that can be edited
• Comprehensive residual plots
• Enhanced reports and graphs

HARDWARE REOUIREMENTS 
DESIGN-EXPERT runs on IBM per-
sonal computers and compatibles. It
requires CGA, EGA, VGA or Hercules
graphics, 512K of disk space (a hard disk
is recommended) and 512K memory.
Expanded memory (EMS) is supported.

TO ORDER CALL 612/378-9449 OR WRITE

	 ET-IFTTPVE	
Hennepin Square, Suite 191
2021 East Hennepin Avenue

Minneapolis, MN 55413

L - Simplex-lattice augmented 4
8 - Simplex-lattice
A - simplex-centroid augmented
C - Simplex-centroid
D - Distance-based
O - d-optimal
U - User defined

Esc - Return

Model:
OusdraUe

96
Response:

lan

so

1 M
2 6

-1.925 -1.216 -0.811 -0.004 0.904 1.211 1.9391

Slandsrdtswel Realelual

NORMAL PLOT RESIDUALS

69°0
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E	 I:11	 E	 E	 ANALISI:

;-. 1/3	 0rler	 1 , 6 7 i

Eli.	 I 1 1 1

:t.:14irl	 )rdir 5: 25 6

•

41 13 67

!	 .	 NUE	 TEN00 TEN0; TEH01 TEA01 T(401 TEN00

B	 -	 : IDE	 10 :.,.	 DE .3REE:	 10 0 :. 0 • 10 0 5

0	 -	 000S	 am	 f 	 . ) -1.0 0 -1.0 41.0 41.0 41,0 o

&	 •	 SFEE0	 mm,s	 40 40 34 140 40 140 140 3)

E	 -	 PONE;	 kW	 3.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.5

F	 -	 LENS	 114	 iln 110 125 100 100 !SO 100 125

S	 -	 POLARITY	 -	 CIRCULAR LINEAR CIRCULAR CIRCULAR LINEAR CIRCULAR

H	 - NUN	 ANG.	 0E24....	 5.5 0 5.5 o 5.: 5.5

01	 -	 DEFTH	 mm	 1.1500 0,8900 1,0700 1.0000 E05u' 0.4100 0.8100 1.0700

-	 HA;1011E3S	 ORB	 211.0000 311.0000 :71.0010 374.0000 289.0000 383.0000 321.0000 2;1.0000

03	 -	 SPEC	 E4ER	 Jimm:	 701.0000 158.0000 2C0.0000 139.0000 158.0000 44.0000 66.0000 200.0000

R4	 -	 JOIN	 EFF.	 mm]!)	 13.0000 24.0000 39.0000 40.0000 23.0000 38.0000 16.0000 39.0000

RE	 -	 MELT	 EFF,	 1	 11.0000 16.0000 25,0000 16.0000 12.5000 19.0000 14.6000 20.0000

R5	 -	 w1	 ma	 1.3000 1.0601 0.6000 0.6500 0.8600 0.1500 0.2500 0.8000

R1	 -	 w2	 st	 0.6000 0.5200 0.5000 0,2600 0.4100 0.0000 0.1100 0.5000

DESIGN-EASE	 ANALYSIS

Run Order	 a 10 if 12 13 .	 14 15 16

Block	 I I 1 i I I i .	 I

Standr4 Order	 44 54 li :4 43 63 69 42

A	 -	 NODE	 TEN01 TER01 TENO) TEN01 1E000 TEN00 TEN01

6	 -	 SIDE AUG.	 DEIREES	 10 0 o 10 10 10 5 0

C	 -	 FOCUS	 ME	 -1.0 '1.0 -1.0 +IA -1.0 41.0 o -1,0

D	 -	 SPEED	 mmis	 140 40 140 40 140 140 90 140

E	 -	 POWER	 kW	 1,5 3,5 3,5 3.5 1.5 3.5 2,5 1.5

F	 -	 LENS	 II	 151 150 100 100 150 150 125 150

S	 -	 POLARITY	 -	 LINEAR CIRCULAR LINEAR LINEAR CIRCULAR LINEAR CIRCULAR

H- NORM AUG.	 DEGREES	 a 0 0 a 5.5 o 5.5

81	 -	 DEPTH	 mm	 0,3200 0.9500 1.0000 1.030e 0.5000 0.9000 1.0700 0.3300

02	 -	 9A600E35	 HRB	 457.0010 194.0400 303.0001 034.010,0 215.0000 303.0000 281.0000 310.0100

03- SPEC BB	 no2	 40.0000 500.0000 200.0000 400.0000 44.0000 133.0000 200.0000 50.0000

64	 -	 1.):11	 EFF.	 mr62!J	 30.0300 16.3000 40.0000 11.0000 41.0000 36.0000 39.0010 40.0000

65	 -	 MELT	 EFF.	 7,0000 13.0000 23.0002 10.0000 14.0000 15.0000 20.0000 15.0000

Fi	 -im	 0.4?00 1.3094 1.0)30 !.;507 0.5001 1.4503 0.3000 0.6000

-	 w:	 mm	 0.0000 0.8905 0.5300 0.8t: 0.0000 0.4300 6.5006 0.0000
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DE:N: 11-04:E ANALIII:

Run	 0°1er 11 13' ,.,. 20 21 22 23 24

013c. 1 1 1 I 1 1 1

:tildird	 0rder 11 32 27 23 6J 5: 1 31

A	 - CDE 0EN0C TEI0i TEMOG 7E01 TE00; TE400 TEN00 TENN

S	 -	 SI0E	 ANG.	 HikEE: 4 il 10 11 :0 10 10 10

C	 - FOCUS	 am -1.0 -!.0 -;.0 -1.0 -1.0 +1.0 +1.0 +1.0

D	 - SPEED	 au3 40 40 140 143 140 40 40 140

E	 - 000E0	 kW 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 1.5 3.!

F	 - LENS	 di 100 150 100 100 150 150 100 100

i	 - POLARITY C:RCULAR CIRCULAR 0IRCULAR LINEAR LINEAR CIRCULAR CIRCULAR LINEAR

6-	 NORM	 ANi.	 DEGREE:	 0 5.5 5.5 0 5.5 0 o 5.5

Of	 -	 DEPTH	 ma	 1.1600 0.9200 0.5000 0.8100 0.9406 1.0700 1,0000 0.8300

R:	 •	 NARCOEiS	 068	 226.0000 211.0000 280.0000 162.0020 326.0000 153.0000 211.0006 161.0000

R3	 -	 3TEC	 HER	 •imm2	 541.0100 472.0001 202.0030 202.0000 99.3000 154.0000 232.0000 200.0000

04	 -	 JOIN	 OFF.	 4112/1	 13.0000 11.0000 20.0000 32.0001 aamoo 22,0000 25.0000 33.0000

05	 -	 MELT OFF,	 t	 10.0100 7.0000 15.0000 28.0000 23.0000 17.0000 16,0000 14.0000

R5	 -	 el	 mm	 1.6500 1.1400 i.0000 0.5300 0.9001 1.6000 1.0000 1.6000

RI	 -	 a2	 ma	 0.1400 0.7200 0.0000 0.2700 0.4500 0.8000 0.4100 0.3200

DESI UN-EASE	 AHALYSI3 -

Run Order	 25 26 21 28 •	 29 30 31 33

Block	 1 1 1 1 1 i I 1

Standard Order	 18 36 61 11 51 48 41 1

A -	 MODE	 -	 "TEM 1E1101 - TEMOO 1E001 TEMOI 1E000 -TEI400

0- SIDE ANG.	 DEGREES	 0 0 5 10 0 10 0 o

C	 -	 F0'CO3	 MO	 -1.0 -1,0 0 -1.0 -1.0 +1.0 -1.0 -1.0

6	 -	 SPEED	 me/s	 40 40 90 140 1+0 140 140 40

E -	 POWER	 kW	 3.5 1.5 2.5 1.5 3.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

F	 -	 LENS	 AM	 100 150 125 100 153 150 150 100

G -	 POLARITY	 -	 LINEAR LINEAR - CIRCULAR CIRCULAR CIRCULAR LINEAR CIRCULAR

H - NORM ANG.	 DEGREES	 5.5 5.5 0 0 0 0 5.5

RI	 -	 DEPTH	 mu	 0.9800 0.9100 1.0700 0.5000 0.5060 0.3500 0.2500 0.9000

R:	 -	 HA05NE:5	 H.:3	 251,4003 253.0000 211.0000 286.0000 116.0050 390.0000 350.0000 362.0010

RI	 -	 2FE0	 ENER	 vas2	 466.0(00 105.0000 203.0000 66.0E00 30.0003 45.0000 30.0000 231.0000

04	 -	 !O1A	 OFF.	 a32l!	 11.0010 24.0000 34.0000 47.0000 20.0001 25.0030 30.4100 27.0000

R5 •	 ME1°	 E : F.	 1.	 9.0100 29.0030 13.0300 i4.0010 12.0000 10.0006 11.0000 10.0030

1.010 1.2300 1	 3000 2.51.01 0.5101 0.6000 0.000 0,7810

1;7	 -	 4:	 0.01	 0.22C0 0.5500 0.5000 0.000.0 0.3500 0.0000 0.1000 0.3300
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0E0IGN-EASE	 INAL7iIi

i
tIti	 0rlir	 13	 ?4

5130(	 i

it3n4r]	 ...rii:	 i:	 21

A	 -	 t1,2CE	 -	 TiEl4;	 TEma

.	 15

1

j3

TEnii

:6

1

,..

TEN0:

)7

1

12

TEK01

3$

1

5

TRIO

39

1

Si

TEN00

40

1

63

E	 -	 ',IDE	 ANi.	 0E0F.E.E:	 4. 1 10 4 11 0 11 5

C -	 FE0S	 la	 -i.ü 41.0 ti3O fi.0 -1.0 41.0 '1.0 0

2	 -	 :FEED	 al .:	 140 40 40 lid 140. 54 10 90

E	 -	 POWER	 kW	 1.5 3.5 3.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 3.5 2.5

F	 -	 LENS	 om	 100 100 150 101 100 100 150 125

G	 -	 POLARITV	 -	 CIRCULAR LINEAR LINEAR LINEAR LINEAR LINEAR LINEAR

H	 - URN ANi.	 DEGREES	 0 0 5.5 0 5.5 5.5 0

RI -	 DEM	 as	 0.4500 1.1500 0.9400 0.4000 0.9100 0.8500 1.0000 1.0000

R2	 HA0DOE33	 HF.6	 380.1000 3)0.0000 254.0000 162.0000 386.0000 330.0000 362.0000 271.0000

93	 -	 SPEC	 ENER	 Jfam2	 31.0000 101.0000 312.0000 mem 45,0000 221.0000 468.0000 200.0000

k4	 -	 JCIN	 EFF.	 m2/J	 15.0001 13.0000 11,0000 40,00)1 85.0000 22.0000 11.0300 31.0000

R5	 -	 MELT	 EFF.	 S	 4.0110 11.0000 0.0000 16.0000 29.0000 14.0000 11.0000 21,0600

06	 -	 yl	 am	 0.429) 1.0100 4,1000 0.3040 0.8300 0.8900 1.6100 0.8040

R7	 -	 w2	 as	 0,0000 1.0000 0.6000 0.0000 0.2300 0.6800 0,8900 0.5000

DESIGN-EASE	 ANALYSIS

Rdil Ordtr	 41 42 43 44 45 46 41 48

Block	 1 i I 1 I 1 I 1

5t3ndard Or4er	 37 36 4 45 50 22 16 35

A -	 NHE	 -	 TE400 TEN01 TEN01 TE400 TENOI TE001 TE001 TE000

3	 -	 SIDE	 Ar10.	 DE3REES	 .0 10 10 0 0 0 10 10

C	 -	 F0CUS	 mm	 #1.0 -i.0 -1.0 fl.0 -1.0 #1,0 #1.0 -1.0

0	 -	 SPEED	 mm/5	 40 40 43 140 40 40 140 40

E	 -	 POWER	 kW	 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 3.5 3.5 1.5 1.5

F	 -	 LENS	 MI	 150 150 100 150 150 100 IGO 150

G -	 POLARITY	 -	 LINEAR CIRCULAR CIRCULAR CIRCULAR LINEAR CIRCULAR CIRCULAR LINEAR

H-	 NORM	 Att. DEGREES o o 5.5 0 0 5.5 5.5 5.5

RI	 -	 DEPTH mm 0.6400 1.0000 1.1500 0.3000 0.9500 1.3000 1.0000 0.9600

02	 -	 H100NESS HR6 218.0000 254.0000 283.0000 395.0000 244.0040 278.0000 341.4000 271.0001

RI	 -	 SPEC DEE Iimm1 154.0400 374.0000 108.0000 150.0000 312.0E0 40.0000 05.0000 154.0010

04	 -	 EFF.

40	 -	 11:17	 E.

012/3 2 ? .0140

,000t

21.104)

19.0210

31.011Z,

22.0006

15.103

16.0000

HAM

11.010

15.4100

7.00(3

33.1000

23.0000

25.0040

11.0600

43	 - 83 TAEO 1,1931 1.13)0 0.021 1.2140 1.3700 0,6300 1,1000

-	 w2 i 3.7100 0.3660 0,40E0 0.0001 09620 0.5300 0.I00 0.5000
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9E513 4	 -E 4 iE AA:Lf c :	 E
ii.

Run Or:er i9 50 SI 5' 51 54 55 9

Cock 1 I t I 1 1

3t3nd3r1 Crlsr 6; i: 51 3 26 ll

:	 • 4:3E 'E'30 TE4:0 TEMOt TErift TENDO 1E41 TEN TE1400
B	 -	 ifOE	 ANCI.	 O:+3REES I 10 0 10 10 0 10
:	 - Ha:	 m3. -i.3 -1.0 4t.0 +1.1 -1.0 ti. 0 •1.0 41.0

• SPBE0	 ALi 141 ;44 140 !40 140 40 141 4
E • PCWER	 kW 2.: 3.5 3.5 6.5 3.5 1.5 3.: 1.!

- LEA:	 11 151 150 150 150 151 110 100 150
6	 - POLARIT Y	- C:RCUL:R LINEAR CIRCULAR LINEAR CIRCULAR LINEAR CIRCULAR

.

CIRCULAR
H - HORN AN6.	 DEGREES 5.5	 5.5 5.5 0 0 5.5 0 5.5

RI	 -	 DEPTH	 am 1.0500	 0.9400 0.6600 1.0700 0.7700 0.9400 0.7610 1.0000

32	 -	 HAFONEii	 HRB 214,0000	 399.0010 374.0009 327.000: 279.0130 235.0000 341.0000 236.0000

63	 •	 SPEC EHER	 1/m12 133.0000	 100.0000 135.0000 69.0000 123.0000 153.0000 200.0000 154.0000

34	 -	 JOIN EFF.	 ma2!J 42.0000	 37.0000 34.0000 43.0060 31.0000 25.0000 13.0009 21.0000

65	 - MELT EFF,	 i 23.0000	 20.0000 9.0000 21.0000 17.0000 17.0000 26.0000 15.0000

06	 -	 wl	 21 .	 0.8200	 0.7100 0.4800 0.7501 0.9600' 1.3000 0.8300 0.3600

07	 -	 w2	 ma 0.5600	 0.2600 0.4200 0.4303 0.2800 0.5100 0.2500 0.5200

DESI	 11	 -EASE ANALYSIS

Run Order 57	 58 59 10 61 62 63 64

Block I	 I I 1 i I i i
Standard Order 46	 15 •	 s 40 33 32 49 20

A -	 NODE	 - HNC	 TEN00 TE400 TENOI TE000 TEN01 TEN00 TENOI

B - SIDE	 AAG,	 DEGREE: '0	 10 s 10 0 10 0 10

C-	 FOCUS	 am +1.0	 +1,9 -1.0 +1.0 -1.0 +1.0 -1.0 -1.0
0 -	 SPEED	 mils 140	 140 140 41 40 140 40 40

E -	 POWER	 kW 1.5	 1,5 1.5 1.5 1.5 3.5 1.5 3.5

F -	 LENS	 MA 150	 109 •	 100 150 150 100 150. 100

5 -	 POLARITY	 - LINEAR	 LINEAR LINEAR LINEAR CIRCULAR CIRCULAR CIRCULAR CIRCULAR

H - NORM AN. DEGREES 5.5 o 5.5 0 0 0 5.5 0

RI	 -	 DEPTH ma 0.5290 0,8000 0.9200 0.8800 1.0000 '	 1.0000 0.9100 1.1600

02	 -	 1IA000Ei3. 1199 426.0000 100.0100 306.0090 217..0000 232.0000 351.0000 278.0010 215.0000

03	 - SPEC	 EHEi limm: 30.000,', SLIM 80.0000 247.0300 154.0000 123.0000 469.0000 461.0010

04	 -	 JOIN	 EFF. la:/1 41.1019 7.1100 36.0000 10.0000 25.0001 40.0011 10.0103 13.0000

R5	 - MELT EFF. 12.0006 26.3139 29.0000 13.0310 16.0000 17.0000 6.0000 11.8060

RI	 -	 .41 AM 0.4141 0.6011 0.7:1) 1.519 1.1501 0.8594 1.1441 1.4110

w2 in 0.0000 1.1430 1.3431 0.:63: 0.4800 0.4200 C.0300 0.6060
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APPENDIX B

A summary of the statistical data anaysis
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STATISTICAL DEFINITIONS

An example of the output is given at the end of the appendix, in this instance the

response is joining efficiency

TREATMENT: Terms estimating treatment effects.

Sum of Squares: Sum of variance of the treatment means from the

overall mean

Degrees of Freedom (DF): The deviation of the treatment means

from the overall average must be zero. Given three mean deviations, the

remaining deviation can be determined. The DF for the deviation is,

therefore, one less than the number of means. In this case 8.

RESIDUAL Terms estimating the experimental error.

Sum of Squares: The sum of variance of response data points from

their treatment means.

Degrees of Freedom (DF): The deviation from the treatment average

must be zero. Summing the deviations for the treament gives DT = number

of data points - the number of treatments. Here, it is 60

NULL HYPOTHESIS (Hd: That treatments do not differ for a given response and

therefore, the model variance is equal to the error variance.

F-VALUE: Test for comapring treatment variance with error variance,

given by treatment mean square/error mean square.

PROB > F: Probability of observed F value if H o is true. Small vaules reject the

null hypothesis. The observed F-value can be compared with the F-value with 8 and

60 DF in this case. The probability is the area of the tail of the F-distribution

beyond the F-value.

COR TOTAL Total sum of squares corrected for the mean.

Sum of Squares: Sum of variance of data points from the grand
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average.

Degrees of Freedom: The deviations of the points from the grand

mean must equal zero. DF is therefore the number of data points-1 = 68.

ROOT MSE: Square root of the mean square error. Standard deviation associated

with experimental error.

DEP MEAN: Dependent mean, that is, overall mean of the response. Sum of the data

points divided by the number of points.

C.V.: Coefficient of variation, the standard deviation as a percentage of the mean.

R-SQUARED: The mulitiple correlation coefficient. A measure of the amount of

vairation about the mean explained by the model.

ADJ R-SQUARED: Measure of the am9unt of variation about the mean explained by

the model adjusted fro th number of parameters in the model. Adjusted R-squared

decreases as the number of parameters in the model increases relative to the number

of design points.

ESTIMATED MEAN: The average response at each treatment.

STANDARD ERROR OF TREATEMEIVT: Standard deciation of the data (ROOT

MSE) divied by the sqyuare of the number of repitions in a sample.

ACTUAL VALUE: The value of the data determeined in the test.

PREDICTED VALUE: The value predicted by the model.

RESIDUAL Difference between ACTUAL and PREDICTED values for each point in

the design.

• STUDENT1SED RESIDUAL:	 Residual divided by the estimated deviation of that

residual.

COOK'S DISTANCE: Measure of how much the regression changes if the case is
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deleted. Large values should be investigated - they could be caused by recording

errors, an incorrect model or a design point far from the remaining cases.

OUTLIER T VALUE: The outlier t value statistic is the number of standard

deviation between an actual data point and a predicted value at that point using the

model based on all the data except this point. Checks if that data point is consistent

with the other points in the model. Only extreme values (t=3-4) should be

considered as outliers.
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ANOVA for Selected Model

SUM OF MEAN
SOURCE SQUARES DF SQUARE VALUE PROB >

MODEL 14126.250000 8 1765.7812500 13.068 0.0001
CURVATURE 316.848958 1 316.8489584 2.345 0.1310
ERROR 7972.234375 59 135.1226165
RESIDUAL 7972.234375 55 144.9497159
PURE ERR 0.000000 4 0.0000000

COR TOTAL 22415.333333 68

ROOT MSE 11.624225 R-SQUARED 0.6443
DEP MEAN 30.734375 ADJ R-SQUARED 0.5901

C.	 V. 37.82	 %

PARAMETER SUM OF t FOR HO
VARIABLE ESTIMATE DF SQUARES PARA11ETER=0 PROS > Iti

Intercept 30.734375 1 21.152 0.0001
A -0.421875 1 11.390625 -0.290 0.7726
B 0.828125 1 43.890625 0.570 0.5709
C 0.828125 1 43.890625 0.570 0.5709
D 11.640625 1 8672.265625 8.011 0.0001
E -7.828125 1 3921.890625 -5.387 0.0001
F -3.078125 1 606.390625 -2.118 0.0384
G -0.578125 1 21.390625 -0.398 0.6922
H 3.546675 1 805.140625 2.441 0.0177

Std ERROR 1.4530282

Predicted Values and Residuals

Std
Ord

ACTUAL
VALUE

PREDICTED
VALUE RESIDUAL

STANDARDIZED
RESIDUAL

COOK'S
0

t
VALUE

Ru
Or

1 27.000000 31.734375 -4.734375 -0.4393 0.004 -0.436 32
2 24.000000 24.953125 -0.953125 -0.0864 0.000 -0.088 2
3 21.000000 27.453125 -6.452125 -0.5988 0.007 -0.596 67
4 31.000000 32.546875 -1.546875 -0.1435 0.000 -0.142 43
5 22.000000 34.546875 -12.546875 -1.1643 0.025 -1.168 38
6 23.000000 25.453125 -2.453125 -0.2276 0.001 -0.226 5
7 25.000000 27.953125 -2.953125 -0.2740 0.001 -0.272 23s 25.000000 35.359375 -10.359375 -0.9613 0.017 -0.961 54
9 86.000000 56.171875 29.828125 2.7680 0.139 2.939 59

10 35.000000 47.078125 -12.078125 -1.1208 0.023 -1.123 33
11 47.000000 49.578125 -2.578125 -0.2392 0.001 -0.237 28
12 85.000000 56.984375 26.015625 2.5998 0.123 2.737 37
13 76.000000 56.671875 19.328125 1.7936 0.058 1.828 7
14 40.000000 49.890625 -9.890625 -0.9178 0.015 -0.917 36
15 75.000000 52.390625 22.609375 2.0981 0.080 2.161 58
16 93.000000 57.484375 35.515625 3.2958 0.197 3.611 47
17 13.000000 8.984375 4.015625 0.3726 0.003 0.370 17
18 11.000000 16.390625 -5.390625 -0.5002 0.005 -0.497 25
19 14.000000 18.890625 -4.890625 -0.4538 0.004 -0.451 66
20 13.000000 9.796875 3.203125 0.2972 0.002 0.295 64
21 13.000000 11.796875 1.203125 0.1116 0.000 0.111 34
22 15.000000 16.890625 -1.890625 -0.1754 0.001 -0.174 46
23 13.000000 19.390625 -6.390625 -0.5930 0.006 -0.590 1
24 11.000000 12.609375 -1.609375 -0.1493 0.000 -0.148 12
25 40.000000 33.421875 6.578125 0.6104 0.007 0.607 11
26 40.000000 38.515625 1.484375 0.1377 0.000 0.137 4
27 20.000000 41.015625 -21.015625 -1.9502 0.069 -1.996 19
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Predicted Values and Residuals

Std
Ord

ACTUAL
VALUE

PREDICTED
VALUE RESIDUAL

STANDARDIZED
RESIDUAL

COOK's
D

t
VALUE

Ru
Or

28 32.000000 34.234375 -2.234375 -0.2073 0.001 -0.206 20
29 13.000000 33.921875 -20.921875 -1.9415 0.069 -1.989 55
20 26.000000 41.328125 -15.328125 -1.4224 0.037 -1.435 65
22 33.000000 43.828125 -10.828125 -1.0048 0.018 -1.005 24
32 40.000000 34.734375 5.265625 0.4886 0.004 0.486 62
a3 25.000000 18.464375 6.515625 0.6046 0.007 0.601 61
34 24.000000 25.890625 -1.890625 -0.1754 0.001 -0.174 26
35 26.000000 28.390625 -2.390625 -0.2218 0.001 -0.220 48
J6 27.000000 19.296875 7.703125 0.7148 0.009 0.712 42
37 27.000000 21.296675 5.703125 0.5292 0.005 0.526 41
28 31.000000 26.390625 4.609375 0.4277 0.003 0.425 68
39 27.000000 28.890625 -1.890625 -0.1754 0.001 -0.174 56
40 18.000000 22.109375 -4.109375 -0.3813 0.003 -0.379 60
41 30.000000 42.921875 -12.921875 -1.1991 0.026 -1.204 31
42 40.000000 48.015625 -8.015625 -0.7438 0.010 -0.741 16
43 47.000000 50.515625 -3.515625 -0.3262 0.002 -0.324 13
44 30.000000 43.734375 -13.734375 -1.2745 0.030 -1.281 s 9
45 35.000000 43.421875 -8.421875 -0.7815 0.011 -0.779 44
46 49.000000 50.828125 -1.826125 -0.1696 0.001 -0.168 57
47 38.000000 53.328125 -15.328125 -1.4224 0.037 -1.435 6
48 25.000000 44.234375 -19.234375 -1.7849 0.058 -1.819 30
49 10.000000 9.921875 0.078125 0.0072 0.000 0.007 63
0 11.000000 3.140625 7.859375 0.7293 0.010 0.726 45

51 11.000000 5.640625 5.359375 •,0.4973 0.004 0.494 39
32 11.000000 10.734375 0.265625 0.0246 0.000 0.024 18
53 15.000000 12.734375 2.265625 0.2102 0.001 0.209 69
:4 14.000000 3.640625 10.359375 0.9613 0.017 0.961 10
55 22.000000 6.140625 15.859375 1.4717 0.039 1.487 22
E. E 11.000000 13.546875 -2.546875 -0.2363 0.001 -0.234 35
:7 37.000000 34.359375 2.640625 0.2450 0.001 0.243 50
58 20.000000 25.265625 -5.265625 -0.4886 0.004 -0.486 29
:9 31.000000 27.765625 3.234375 0.3001 0.002 0.298 53
'0 38.000000 35.171875 2.828125 0.2624 0.001 0.260 21

42.000000 34.859375 7.140625 0.6626 0.008 0.660 49
:2 43.000000 28.078125 14.921875 1.3847 0.035 1.396 52

36.000000 30.578125 5.421875 0.5031 0.005 0.500 14
:4 34.000000 35.671875 -1.671875 -0.1551 0.000 -0.154 51
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APPENDIX C

Mechanical testing data
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Profile Sample
No.

X section
area

(mm2)

Elongation
(%)

Yield
Strength

MPa

Ultimate
Tensile

Strength MPa

Blank 11.36 41.37 219.92 325.48

1 46 Bt 12.27 15.63 206 330

38 Bt 12.40 40.44 150 305

1 69 Bt 11.13 25.00 188 305

2 1 Bt 11.38 34.40 175.67 307.42

2 23 Bt 12.25 7.04 193.47 292.24

2 28 Bt 12.25 38.17 159.18 310.20

2 35 Bt 12.12 39.12 160.82 305.15

3 2 Bt 12.25 26.25 146.94 292.24

Table 1 C Results of tensile testing for the different weld profile categories (see

section 3.2.2). Contiued over page.
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Profile
Sample

No.
Thickness

(mm)
Erichsen

(mm)

,
Force
(kN)

Energy
(J)

3 9 Bt 0.99 10.47 1.965 0.887

3 49 Bt 0.98 10.83 1.947 0.981

3 41 Bt 1.01 10.54 1.787 0.872

3 528t 1.01 11.36 1.947 1.053

3 64 Bt 0.99 10.02 1.788

-

0.832

4 12 Bt 0.99 9.81 1.697 0.738

4 24 Bt 0.99 11.06 1.929 1.034

4 4 Bt 0.99 10.47 1.822 0.893

4 11 Bop 0.99 10.56
,

2.000 0.963

4 66 Bt 0.98 7.57 1.106 0.427

4 22 Bt 0.97 9.95 1.751 0.822

5 5 Bt 0.97 6.69 0.929 0.269

5 59 Bt 0.97 10.21 1.822 0.870

5 19 Bt 1.00 5.44 0.393 0.126

5 27 Bt 1.00 3.89 0.286 0.075

5 65 Bt 1.00 4.75 0.536 0.126
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Profile Sample
No.

X section
area

(mm2)

Elongation
(%)

Yield
Strength

MPa

Ultimate
Tensile

Strength MPa

Blank 11.36 41.37 219.92 325.48

1 46 Bt 12.27 15.63 206 330

38 Bt 12.40 40.44 150 305

1 69 Bt 11.13 25.00 188 305

2 1 Bt 11.38 34.40 175.67 307.42

2 23 Bt 12.25 7.04 193.47 292.24

2 28 Bt 12.25 38.17 159.18 310.20

2 35 Bt 12.12 39.12 160.82 305.15

3 2 Bt 12.25 26.25 146.94 292.24

Table 2CThe Erichsen testing results, divided into the five identified weld profiles

(see section 3.2.2)
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Profile Sample
No..

X section
area Elongation

(%)
Yield

Strength
MPa

Ultimate
Tensile

Strength MPa

4 12 Bop 12.05 40.04 136.88 302.80

4 12 Bt 12.20 33.80 233.69 336.04

4 22 Bt 11.17 36.55 187.97 313.28

4 38 Bt 12.02 40.44 149.65 299.30

4 50 Bt 12.4 34.7 153.23 305.57

5 59 Bt 12.15

.-

36.80 160.47 308.59

Table 2CContinued
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APPENDIX D

Quadrant sensor specification and circuit design.
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RS
Data Library

Quadrant silicon photodiode

Stock number 652-027

A silicon photothode containing four separate sensing
elements (with communed cathodes) arranged one per
quadrant. The output voltage of each quadrant is avail-
able separately enabling null conditions to be detected
with equal degrees of shading. The device is hermeti-
cally sealed in a T05 package which incorporates the
pcb pin connections.

Absolute maximum ratings
dc reverse voltage 	 15V
Peak pulse current (Is, 1% duty cycle) 	 200mA
Peak dc current 	 lOrnA
Storage temperature range 	 —45°C to +100°C
Operating temperature range 	 —25°C to +75°C
Lead temperature soldenng (5s) 	 +200°C

Features
• High blue sensitivity and shunt resistance
• Suitable for low light level applications
• T05 package incorporating pcb pin connections.

Applications
• High accuracy position sensing
• Alignment
A Optical surveying.



9316

R5 Data Library

Specification

Parameter Conditions Min. Typ. Max. Units

Operating voltage 12 V

Dark current VR= IV 003 3 nA

Capacitance VR =0V 80 100 pF

Responswity 900nm. VR= IV 042 0 45 A/W

Rise time 0-70%. 864nm, VR= b y 10011 load <15 as
—

Peak wavelength 820 tim

Spectral response range 430 900 nm

Noise equivalent power 900nm 1 X I 0- '3 w}1-'

Active diameter 3 Min

Total active area 7 mm2

Metallurgical separation 200 gm
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